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Abstract
In this Ph.D. thesis, a novel high-resolution Godunov-type numerical procedure has been
developed for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for constant
and variable density flows. The proposed FSAC-PP approach encompasses both artificial
compressibility (AC) and fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) methods of Chorin
[3, 4] in a unified solution concept. To take advantage of different computational strate-
gies, the FS and AC methods have been coupled (FSAC formulation), and further a PP
step has been employed at each pseudo-time step. To provide time-accurate solutions,
the dual-time stepping procedure is utilized. Taking the advantage of the hyperbolic na-
ture of the inviscid part of the AC formulation, high-resolution characteristics-based (CB)
Godunov-type scheme is employed to discretize the non-linear advective fluxes. High-
order of accuracy is achieved by using from first- up to ninth-order interpolation schemes.
Time integration is obtained from a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. A non-linear full-
multigrid, full-approximation storage (FMG-FAS) acceleration technique has been fur-
ther extended to the FSAC-PP solution method to increase the efficiency and decrease the
computational cost of the developed method and simulations.
The AC method has major value for solving stationary flow problems, but for unsteady
and/or low Reynolds number flows, the stability condition of the dual-time stepping pro-
cedure and the choice of the AC parameter may become too restrictive, which could lead
to slow convergence rates [5]. To overcome this problem of stiffness, the key motivation
for developing the FSAC-PP method is to improve the stability, efficiency and decrease
the computational cost of the classical AC method at both (very) low and moderate Rey-
nolds numbers. Most of the mircofluidic industrial applications under the continuum
hypothesis are complex multiphysics problems occurring at low Reynolds numbers. In
these cases, the typical Reynolds number is from 10−1 up to 102 [6], where the classi-
cal AC method could fail. Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to develop, analyse
and validate a new efficient high-resolution method based software package for mod-
elling multiphysics problems. The proposed FSAC-PP solver based software tool, called
HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0, might be a bridge between the market
leader packages and the daily engineering demand in the design of microfluidic devices.
Numerical validation test cases and examples have been presented in this thesis. In
v
Chapter 5, the FSAC-PP method has been validated by comparison to the AC, PP meth-
ods and an analytical solution for steady-state, incompressible, constant density, pressure-
driven laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel. Four-hundred and eighty simula-
tions have been performed using three different methods with five different intercell flux
interpolation formulas on four different girds at eight different Reynolds numbers from
10 to 10−4. The AC method fails to give physically correct results at extremely low Rey-
nolds number flows (10−4 < Re < 0.1), whereas both PP and FSAC-PP methods exhibit a
good agreement with the analytical solution for the two-dimensional straight microfluidic
benchmark channel. In Chapter 6, the FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-
FAS multigrid technique [7] has been validated for steady-state, incompressible, constant
density laminar flow in a lid driven square cavity at Re = 100, 400, and 1000. To pro-
vide numerical data for validation purposes, different intercell flux interpolation formulas
have been employed from first- up to ninth-order. The numerical results have been sum-
marized and compared to the computational data of Ghia et al. [8] in comparative tables
in Appendix B. The FSAC-PP method has also been tested for unsteady turbulent flows
in a lid driven cubical cavity at Re = 3200 and 10 000. The turbulent flow simulations
have been performed by using the Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) method relying
on the proposed FSAC-PP solution method. In Chapter 7, the variable density version
of the FSAC-PP method has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, multi-species
variable density flow, taking two different miscible liquids with different densities, in a
three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000. In Chapter
8, the capability of the FSAC-PP method has been demonstrated for steady-state, incom-
pressible, non-isothermal, Newtonian and non-Newtonian biofluid flow in the presence of
a uniform magnetic field in a two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel at Re = 300.
The model equations of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] have been further extended to
use any types of constitutive equation for blood. In Chapter 9, the FSAC-PP method
has been tested for acoustic wave (AW) modelling and for solving unsteady, incompres-
sible, laminar flow problem in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel at Re = 10. A
simplified AW model has been adopted and further developed to investigate the effects
of AW on the Newtonian fluid flow pattern. In this benchmark test case, the AW inter-
acted with ssDNA strands that have been released in the microfluidic T-channel, and have
been modelled through a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian dynamics [10, 11]. The reason
for choosing these numerical examples is to demonstrate the capability of the proposed
FSAC-PP method. The contribution to the knowledge is summarized in Chapter 10.
vi
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U − Dimensionless velocity vector
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Up − Vector of dimensionless pseudo-time stepping unknowns
Ur − Vector of dimensionless real-time stepping quantities
L m Length/Reference length
Ma − Mach number
MA kg/mol Molar mass
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r − Grid refinement ratio
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S 1/s Rate of strain (deformation) tensor
t s Time
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∆t∗ s Time-step
T − Dimensionless temperature field
x,y,z m Cartesian coordinates
X ,Y,Z − Dimensionless Cartesian coordinates
β − Artificial compressibility parameter
γt∗ − Safety-factor
ε − Dielectric constant
ϑ K Temperature field
λA m Average interatomic space
µ Pa·s Dynamic viscosity
υ m2/s Kinematic viscosity
σ Pa Total stress tensor
τ s Pseudo-time
τ Pa Viscous stress tensor
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ρe C/m3 Electric charge density
ρ∞ kg/m3 Reference (constant) density
ωP − Relaxation factor for the pressure
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CBD Computational Biofluid Dynamics
CBM Computational Biofluid Mechanics
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
DPD Dissipative Particle Dynamics
dsDNA Double-Stranded Deoxyribonucleic Acid
DSMC Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
EDL Electric Double Layer
ENO Essentially Non-Oscillatory
EOF Electroosmotic Flow
EWOD Electrowetting on Dielectric
FALCO FAst Linear COrrector
FCM Force Coupling Method
FDM Finite Difference Method
FEM Finite Element Method
FHD Ferro-HydroDynamics
FMG-FAS Full-Multigrid, Full-Approximation-Storage
FVM Finite Volume Method
FS Fractional Step
FSAC Fractional Step Artificial Compressibility
FSAC-PP Fractional Step Artificial Compressibility with Pressure-Projection
FS-PP Fractional Step Pressure-Projection
FSTE Flow-Structure-Thermal-Electrical
FSI Fluid-Structure Interactions
FVGM Finite Volume Godunov-type Method
GCI Grid Convergence Index
HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus
HR-CBS High-Resolution Characteristics-Based Scheme
ILES Implicit Large Eddy Simulation
LBM Lattice-Boltzmann Method









MpCCI Multiphysics Code Coupling Interface
MST MicroSystem Technology
µTAS Micro Total Analysis Systems
NPIV Nano-Particle Image Velocimetry
PISO Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators
PP Pressure-Projection
PVC Pressure-Velocity Coupling
QUICK Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kinematics
SAR Spanwise Aspect Ratio
SIMPLE Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations
SIMPLEC Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations Consistent
SIMPLER Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations Revised
SEM Spectral Element Method
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S.P.O.R. Successive Point Over-Relaxation
ssDNA Single-Stranded Deoxyribonucleic Acid
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Subscripts
S South corresponds to grid indices (i, j−1,k)
E East corresponds to grid indices (i−1, j,k)
P Point corresponds to grid indices (i, j,k)
W West corresponds to grid indices (i+1, j,k)
N North corresponds to grid indices (i, j+1,k)
T Top corresponds to grid indices (i, j,k+1)
B Bottom corresponds to grid indices (i, j,k−1)
Operators
∇ Hamilton (nabla) vector-type differential operator
∇2 Laplacian second-order scalar-type differential operator




Multiphysics modelling refers to multiple physical models combining different mathemat-
ical descriptions and solutions. For modelling complex phenomena and/or designing high
level technological devices, it is indispensable to develop and integrate different mathe-
matical models for a broad range of physics disciplines. Equations of the corresponding
models are mostly coupled systems of partial differential equations, and it may be ad-
vantageous and required to couple various computational methods. The mathematical
solution may happen considering model simplifications and assumptions.
Multiphysics software packages are available on the market, such as ANSYS Multi-
physics, CFD-ACE+, CoventorWareTM and COMSOL Multiphysics packages, requiring
interdisciplinary knowledge from their users. These software packages are capable of
modelling coupled physical phenomena, such as fluid flow, heat and chemical species
transport, fluid-structure interactions (FSI), thermal stresses, chemical reaction kinetics,
electromechanical interactions, electromagnetic-fluid interactions, and magnetohydrody-
namics. Most of them are relying on the Finite Volume Method (FVM) and/or Finite El-
ement Method (FEM) as discretization methods for solving the corresponding systems of
transport equations. The different mathematical behaviour of partial differential equations
are taken into account by single or multiple discretization techniques using optimization
methods. The MpCCI (Multiphysics Code Coupling Interface) commercially available
software package is capable of coupling simulation among different multiphysics pack-
ages simultaneously to model complex physical processes all together.
The above mentioned commercial multiphysics software packages cover a broad range
of scientific and practical engineering applications, such as aerospace and defence, aircraft
engineering, combustion, simulation of biomedical and life science processes, and de-
signing biomedical devices using bioengineering technologies. These software packages
provide a multiscale modelling environment to manage physical phenomena in macro-,
micro-, and nanoscales. For example, it is possible to model microscale processes, such
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as pressure and/or electrokinetically-driven flows, non-Newtonian fluid flows, mixing of
chemical species, and take into account e.g. Joule heating. Modelling of these physical
processes may be useful in designing Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS), Lab-
on-a-Chip devices, micropumps, micromixers, biosensors, and other microfluidic devices.
There are different levels of physical modelling in terms of spatial and temporal scales
(see Figure 1.1 [12, p. 2]). One of them is the continuum model under the continuum
hypothesis, and the other main one is the Molecular Dynamics (MD) based model relating
to the momentum equation for individual particles. These modelling approaches are often
used for micro- and nanofluidic engineering applications. Micro- and nanofluidics deal
with physical and chemical processes in micro- and nano spatial scale devices, which is
related to different fields of science and technology (see Figure 1.2 [13, p. 1.]).
Figure 1.1: Levels of Modelling Approaches at Spatial and Temporal Scales [12, p. 2]
Karniadakis, Beskok and Aluru discussed the fundamentals of micro- and nanoflu-
idics relying on continuum and MD simulation techniques for multiphysics and multiscale
modelling of liquid and gas flows [23]. The main differences of fluid mechanics between
the micro- and macroscale flow simulation approach were considered as the classification
of non-continuum, surface-dominated, low Reynolds number, multiphysics, and multi-
scale effects. Multiscale modelling of gas microflows was described at the mesoscopic
and atomistic levels based on the stochastical stationary and unsteady Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. The Schwarz iterative method was presented for cou-
pling the continuum and atomistic scales. The Lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM) was
discussed for incompressible, and compressible flows. Multiscale modelling of liquid
microflows involves the MD method, the LBM, and the Dissipative Particle Dynamics
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(DPD) method. For continuum simulation, the incompressible and compressible Navier-
Stokes equations based on high-order Spectral Element Method (SEM), the Meshless
Methods (MM), and the Force Coupling Method (FCM) were described in detail. Shear-
driven flows, pressure-driven flows, surface-tension driven flows, electrokinetic flows,
such as electroosmotic flow (EOF), electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis, and thermal ef-
fects were also discussed. Demonstrative examples can be found for micro- and nanoflu-
idic systems, such as Lab-on-a-Chip systems, microfilters, micronozzle, micromixers,
carbon nanotubes, micro/nanochannels, and full systems in heterogeneous domains.
Microfluidics also refers to science and microsystem technology that is related mul-
tidisciplinary to mathematics, physics, chemistry (including surface chemistry), biology,
material science, microoptics, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), biofluid mechanics,
computational biofluid dynamics (CBD), biomedical and life sciences, microfabrication,
system and production engineering, bioengineering, and biotechnologies [24, 25].
Figure 1.2: Microfluidics related to different fields of science and technology [13, p. 1.].
The modern age of computers started in the 20th century, because the break-through
in the microelectronics and information technology with producing integrated circuits
made miniaturization the centre of interest [23, 25, 26]. The scientific interest had a
significant growth from the beginning of the 21th century, because it has become possible
to produce cheap portable biomedical devices (see, e.g., Figure 1.3) [14]. The fabrication
and development of microfluidic devices happens on micro- or smaller-scales, i.e. nano-,
pico- and femtolitre volumes. This field enables a whole range of possibilities to study
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fundamental physical, chemical, biological, biophysical, and biochemical processes. The
flow is laminar, and the fluid may be Newtonian or non-Newtonian depending on the
microfluidic device. In these devices, the surface forces, surface tension and viscosity
dominate instead of the inertial forces at low Reynolds numbers. It may also be important
to consider the magnetic field effect, e.g. during the modelling and design of biofluid
magnetic particle separators. These physical phenomena are relevant to be taken into
account in the design processes of microfluidic devices.
Figure 1.3: Portable microfluidic biomedical device for daily blood glucose monitoring:
a) OneTouch Ultra Blood Glucose Biosensor [14, Newman and Turner, p. 2444]; b)
Pelikan Sun Integrated Blood Glucose Device [14, Newman and Turner, p. 2451].
Microfluidic systems are used for diverse industrial fields, such as micro- and con-
sumer electronics, biotechnology, diagnostics, pharmaceutics, chemistry, medical and
process industry, environmental technology, automobile, and food industry. These rel-
evant industrial applications may include Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS),
Biological-Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (Bio-MEMS), Micro Total Analysis Sys-
tems (µTAS), Lab-on-a-Chip devices, commercial blood glucose biosensors (see Figure
1.3), cancer biomarker biosensors, cell based devices, DNA and protein chips, drug de-
livery, micropumps, microvalves, micromixers, and other microfluidic devices.
However, different multiphysics software packages are available on the market, but
there are shortages of quick and reliable high-resolution Godunov-type method based
software tools to design microfluidic biomedical devices, and/or biosensors. The reason
is that the high-resolution methods are computationally expensive, therefore, the scope
of this thesis is to develop and validate a new efficient high-resolution Godunov-type
numerical procedure for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations;
and implement a multiphysics software package for low and moderate Reynolds number
flow problems. This software tool may be used in the design of microfluidic devices.
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1.1 Background and Motivation of the Research Work
For microfluidic applications, the research work has been going on for almost ten years
at the Department of Engineering Physics at Cranfield University. The Fluid Mechanics
and Computational Science (FMCS) research group develops and uses in-house Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) FORTRAN 90/95 codes, called HIRECOM and CNS3D,
for solving incompressible and compressible fluid flow, heat transfer and chemical multi-
species problems for both scientific and industrial applications. These in-house codes
are high-performance parallelized software packages relying on a high-resolution Fi-
nite Volume Godunov-type Method (FVGM), which have been developed by over 40
members of the FMCS research group led by Professor Dimitris Drikakis. These codes
are also capable of handling scientifically and industrially relevant fluid dynamics prob-
lems, such as Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) for turbulent flows, instabilities,
and mixing; aerodynamics in particular to unsteady flows; multiphase and multi-species
problems; shock-material interactions; micro- and nanoflows, e.g. fluid-material inter-
faces, nanotubes, DNA flow modelling; and multiscale methods for flows and materials
modelling. Therefore, the motivation of the present research work is to further develop
high-resolution methods and implement a multiphysics modelling software tool, called
HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0, for microfluidic industrial applications.
The author of this Ph.D. thesis attaches importance to his personal interest and back-
ground in the development of numerical methods. He received his Ph.D. degree1 in 2004
at the University of Miskolc, in Hungary. Prior to his position at Cranfield University,
he was a guest research fellow at the University of Siegen in 2003, and at the Otto-von-
Guericke-University Magdeburg in 2005, in Germany. He was working on mathematical
modelling of isothermal and non-isothermal turbulent flows using a stochastical Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence model. After being an assistant professor at
the University of Miskolc, in Hungary, he became a postdoctoral research fellow in 2006
at the University of Leoben, in Austria. He took part in an industrially sponsored research
project from 2006 to 2008 working on modelling of multiphase and multicomponent so-
lidification and melting processes of ingot casting. After finishing the industrial research
project in Austria, his interest turned to the field of microfluidics. He decided to further
educate himself writing a second Ph.D. thesis under Professor Dimitris Drikakis super-
vision. His motivation is to integrate his previously gained knowledge in mathematical
modelling and computer science in the field of computational multiphysics.
1L. Könözsy. Computation of Two-Dimensional Shear Flows with the Solution of the Turbulent
Vorticity Transport Equation (in Hungarian), University of Miskolc, Department of Fluid and Heat En-
gineering, PhD thesis, Miskolc, Hungary, 2004. The research project was sponsored by the DAAD-
MÖB German-Hungarian fund in co-operation with the University of Siegen and the Otto-von-Guericke-
University Magdeburg, Institutes of Fluid- and Thermodynamics, in Germany.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The main outcomes of this Ph.D. project are a novel numerical treatment of the unsteady,
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations; and a high-resolution Godunov-type method
based FORTRAN 90/95 multiphysics software tool for solving constant and variable den-
sity flows, taking into account interface tracking, electric- and electromagnetic forces.
Multiphysics modelling refers to multiple physical models combining different mathe-
matical approaches and solutions. For microfluidic industrial applications, the flow is
laminar, and the fluid is Newtonian (e.g. water) or non-Newtonian (e.g. a biofluid such
as blood) depending on the microfluidic device. In these cases, the surface forces, surface
tension and viscosity dominate instead of the inertial forces at low Reynolds numbers.
The classical artificial compressibility method has major value for solving stationary flow
problems, but for unsteady and/or low Reynolds number flows, the stability condition of
the dual-time stepping procedure and the choice of the artificial compressibility parameter
may become too restrictive, which could lead to slow convergence rates [5, 27].
In this thesis, to overcome the stiffness of the classical artificial compressibility method,
a novel high-resolution Godunov-type numerical procedure has been developed for sol-
ving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. For constant and variable
density flows, the proposed numerical method encompasses both artificial compressibi-
lity (AC) and fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) methods of Chorin [3, 4] in a
unified solution concept, which is labelled as FSAC-PP method in this thesis. To take ad-
vantage of the best numerical features of different computational strategies, the FS and AC
methods have been coupled (FSAC formulation), and further a PP step has been employed
at each pseudo-time step. To provide time-accurate solutions, the dual-time stepping pro-
cedure is utilized. Taking the advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the inviscid part of the
AC formulation, high-resolution characteristics-based (CB) Godunov-type scheme is em-
ployed to discretize the non-linear advective fluxes. Five different interpolation schemes
have been used for the advective term discretization from first- up to ninth-order of ac-
curacy. An adaptive time stepping method with an appropriately chosen safety factor has
been used to compute the time step in each control cell locally. Time integration is ob-
tained from a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. In the presented thesis, the proposed
FSAC-PP method has been coupled with a non-linear full-multigrid, full-approximation
storage (FMG-FAS) acceleration technique to further increase the efficiency and decrease
the computational cost of the developed unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes solver.
Most of the mircofluidic industrial applications under the continuum hypothesis are
complex multiphysics problems occurring at low Reynolds numbers. In these practical
cases, the typical Reynolds number changes from 10−1 up to 102 [6], where the classical
AC method could fail for Re< 1. Therefore, the key motivation for developing the FSAC-
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PP method is to improve the stability, efficiency and decrease the computational cost of
the classical AC method at both (very) low and moderate Reynolds numbers. Since,
microfluidics refers to science and microsystem technology multidisciplinary related to
mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, material science, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD), biofluid mechanics, computational biofluid dynamics (CBD), biomedical and life
sciences [24, 25]; therefore, another reasonable objective is to implement a new efficient
high-resolution Godunov-type method based multiphysics software package relying on
the proposed FSAC-PP unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes solver.
One of the main reasons for using multiphysics software packages is to gain scientific
understanding about the physical behaviour of complex processes, and their mathematical
descriptions in many practical cases. On the other hand, the computational cost might be
too expensive in the daily engineering design process of microfluidic devices. However,
different software packages are available on the market, such as ANSYS Multiphysics,
CFD-ACE+, CoventorWareTM and COMSOL Multiphysics packages, but there are short-
ages of quick and reliable high-resolution Godunov-type method based software tools to
design microfluidic biomedical devices, and/or biosensors.
The aims of this project can be summarized as follows:
1. To develop and analyse a new efficient high-resolution Godunov-type numerical
procedure for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations at (very)
low and moderate Reynolds numbers. For constant and variable density flows, the
proposed FSAC-PP numerical approach encompasses both artificial compressibi-
lity (AC) and fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) methods of Chorin [3, 4]
in a unified solution concept.
2. To implement a high-resolution Godunov-type method based FORTRAN 90/95
multiphysics software package relying on the proposed FSAC-PP unsteady, incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes solver. This multiphysics software tool, called HIRECOM-
MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0, might be a bridge between the market leader
packages and the daily engineering demand in the design of microfluidic devices.
3. To perform, validate and investigate numerical simulations in conjunction with phy-
sical processes for constant and variable density flows, taking into account interface
tracking, and the presence of magnetic field, and ssDNA flow.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into ten chapters.
Chapter 1 describes the background and problem statement of the research work.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the literature of models and numerical methods for mi-
crofluidics and its applications due to the author’s background. The corresponding litera-
ture of the development for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
numerically has been reviewed only briefly.
Chapter 3 introduces the governing equations and computational methodology.
Chapter 4 describes a high-resolution Godunov-type numerical method development for
solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. For constant and variable
density flows, this chapter proposes a novel FSAC-PP solution method in conjunction
with a characteristics-based (CB) scheme.
Chapter 5 presents numerical results of a pressure-driven laminar flow in a two-dimensional
straight microfluidic channel at (very) low Reynolds numbers.
Chapter 6 presents numerical results of steady-state laminar and unsteady turbulent flows
in a lid-driven square and cubical cavity at higher Reynolds numbers, respectively.
Chapter 7 presents numerical results of steady-state, incompressible, multi-species vari-
able density flow in a three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel.
Chapter 8 presents numerical results of steady-state, incompressible, non-isothermal,
Newtonian and non-Newtonian biofluid flow in the presence of a uniform magnetic field
in a two-dimensional microfluidic channel.
Chapter 9 presents numerical results of acoustic wave modelling and for solving unsteady,
incompressible, laminar flow problem in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel.
Chapter 10 summarizes the conclusions of the present research work and the results of
the contribution to the knowledge including the future work.
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1.4 Publications
In the framework of the Ph.D. research project, one book chapter, two conference papers,
furthermore six technical and two review reports have been written. The technical re-
ports have been delivered to the scientific and industrial community of the 6th European
Commission Framework Program in the project DINAMICS, NMP4-CT-2007-026804.
Review reports [1, 2] have been written and submitted at Cranfield University, and pre-
sentations have been held as a part of the Ph.D. program.
• Book chapter:
1. D. Mantzalis, K. Karantonis, N. Asproulis, L. Könözsy, and D. Drikakis, “Com-
putational Modelling of Aqueous Environments in Micro and Nanochannels“, pp.
135-161. Edited by G. Zuccheri and N. Asproulis, “Detection of Pathogens in Water
Using Micro and Nano-Technology”, IWA Publishing, London, New York, 2012.
• Conference papers:
1. L. Könözsy, D. Drikakis: “A Coupled High-Resolution Fractional-Step Artificial
Compressibility and Pressure-Projection Formulation for Solving Incompressible
Multi-Species Variable Density Flow Problem at Low Reynolds Numbers”, CD-
ROM Proceedings of the 6th European Congress on Computational Methods in
Applied Sciences and Engineering (ECCOMAS 2012), September 10-14, 2012,
Vienna, Austria, Eds.: Eberhardsteiner, J.; Böhm, H.J.; Rammerstorfer, F.G., Pu-
blisher: Vienna University of Technology, Austria, ISBN: 978-3-9502481-9-7.
2. L. Könözsy, N. Asproulis, D. Drikakis, “High-Resolution Characteristics-based
Godunov-type Method for Modelling Acoustic Waves in conjunction with Incom-
pressible Microscale Laminar Flow“, The 15th International Conference on Fluid
Flow Technologies, Conference on Modelling Fluid Flow (CMFF’2012), Budapest,




2.1 Microfluidics and Its Applications
Microfluidics related to biological sciences is one of the most rapidly developing research
fields and industries in the second part of the 20th century, but mainly in the last two
decades. Therefore, the key motivation of the present research work is to further develop
high-resolution methods and implement a FORTRAN 90/95 multiphysics modelling soft-
ware tools for microfluidic industrial applications. A number of books, monographs, arti-
cles, reports, and theses related to microfluidics and its applications have appeared since
Richard P. Feynman held his famous speech “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” in
1959 [28, 29]. In this chapter, some of these writings have been collected, reviewed, and
analyzed in relation to the topic of this thesis.
Biomedical engineering is an assembly between the medical and the engineering sci-
ences. All aspects of knowledge in this field are involved to solve health care related
problems including the development and design of biomedical devices. The biomechan-
ics, physiological modelling, biomaterials, biomedical instrumentation and devices (e.g.
biosensors), biotechnology, and bionanotechnology are related to biomedical engineering.
Biofluid mechanics within biomechanics is a discipline to study the mechanical behaviour
of various biological fluids. Biological fluids are called biofluids such as sweat, blood,
urine, bile, blister and cyst fluids, or e.g. the breast milk. Most of the biomedical devices
work with various biofluids, thus the material properties, and fluid dynamics behaviour of
biofluids have been significant to describe them physically.
Mazumdar dealt with the fundamentals of biofluid mechanics studying a certain class
of biological problems from the fluid mechanics point of view [30]. Governing equations
of fluid- and circulatory biofluid mechanics, blood rheology and non-Newtonian fluid
behaviour, models of biofluid flow and its applications (e.g. flows in capillary blood
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vessels and in kidneys), as well as peristaltic flows, fluid mechanics of heart valves, and
numerical methods for computational biofluid mechanics (CBM) were discussed. This
book is an important resource to develop models for classical biological problems.
Twenty fields of biomedical engineering are encompassed in the first volume of “The
Biomedical Engineering Handbook” edited by Bronzino [21]. Bioengineering is repre-
sented as a modern multidisciplinary science covering mathematical, physical, chemical,
biological, engineering, and manufacturing details. Biomaterials and working principles
of biomedical sensors were also described in [21] providing a comprehensive summary
how to utilize material properties and how to use ideas to develop the basis of computa-
tional models.
In general, sensors convert information by a transducer for further use. Biomedical
sensors are devices used for measuring physical and/or chemical quantities for biomedical
applications. Three types of these sensors exist such as physical, chemical and bioanalyt-
ical sensors, where the third one is used for measuring quantities in biological systems. A
possible classification of different types of biomedical sensors relying on their measured
quantities can be shown in Table 2.1 [21, Neuman, Section V, p. 2].







Table 2.1: A possible classification of biomedical sensors [21, Neuman, Section V, p. 2].
Biomedical sensors may be defined as interfaces between a biological and an electri-
cal system identifying physical and/or chemical information for biomedical applications.
Pure physical sensors measure only physical quantities, and these can be mechanical for
arterial blood flow, thermal for body temperature, electric for electric signals produced by
the heart, hydraulic for blood pressure, and geometric for muscle displacement. Chemi-
cal sensors measure chemical quantities and these devices can be electrochemical sensors
for sensing chemical concentration of blood glucose, gas sensors e.g. measuring oxy-
gen concentration in the pulmonary system, and photometric sensors to detect chemical
concentrations based on changes in light transmission, reflection or colour. Bioanalytic
sensors also fall into the group of chemical sensors, but it can be classified as a separate
category related only to biological systems. Biomedical sensors can be used for diag-
nostic or therapeutic purposes in clinical medicine, and for data collection in biomedical
research (see more details in [21, Neuman, Section V, p. 2 ]).
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Biotechnology involves diverse technologies and methods, such as techniques how to
manipulate genetic materials, DNA technology, applications of nucleic acid chemistry,
cancer detection and treatment, genome analysis, viral vaccines development, gene ther-
apy, and several clinical measurements. Since, biotechnology covers different fields of
biomedical engineering, therefore, Nill summarized definitions, phrases and terms to var-
ious specialists working in the field of biotechnology [31]. More details can be found
about modern biotechnology by Yarmush, Toner, Plonsey and Bronzino [32], and about
its applications by Moore and Zouridakis [33].
Computational power is permanently increasing, therefore, simulation of different
physical phenomena from the quantum scale to the macroscale, called multiscale simula-
tion, is in the centre of scientific and engineering interest for gaining deeper understanding
of natural processes than ever before. Even nowadays, the computational cost is still time
consuming, because multiscale problems consist of many unknowns. Engquist, Lötst-
edt and Runborg collected studies about multiscale simulation methods in science and
engineering practice [34]. Homogenization techniques, stochastic differential equations,
subdomain-subgrid models, multiscale discontinuous finite element Galerkin methods,
multigrid techniques, micro- and macroscale coupling methods were described. Using
multiscale methods is advantageous, because it provides possibilities to understand be-
haviour of different materials in smaller scales, which can help to develop constitutive
relationships for macroscale modelling.
Drikakis and Kalweit discussed the flow and mass transport modelling techniques
for a continuum simulation approach including non-Newtonian constitutive equations for
shear stress transport, and quantum mechanics considering the Schrödinger equation [35].
The DSMC method and MD dynamics approaches for equilibrium and non-equilibrium
were considered, and an MD case study of a protein molecule was presented in the field
of computational nanotechnology [35]. Kumar, Hormes, and Leuschner encompassed the
nanofabrication technologies and methods for biomedical applications [36]. Müller and
Nicolau dealt with the microarray technology and its applications [37]. Enderle, Blan-
chard, and Bronzino’s edited handbook is a comprehensive introduction to biomedical
engineering [38]. Malsch summarized methods for biomedical nanotechnology [39].
The age of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) started in the late 1970s
when silicon technology was extended to machining mechanical microdevices [25, p. 1],
[40]. MEMS have characteristic length between 1 µm and 1 mm, and consist of electrical
and mechanical elements. A few typical examples of MEMS are microsensors, micro-
motors, microvalves, micropumps, and microducts. Nguyen and Wereley provided an ex-
tensive summary of fundamentals and applications of microfluidics, including MEMS, in
particular to fabrication and design of microfluidic devices, such as microvalves, microp-
umps, microflow sensors, microneedles, micromixers, microdispensers, microfilters, mi-
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croseparators, and microreactors [25]. According to them, the MEMS is an inappropriate
term, because the “MicroSystem Technology” (MST) with fluidic and optical components
in microdevices would be a more accurate description [25, p. 1]. Biological applications
of MEMS are called Biological-Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (Bio-MEMS). Since
the MEMS term became the most widely used expression, it has been employed in this
thesis following the general convention.
“The MEMS Handbook”, edited by Gad-el-Hak [26], discussed several aspects of
microfluidics and its applications, e.g. scaling of micromechanics devices, mechanical
properties of MEMS materials, flow physics, coupling Flow-Structure-Thermal-Electrical
(FSTE) domains, slip flow simulations based on LBM, liquid and gas flows modelling,
bubble/drop transport in microchannels, and molecular-based simulations. The flow char-
acteristics in microdevices are different from macrodevices due to the small characteristic
sizes. The flow tends to be laminar, and it can occur with Newtonian or non-Newtonian
medium. Surface forces, surface tension, and viscosity dominate instead of the inertial
forces at low Reynolds numbers. Brownian-motion and Joule heating need to be taken
into account depending on the microfluidic device. Electrophoresis can also occur which
is an electrokinetic phenomenon where the motion of dispersed particles relative to a
fluid is under the influence of a uniform electric field. When this motion occurs in a
non-uniform electric field is called dielectrophoresis. The particles can be solid, liquid
or gas bubbles with sizes in micro- and nanoscales. It may also be important to consider
the magnetic field effect, for example, during modelling, designing, and fabricating of
biofluid magnetic particle separators [26].
Microfluidics related to biomedical engineering enables a whole range of scientific
and technological possibilities in the development of biomedical devices. Akay edited
an encyclopedia on biomedical engineering [41] as a glossary of articles involving basic
mathematical descriptions related to diverse biomedical disciplines. Webster edited a six-
volume encyclopedia for medical devices and instrumentation [42] covering engineering,
physics, and computer sciences related to the general areas of medicine. Since, it looks
that mathematics has the possibility to describe natural processes numerically, modelling
has gained importance in all sciences nowadays. The theory of probability is a tool to
predict natural processes numerically and analyse random aspects of complex biological
problems in a deductive way. For biomedical engineers, Enderle, Farden, and Krause
introduced the probability theory in a series of books on [43, 44, 45] to present a unified
treatment of the subject [43, p. ix]. Important examples can be found in this field, such as
diffusion of ions across a cell membrane, biochemical reactions, mathematical modelling
of DNA mutation processes, genetics, and biostatistics [43, p. 2].
The development of Bio-MEMS plays an important role in the design of microflu-
idic biomedical devices as well as the development of MEMS in the design of integrated
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circuit. Ozkan and Heller discussed micro- and nanotechnologies for genomics and pro-
teomics Bio-MEMS [46], in particular to recently developed, commercialized and minia-
turized DNA microarray, DNA chip, Lab-on-a-Chip, and biosensor devices. The hand-
book, edited by Bashir and Wereley, dealt with biomolecular sensing, processing and
analyzing methods [47] with special consideration to micro/nanoscale sensing and ma-
terials, such as biosensors and biochips [47, Vo-Dinh, pp. 3-20], cantilever arrays [47,
Yue, Majumdar and Thundat, pp. 21-34], cell-based sensing technologies [47, Ozkan et
al., pp. 55-92], and fabricating of Bio-MEMS [47, Nguyen, pp. 93-116]. This handbook
also dealt with processing and integrated systems, such as Micro Total Analysis Systems
(µTAS) [47, Lee, Collins, and Lemoff, pp. 135-158], Bio-MEMS for cellular manipula-
tion [47, Li, Gómez-Sjöberg, and Bashir, pp. 187-204], and microfluidic tectonics [47,
Gimm and Beebe, pp. 223-242]. Characterization of microfluidics is an important issue,
such as particle dynamics in a dielectrophoretic device [47, Wereley and Whitacre, pp.
259-276], microflow simulation for electrokinetic and Lab-on-a-Chip applications [47,
Erickson and Li, pp. 277-300], electroosmotic flow (EOF) in nanochannels [47, Conlisk
and Singer, pp. 301-330], Nano-Particle Image Velocimetry (NPIV) measuring technique
[47, Yoda, pp. 331-348], optical MEMS-based sensor development [47, Fourguette, Arik,
and Wilson, pp. 349-370], and vascular cell responses to fluid shear stress [47, McCann,
Webster, and Haberstroh, pp. 371-394]. More details can be found about Bio-MEMS
technology and its applications by Wang and Soper [48]. These handbooks focused on
the perspectives for the future as well in the fields of microfluidics, biomedical engineer-
ing, and medical science, therefore, it was necessary to reference them.
Waite and Fine considered the modern problems of applied biofluid mechanics start-
ing from a brief historical introduction of the discipline [49]. The authors provided a
substantial description of the topic with useful mathematical examples. Cardiovascular
structure and function with clinical features, pulmonary anatomy and physiology, respi-
ration, minute description of hematology and blood rheology, physiological behaviour of
blood vessels, mechanics of heart valves, pulsatile flow in large arteries, flow and pressure
measurements, and mathematical modelling issues were covered. The fluid dynamics re-
searchers can also get a deep insight into the behaviour of blood elements when various
infections, such as e.g. tuberculosis, mononucleosis, rubella, mumps, hepatitis, syphilis,
and Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) are present in the blood. As a matter of fact,
it is difficult to develop continuum and/or molecular type constitutive blood models for
understanding specific blood flow behaviour, therefore, the book’s provided knowledge is
indispensable in the development of biosensors to detect bacterial and/or viral infections.
The scientific interest has a significant growth from the beginning of the 21th century,
because it has become possible to produce cheap portable biomedical devices. Bruus
investigated the theoretical aspects of microfluidics, in particular to complex flow pat-
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terns, acoustofluidics, optofluidics, and nanofluidics [24]. Berthier dealt with digital mi-
crofluidic systems, electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) microsystems in biological and
chemical utilizations, physics of droplets, and multiphase microflows [50]. Tian and Fine-
hout discussed the microfluidic techniques for biological applications [51]. Peterson and
Bronzino assorted the biomechanical principles and its applications [52].
Non-Newtonian fluids show non-linear relationship between the shear stress and the
shear strain rate [20]. Blood is a well-known non-Newtonian fluid. In order to model
the rheological behaviour of blood flow in microfluidic biomedical devices, the litera-
ture for the blood biorheology has to be considered. Neofytou and Drikakis [20] made a
first attempt to investigate the bifurcation of a two-dimensional blood flow, which occurs
through a plane symmetric sudden expansion, employing Casson [53], a version of the
Power-Law as proposed by Walburn and Schneck [54], and Quemada [55] non-Newtonian
fluid models. The Casson constitutive equation exhibits discontinuous behaviour, there-
fore, its numerical discretization has to be made with particular consideration [20]. Wal-
burn and Schneck’s suggested Power-Law model employs a coefficient, a power exponent
and a characteristic parameter which have to be adjusted for simulations. Quemada pre-
dicts the viscosity of a concentrated disperse system taking into account the shear rate and
haematocrit level of the blood.
Himeno [56] investigated the blood flow in the human vascular system and pointed
out that blood has a weak non-Newtonian effect in arteries, but strong one in capillar-
ies. Grinberg and Karniadakis [57], furthermore, Grinberg et al. [58] considered the
blood as a Newtonian medium in the arterial flow and in the virtual physiological hu-
man (VPH) arterial tree simulations. Sherwin et al. [59], Neofytou and Tsangaris [60],
Ikbal et al. [61], and Kim et al. [62] considered non-Newtonian blood flow effects in
their haemodynamics simulations. Ikbal et al. [61] investigated the unsteady response
of blood flow through a stenosed artery in a magnetic field. Kim et al. [62] dealt with
the multiphase non-Newtonian effects of pulsatile haemodynamics in a coronary artery
using the Carreau-Yasuda [63], Quemada [64], Cross [65], and a modified version of Cas-
son [66] biorheological fluid models. These constitutive equations are used mostly for a
continuum approach of non-Newtonian blood flow in the field of biomedical engineering,
computational haemodynamics, and arterial flow modelling. More details can be found
about haemodynamic modelling and blood flow simulations by Franke et al. [67] and
Sherwin et al. [68]. Bitsch [69] discussed blood flow in microchannels.
Tang et al. [70] investigated a non-Newtonian power-law electroosmotic flow (EOF)
using a LBM in microchannels. The computational results were compared to analytical
solutions in the pressure-driven non-Newtonian flow, therefore, this study provides pos-
sibility to analyse the effects of the power-law exponent for the rheological behaviour of
non-Newtonian fluids in electroosmotic microflows [70].
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Das and Chakraborty [71] derived an analytical solution for velocity, temperature, and
concentration distribution of a non-Newtonian biofluid in electroosmotic microchannel
flows. They emphasized that the biorheological behaviour of human blood can be de-
scribed accurately with higher-order constitutive equations, because it shows non-linear,
time-dependent, viscoelastic and neglectable Bingham plastic characteristics. Bingham
plastic behaviour was described in detail by Fortin, Côté, and Tanguy [72]. Kornev and
Neimark studied numerically the spontaneous penetration of viscoelastic fluids and bioflu-
ids into capillaries [73]. Xiao, Yang, and Pitchumani [74] proposed a generalized analysis
of capillary flows in channels.
Chakraborty and Paul [75] developed a mathematical model to study the combined in-
fluences of electromagnetohydrodynamic forces in rectangular microchannels. The clas-
sical Poisson-Boltzmann equation was used to model the Electric Double Layer (EDL)
effects. A parametric study emphasized that with the aid of a relatively low-magnitude
magnetic field, a substantial augmentation in volumetric flow rates can be achieved. Non-
dimensional parameters were investigated in the flow mechanism as well [75].
Das, Das, and Chakraborty [76] derived analytical solutions for the rate of DNA hy-
bridization in electroosmotic and pressure-driven flows in a microchannel. Second-order
hybridization kinetics was used for modelling the diffusion-reaction mechanism. Time-
dependent reactive boundary conditions were considered at the channel walls for the
species conservation taking into account advection and diffusion fluxes. According to
this model, a saturation state of the hybridization reaction was obtained faster in a pure
EOF compared to a pressure-driven flow [76]. These results can be used in the design of
DNA microchips and microarrays in the field of bioanalytical chemistry for gene identifi-
cation, DNA sequencing, and clinical diagnostics [76].
Das, Das, and Chakraborty [77] investigated the momentum, heat and solute transport
during DNA hybridization considering electroosmotic effects and axial pressure gradi-
ents in a microchannel. An integrated thermofluidic analysis was presented for DNA hy-
bridization combining electrokinetically and/or pressure-driven microflows. The bulk and
surface transport of momentum, heat, and solute with the pertinent hybridization kinetics
was encompassed in the model. According to the results, electrokinetic accumulation of
DNA occurs in a shorter time (within a few seconds or minutes) than passive hybridiza-
tion that could take sometimes several hours [77]. It was also observed that significantly
higher DNA can be achieved at the capture probes by increasing the accumulation time.
These results can be used to investigate the rate of DNA hybridization [77].
Shapiro et al. [78] studied an interface capturing dual-fluid xylene/water flow in a
microchannel at low Reynolds number using the High-Resolution Characteristics-Based
Scheme (HR-CBS); the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations)
pressure-velocity coupling (PVC) technique, and the Volume of Fluid (VOF) interface
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tracking methods. This study focused on the interface positioning in xylene/water flows
used in polymer membrane fabrication in microfluidics. The computational results were
compared with the analytical solution. It was concluded that the HR-CBS model yields
better resolution of the contact discontinuity than the PVC-VOF solutions. These methods
can be used for in-situ polymer, and biological membrane fabrication [78].
Gargiuli et al. [79] dealt with microfluidic systems for in-situ formation of nylon 6,6
membranes. This study focused on glass fabricated structures used with adipoyl chloride
and hexamethylenediamine in the organic and aqueous phases, in order to achieve nylon
6,6 interfacial polymerization [79]. Different geometries and flow rates were investigated
at various Reynolds numbers to characterize flow stability and wall shear stress patterns.
It was concluded that the best membranes were observed for Y-shaped structures with a
45º degree entry angle, curved input walls, and a single exit [79].
Chakraborty [80] described foremost the electroosmotically-driven capillary transport
of non-Newtonian biofluids in rectangular microchannels. A semi-analytical mathemati-
cal model was developed to study the capillary filling employing a power law constitutive
relationship for the blood biorheology. The main electroosmotic forces were derived by
taking into account both liquid and vapour phases in the capillary. A case study was pre-
sented to illustrate the blood sample behaviour for different haematocrit levels. It was
concluded that a) the meniscus dynamics has strongly dependence on the blood haemat-
ocrit level; b) higher capillary speed obtained at lower haematocrit levels; and c) higher
haematocrit levels can be characterized with a capillary retracting phenomenon [80, p.
183]. Microfluidic applications of capillary-driven filling are e.g. Lab-on-a-Chip devices
and Micro Total Analysis Systems (µTAS). These results can also be used for designing
blood transporting microsystems, e.g. continuous blood glucose monitoring [80].
Chakraborty and Srivastava [81] developed a generalized model for a time periodic
EOF with overlapping EDL. In this article, an analytical model was developed for ana-
lyzing time periodic EOF in nanochannels within the continuum regime, but the validity
of the Boltzmann distribution of ionic charges was neglected. The charge density distri-
butions were obtained from the individual ionic species conservation and from other ther-
mochemical constraints. The potential distribution within the EDL were derived based
on the charge density distribution. The derived model equations were coupled with the
time-dependent Navier-Stokes equation under the overlapped EDL conditions. The re-
sults were validated in asymptotic limits of a thin EDL, and an analysis was carried out to
investigate the influences of the electrical field frequency on the EOF [81].
Paul and Chakraborty [82] established a theoretical model to describe the wall effects
in microchannel-based macromolecular separation under electromagnetohydrodynamic
influences. The near-wall interaction potentials and the consequent migratory fluxes on
the size-based separation of macromolecules were investigated. The results showed that
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one can obtain a significantly faster separation under the application of a strong external
magnetic field, however, it can also cause reduced resolution of the species. Accord-
ing to this theoretical analysis, one can select optimal combinations of the electrical and
magnetic fields for microchannel-based macromolecular separation systems [82].
Benke, Shapiro, and Drikakis [10] proposed an efficient multiscale macromolecule
modelling approach for single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) motion in fluid flow introducing
a new FAst Linear COrrector (FALCO) algorithm. A multiscale modelling strategy was
provided by using a meta-modelling approach based on the coupled solution of governing
equations. A simplified mechanical macromolecule model was considered in the momen-
tum equations, which enables individual macromolecule simulations at macroscopic time
scales. The introduced new algorithm significantly improves computational efficiency
and numerical stability compared to the widely used SHAKE algorithm. The ssDNA mo-
tion was tested in a lid-driven microcavity. This method can be used for simulating flow
of macromolecules in biomedical devices, such as separators, detection and analysis sys-
tems [10]. More details can be found about biosensors, biomaterials and its biomedical
applications in the thesis of Schneider [83], and in the books of Eggins [84], Wong and
Bronzino [85], Mozafari [86], Takeuchi et al. [87], and Zourob et al. [88].
Novel microfluidic designs in conjunction with multiphysics modelling were reported
by the Microfluidics Theory and Simulation Group (MIFTS) at the Technical University
of Denmark, which can be found in the M.Sc. and Ph.D. theses of Jensen [89], Hansen
[90], Brask [91], Bitsch [69], Goranovic [92], Olesen [93], Belmon [94], Heller [95],
Jensen [96], Xueyu [97], Brask [98], Gregersen [99], Mikkelsen [100], Bitsch [101],
Olesen [102], Hansen [103], Heller [104], Andersen [105], and Gregersen [106].
After reviewing briefly the literature of microfluidics and its applications, one may
conclude that the design and mathematical modelling of physical processes are not com-
mon tasks in small-scale devices at low Reynolds numbers [107]. The research and de-
velopment on numerical methods for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations at low Reynolds numbers are indispensable; for example, biomedical sciences
need novel design and development of biomedical devices to treat special medical cases.
Moreover, microfluidic devices can also be used for biomolecule recognition, detection
of bacteria and viruses, drug development, and in-house medical diagnosis for cholesterol
and blood glucose level [88]. Furthermore, other application fields may include envi-
ronmental field monitoring, water protection, and food analysis for quality control. To
get insight into the method development for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations, the literature has been reviewed briefly in the following section.
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2.2 Numerical Methods for the Navier-Stokes Equations
The numerical solution of unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is in the cen-
tre of interest using different approaches, because one of the major problems lies in that
no independent partial differential equation exists for the pressure. Therefore, Chorin [3]
introduced a perturbed continuity equation in order to decouple the continuity and mo-
mentum equations, which is a method known as “artificial compressibility method” (AC
method). Another method was introduced by Chorin [4] and Temam [108], the fractional
step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) method, which is based on the orthogonality theorem of
Ladyzhenskaya [109]. According to this theorem, a vector field can be decomposed into
a solenoidal (divergence-free) part and an irrotational part. The first FS estimates an in-
termediate velocity field neglecting the pressure term from the momentum equation. The
second FS projects the predicted intermediate velocity field into a divergence-free (exact
projection), or numerically nearly divergence-free (approximate projection) vector field
updating the velocity values based on the solution of a pressure-Poisson equation. Kim
and Moin [110] proposed an application of the FS method for solving three-dimensional,
time-dependent, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Eberle [111] developed a characteristics-based (CB) method for three-dimensional,
compressible Euler equations using characteristic flux extrapolation, which was further
extended by Drikakis, Govatsos, and Papatonis [112] to unsteady, incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations using the high-resolution Godunov-type method. To overcome the stiff-
ness of the solution of the AC method, Turkel [113] solved incompressible and low-speed
compressible flow problems using preconditioning techniques, and the stiffness was elim-
inated from the system of eigenvalues. Bell, Colella, and Trangenstein [114] dealt with
hyperbolic conservation laws using high-resolution method. Bell, Colella, and Glaz [115]
developed a second-order exact projection method in conjunction with high-resolution
Godunov-type methods for incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using an approxi-
mate Riemann solver. Colella [116] established a multidimensional upwind method for
hyperbolic equations. Karniadakis, Israeli, and Orszag [117] introduced a spectral el-
ement discretization-based high-order time splitting method with consistent Neumann-
type boundary conditions for the pressure field. Bell and Marcus [118] established a
second-order projection method for variable-density, incompressible flows. Perot [119]
accomplished a detailed analysis on the FS method to overcome the first-order temporal
accuracy using generalized block LU decomposition of the governing equations for the
primitive variables. For three-dimensional, incompressible flow, Drikakis [120] devel-
oped a parallel multiblock method using an AC formulation of Navier-Stokes equations.
For unsteady, incompressible flow, Drikakis, Iliev, and Vassileva [7] proposed a non-linear
full-multigrid (FMG) and full-approximation storage (FAS) algorithm coupled with the
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AC method in conjunction with a high-resolution third-order upwind CB scheme. Alm-
gren et al. [121] introduced a conservative and adaptive projection method for variable-
density, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Turkel [122] presented a comprehensive review in conjunction with preconditioning
techniques. For avoiding numerical instabilities and stiffness of the AC method, Patel and
Drikakis [123] investigated the effects of a preconditioning approach on accuracy and
efficiency relating to high-resolution CB scheme for non-linear bifurcation phenomena.
They concluded that the preconditioning technique reduced the number of multigrid cy-
cles at high Reynolds numbers, but their approach did not have significant influence on the
convergence rate of the process [123]. Shapiro and Drikakis [16, 6] derived CB schemes
for variable density, incompressible and multi-species flows. Furthermore, Shapiro and
Drikakis [78] investigated non-conservative and conservative formulations of CB numeri-
cal reconstructions, and presented an eigenvalue analysis for the aforementioned schemes.
They emphasized that CB schemes provide high accuracy results in the wide range of
applications for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian flows. In order to improve the ef-
ficiency of the AC method, Tang and Sotiropoulos [124] proposed a time-accurate ap-
proach for solving unsteady, incompressible flow problems on non-staggered grids using
a second-order accurate hybrid FSAC method. Their approach is not fallen into the class
of non-linear and non-oscillatory high-resolution methods, and the projection of the ve-
locity field was carried out via a dual-time stepping AC formulation instead of solving a
pressure-Poisson equation. Zamzamian and Razavi [125] introduced and investigated the
numerical behaviour of the multidimensional CB scheme (MCB). They concluded that
the MCB scheme shows faster convergence properties than the conventional CB scheme,
and their results were validated against experimental data.
2.3 Perspectives of the Present Research Work
The present research work focuses on a new efficient numerical method development
for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, in particular to low
Reynolds numbers. A reliable high-resolution Godunov-type method based multiphysics
software tool has been implemented for providing input parameters to designers. The
present research work can have a positive outcome for both academic and industrial sides,
because a multiphysics software tool can open perspectives of novel microfluidic designs
and inventions. The numerical procedure developed in this thesis can be further extended






3.1.1 Validity of Continuum Hypothesis
Continuum modelling of fluid flow is a mathematical flow field description approach,
where the unknown physical quantities are assumed to be continuously differentiable
functions in the governing equations. For focusing on numerical method development
and microfluidic applications, it is important to determine the validity of the continuum
hypothesis. The continuum modelling approach is limited, because it breaks down below
a certain length scale of the physical problem, which is relevant from the multiphysics
CFD modelling point of view. To determine this limitation, the atomistic length scale of
the fluid and the typical length scale of the investigated microfluidic system have to be








where ρ is the fluid density, NA = 6.022 ·1023 1/mol is the Avogadro’s number, and MA
is the molar mass. According to Heller [95, p. 8], for investigating microfluidic systems
under the contiuum hypothesis, the characteristic length scale of the fabricated system
has to be a bigger value than the average interatomic space λA [95, p. 8]. After satisfying
this criterion, the mass, momentum, energy and species transport equations of continuum
physics are considered to be valid for multiphysics problems in microfluidic systems.
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3.1.2 System of Governing Equations
We focus on mathematical investigations under the continuum hypothesis, therefore, the
mass, momentum, energy and species transport equations consist of the governing equa-
tions [27, pp. 7-49]. For fluid flow continuum modelling, the continuity equation is
derived from the principle of conservation of mass [22], which can be written as
∂ρ
∂ t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3.2)
where ρ is the fluid density, and u is the velocity vector. The conservation of momentum
in its general form, which is also known as Cauchy equation, is derived from Newton’s




= ρg+∇ ·σ +ρf, (3.3)
where D/Dt denotes the total or substantial derivative, g is the gravity field, σ is the total
stress tensor [27, pp. 7-49], and f represents external (additional) forces. The total stress
tensor σ consists of two main parts as
σ =−pI+ τ =
 σx τxy τxzτyx σy τyz
τzx τzy σz
=
 −p+ τxx τxy τxzτyx −p+ τyy τyz
τzx τzy −p+ τzz
 , (3.4)
where the first part represents the surface forces with the hydrodynamic pressure p, I is the
unit tensor, and the second part is the viscous stress tensor τ . The viscous part τ plays an
important role to derive various momentum equations for different fluid flow problems;
therefore, it has to be chosen according to the constitutive equation that is going to be
solved. For an ideal fluid, the viscous stress tensor
τ = 0 (3.5)
is equal to zero; and by substitution of Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.4), the Eq. (3.3) yields the





For a Newtonian viscous incompressible fluid, the Navier-Stokes momentum equation is
valid, which is described in details in the following subsection. The relationship between
the continuum control volume (V) and the viscous stresses can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Continuum control volume (V) and viscous stresses.








+∇ · (λ∇ϑ)+ϕE +ϕD (3.7)
where the specific energy E is the sum of the internal energy i, kinetic energy k = 12ρu
2
and potential energy U; and ϑ is the temperature, ϕE is the source of internal heat, and
ϕD = τ · ·(∇⊗u) (3.8)
is the dissipation function. In order to obtain conservation equations for the internal en-
ergy and the temperature field, the mechanical kinetic energy equation has to be used
[22]; which is derived from the general momentum equation (3.3) multiplying it by the








+ρu · f (3.9)
transport equation for the mechanical kinetic energy. By subtracting Eq. (3.9) from the




=−p(∇ ·u)+∇ · (λ∇ϑ)+ϕE + τ · ·(∇⊗u)−ρu · f. (3.10)
For an incompressible fluid, the internal energy is expressed as i = cpϑ and taking into
account the divergence-free constraint (∇ ·u = 0), the conservation of energy for the tem-
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= ∇ · (λ∇ϑ)+ϕE + τ · ·(∇⊗u)−ρu · f (3.11)




+∇ ·Ji = 0 (3.12)
where ci is the concentration of ith species, and Ji is the ith species flux.
Magnetohydrodynamic effects can occur in microfluidic systems [100], therefore, the
Maxwell’s equations have to be taken into account [126, p. 928]. The first law is Faraday’s




where E is the electric- and B is the magnetic field. The second law is Ampere’s circuital




where H is the magnetic field intensity, D is the electric flux density (which is also called
electric displacement field), and Je is the (particle) current density vector. The magnetic
field is divergence-free [126, p. 928] as
∇ ·B = 0, (3.15)
and the divergence of the electric flux density [126, p. 928]
∇ ·D = ρe (3.16)
is equal to the electric charge density ρe. For magnetohydrodynamic flows, the electro-
magnetic force appears in the momentum equation (3.3) as an external (additional) force
[126, p. 931] as
f = Je×B+ eE = (∇×B)×B+ eE (3.17)
where e is the isolated electric charge. For electrokinetically-driven flow, an additional
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where ψ is the electric field potential, ε is the dielectric constant, and ρe is the electric
charge density. An additional elecrokinetic force appears in Eq. (3.3), which was given
by Stratton [127] as











where fEK is the electrokinetic body force [23, p. 263]. For electrokinetically-driven flow,
the charged species fluxes for a multicomponent fluid [23, p. 263] is
Ji =−Di∇ci+ ci (u+µEK,iE) =−Di∇ci+ ciu+ ciµEK,iE, (3.20)
therefore, Eq. (3.12) yields [23, p. 263]
∂ci
∂ t
+∇ · (ciu) = Di∇2ci−∇ · (ciµEK,iE) . (3.21)
More details about the governing equation of multiphysics can be found in the books of
Chung [126], Drikakis and Rider [27], and Karniadakis, Beskok, and Aluru [23].
3.1.3 The Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes momentum equation in a vector form can be derived from the general
momentum equation (3.3) by substitution of the following
τ = 2µS− 2
3
µ (∇ ·u) · I = µ (u⊗∇+∇⊗u)− 2
3
µ (∇ ·u) · I (3.22)
viscous stress tensor into the equation of the total stress tensor (3.4), which yields
σ =−pI+2µS− 2
3
µ (∇ ·u) · I =−pI+µ (u⊗∇+∇⊗u)− 2
3
µ (∇ ·u) · I (3.23)
as a relationship between the total and viscous stress tensors, where µ is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid, and S is the rate of strain (deformation) tensor. The viscous stress
tensor (3.22) is an extension of the Hooke’s law to Newtonian viscous compressible fluid
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by Navier and Stokes. The divergence of the total stress tensor (3.23) yields
∇ ·σ =−∇p+µ∇2u− µ
3
∇(∇ ·u) , (3.24)
consequently, the Navier-Stokes momentum equation based on the general momentum







Assuming that the fluid is incompressible, and we consider constant density, thus
∇ ·u = 0 (3.26)
the divergence-free velocity field and the Navier-Stokes momentum equation for incom-




+∇ · (ρu⊗u) = ρg−∇p+µ∇2u+ρf. (3.27)
The surface and body forces acting on fluid particles are summarized in Table 3.1.
Surface forces Body forces
Pressure forces Gravity force
Viscous forces Centrifugal force
Coriolis force
Electromagnetic force
Table 3.1: Types of forces acting on fluid particles [22, p. 15].
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3.2 Numerical Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations
3.2.1 Artificial Compressibility (AC) Method
For solving three-dimensional, Newtonian, unsteady, incompressible laminar flow prob-
lems, the governing equations of conservation of mass and momentum, using conservative
flux form and vector notation, are written as follows
∇ ·u = 0, (3.28)
∂u
∂ t
+∇ · (u⊗u) = g− 1
ρ
∇p+υ∇2u+ f, (3.29)
on a domain ∂Γ, where t is the physical time, u is the velocity field, g is the gravity force,
p is the hydrodynamic pressure, ρ is the fluid density, υ is the kinematic viscosity of the





































dimensionless quantities are introduced for time, spatial coordinates, velocity compo-
nents, gravity force, pressure field, and external forces, where L, u∞, ρ∞ are constant
reference quantities for the characteristic length, velocity and fluid density; and Re is the
Reynolds number, which is a ratio between momentum transported by convection and
by viscous diffusion. Using these quantities and neglecting the gravity force field G, the
dimensionless governing equations of Newtonian incompressible fluid flow are written as
∇ ·U = 0, (3.30)
∂U
∂ t∗
+∇ · (U⊗U) =−∇P+ 1
Re
∇2U+F. (3.31)
Since an independent equation for the pressure field does not exist, Chorin [3] intro-
duced a perturbed continuity equation in order to decouple the continuity and momentum
equations. The perturbed continuity equation contains a pseudo-time derivative for the
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pressure that has no physical meaning until the steady-state solution is achieved. For
unsteady, incompressible fluid flows, pseudo-time derivatives are also introduced for the










−∇ · (U⊗U)−∇P+ 1
Re
∇2U+F, (3.33)








is the artificial compressibility parameter (AC parameter) for low-speed laminar flows
related to the numerical convergence, and τ is the pseudo-time step [27].
The system of governing equations (3.32)-(3.33) are solved iteratively in pseudo-time
until the divergence-free continuity equation (3.30) is satisfied [16, 6]. This method has
major value for solving steady-state (stationary) flow problems, but for unsteady and/or
low Reynolds number flows, the stability conditions of the dual-time stepping procedure,
and the choice of AC parameter may become too restrictive, which could lead to a slow
convergence rate [5]. For avoiding numerical instabilities and stiffness of the AC method,
Patel and Drikakis [123] investigated the effects of a preconditioning approach on ac-
curacy and efficiency relating to high-resolution characteristics-based (CB) scheme for
non-linear bifurcation phenomena. They concluded that their preconditioning technique
reduced the number of multigrid cycles at high Reynolds numbers, but their approach did
not have a significant influence on the convergence rate of the AC process.
3.2.2 Fractional-Step (FS) Pressure-Projection (PP) Method
For solving unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, Chorin [4] and Temam
[108] introduced a fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) method, which is based
on the orthogonality theorem of Ladyzhenskaya [109]; which is also called Helmholtz-
Hodge decomposition or Hodge decomposition in the literature [3, 4, 115, 118, 121,
128]. According to this theorem, a vector field can be decomposed into a solenoidal
(divergence-free) part and an irrotational part as
U = Usolenoidal +Uirrotational, (3.35)
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where the irrotational vector field can be written as
Uirrotational = ∇Φ, (3.36)
where Φ is a scalar (potential) function, and the scalar components of gradient Φ provide
the scalar components of the irrotational vector field. According to the potential theory,
a scalar function Φ exists in any case of an irrotational vector field [109], because the
following vector identity is valid as
∇×Uirrotational = ∇× (∇Φ) = 0. (3.37)
Using Eq. (3.36) and re-arranging Eq. (3.35), we obtain that
Usolenoidal = U−∇Φ, (3.38)
and since, the solenoidal vector field is divergence-free, therefore, taking the divergence
of Eq. (3.38), the following
∇2Φ= ∇ ·U (3.39)
equality is gained for the potential function Φ, which is a second-order elliptical par-
tial differential equation, which is also called Poisson-equation. Relying on the above
described Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition, Chorin [4] constructed a pressure-Poisson
equation considering the pressure as a potential function of the irrotational velocity field.
Since, the correct pressure field is unknown in the momentum equation at time level n,
therefore, the continuity equation is not satisfied as follows
∇ ·U(n) 6= 0, (3.40)
but considering the solenoidal velocity field as U(n+1) =Usolenoidal at time level n+1, the
continuity equation will be satisfied as
∇ ·U(n+1) = 0. (3.41)
In consequence of Eq. (3.38), the first fractional step estimates an intermediate velocity
field Uˆ neglecting the pressure term from the momentum equation. To determine this
intermediate vector field, Chorin [4] employed a first-order backward Euler temporal dis-
cretization, and all quantities were considered in the right hand side of the momentum
equation at time level n. After re-arrangement, Eq. (3.31) can also be written in a semi-
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=−∇ · (U⊗U)(n)+ 1
Re
∇2U(n)+F(n), (3.42)
and intermediate velocity field can be expressed as
Uˆ = U(n)+∆t∗
[





In consequence of Eq. (3.39) in the second fractional step, the pressure field is computed
to update the velocity field taking into account the divergence-free constraint based on




the semi-discrete equation, a second-order elliptical partial differential equation (Poisson-




∇ · Uˆ. (3.45)
Similarly to Eq. (3.38), the second fractional step projects the predicted intermediate ve-
locity field (3.43) into a divergence-free (exact projection), or numerically nearly divergence-
free (approximate projection) vector field, updating the velocity values relying on the
solution of the pressure-Poisson equation (3.45) as
U(n+1) = Uˆ−∆t∗∇P(n+1). (3.46)
For solving unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the pressure-Poisson equa-
tion (3.45) has to be solved to estimate the pressure field values at each time level, then
the velocity field has to be updated by using Eq. (3.46) in order to satisfy the divergence-
free constraint (3.30). For the numerical treatment of two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations, Chorin [4] employed a version of Peaceman-Rachford scheme proposed by
Wilkes [129] using the Finite Difference Method (FDM) based spatial discretization.
For solving the pressure-Poisson equation, Chorin [4] used the Successive Point Over-
Relaxation (S.P.O.R.) method in conjunction with Dufort-Frankel scheme. In order to
describe Chorin’s and Temam’s FS-PP method in practice, a two-dimensional numerical
solution example has been presented in this subsection.
The spatial non-linear convective/advective term in the right hand side of Eq. (3.42)
has been discretized by using Torrance’s [130] non-oscillatory spatial approach on a col-
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located grid (see Figure 3.3). The second-order diffusive term in Eq. (3.42) has been
discretized by employing second-order accurate central difference approximations. Both
of the non-linear convective/advective and the linear second-order diffusive terms have
been treated explicitly, and the pressure-Poisson equation has been solved implicitly by
applying the Gauss-Seidel-type Successive Over-Relaxation (S.O.R.) method. More de-
tails can be found about the practical applications of spatial discretization strategy in the
works of Torrance and Rockett [131], Kopecky and Torrance [132], Raithby and Torrance
[133], and Chuen-Yen Chow [134, pp. 336-359].
For two-dimensional incompressible fluid flow problem, the scalar continuity equation
























































According to the example presented hereby, the discretized continuity equation has been
satisfied using first-order backward spatial discretization scheme as follows
U (n+1)i, j −U (n+1)i−1, j
∆X
+
V (n+1)i, j −V (n+1)i, j−1
∆Y
= 0 (3.50)
at time level n+ 1, because it is assumed that the continuity equation is not satisfied at
time level n relying on Chorin’s method [4]. In the first fractional step, two semi-discrete
scalar momentum equation using backward Euler time-discretization based on Eq. (3.42)
and after the re-arrangement of Eqs. (3.48)-(3.49) can be written as


























































where the non-linear advective terms have been discretized by using forward and back-
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U¯ (n)f ,X +
∣∣∣U¯ (n)f ,X ∣∣∣−U¯ (n)b,X + ∣∣∣U¯ (n)b,X ∣∣∣
2∆X
U (n)i, j +
U¯ (n)f ,X +
∣∣∣U¯ (n)f ,X ∣∣∣
2∆X











V¯ (n)f ,Y +
∣∣∣V¯ (n)f ,Y ∣∣∣−V¯ (n)b,Y + ∣∣∣V¯ (n)b,Y ∣∣∣
2∆Y
U (n)i, j +
V¯ (n)f ,Y +
∣∣∣V¯ (n)f ,Y ∣∣∣
2∆Y











U¯ (n)f ,X +
∣∣∣U¯ (n)f ,X ∣∣∣−U¯ (n)b,X + ∣∣∣U¯ (n)b,X ∣∣∣
2∆X
V ni, j +
U¯ (n)f ,X +
∣∣∣U¯ (n)f ,X ∣∣∣
2∆X














V¯ (n)f ,Y +
∣∣∣V¯ (n)f ,Y ∣∣∣−V¯ (n)b,Y + ∣∣∣V¯ (n)b,Y ∣∣∣
2∆Y
V (n)i, j +
V¯ (n)f ,Y +
∣∣∣V¯ (n)f ,Y ∣∣∣
2∆Y
V (n)i, j+1, (3.56)
where the forward and backward average velocities for velocity component U are
U¯ (n)f ,X =











and for velocity component V are
V¯ (n)f ,Y =
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The second-order viscous terms have been approximated by using second-order accurate










i+1, j−2U (n)i, j +U (n)i−1, j
(∆X)2
+













i+1, j−2V (n)i, j +V (n)i−1, j
(∆X)2
+
V (n)i, j+1−2V (n)i, j +V (n)i, j−1
(∆Y )2
. (3.62)
Analogue to Eq. (3.43), using approximations (3.53)-(3.62), the two-dimensional inter-

















































In order to satisfy the continuity equation (3.41) at time level n+1, the divergence of Eq.
(3.44) has to be taken in the second fractional step, which yields two scalar equations for











































which is a second-order elliptical partial differential equation for the pressure field. The
pressure-Poisson equation has been solved implicitly by applying the Gauss-Seidel-type
S.O.R. method. The standard approach for appropriate boundary conditions for the pres-
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sure leads the Neumann-type conditions (see [4, 119]). For fully Neumann-type boundary
conditions, the coefficient matrix of system of linear equations becomes singular [135, p.
38], therefore, the pressure value has to be prescribed at least in one point on the domain.
The boundary conditions for the pressure is an important issue in the field of computa-
tional fluid dynamics and it will be discussed in details in the next chapter.
After discretizing the pressure-Poisson equation (3.66) using second-order central dif-
ference schemes, it can be written as
P(m+1)i−1, j −2P(m+1)i, j +P(m+1)i+1, j
(∆X)2
+
P(m+1)i, j−1 −2P(m+1)i, j +P(m+1)i, j+1
(∆Y )2
= RHS(m)i, j , (3.67)




F(m)i, j −F(m)i−1, j
∆X
+
G(m)i, j −G(m)i, j−1
∆Y
 , (3.68)
where the first-order derivatives have been discretized by using first-order backward dif-
ference schemes. In order to solve the system of linear equations for the discretized
pressure-Poisson equation (3.67), the coefficients of this system have to be determined,
















































and the right hand side of the linear algebraic equation (3.69) is
b(m)P = RHS
(m)
i, j , (3.75)
which will satisfy the discretized continuity equation (3.50) at time level n+1 using first-
order backward spatial difference approximations. The coefficients (3.70)-(3.74) of the
system of linear equations and the right hand side of system (3.75) have to be arranged
and modified according to the corresponding boundary conditions. The band structure of
the system of linear equations has been shown in Figure 3.2 [15, p. 57].
Figure 3.2: Band structure of the system of linear equations for five point schemes [15].
For solving the system of linear equations for the pressure field, Eq. (3.67) according
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βP = 2(1+αP) . (3.78)
For solving the system of linear equations with the S.O.R. method, which is an improved
version of the original Gauss-Seidel method, a relaxation parameter ωP is introduced to
accelerate the rate of convergence. This parameter has to be chosen between 1 and 2,
appropriately [136, p. 11]. Using the S.O.R. iterative method, Eq. (3.76) is modified
resulting the following equation for the discrete pressure values as














After solving the system of linear equations for the pressure field, the velocity field has to
be updated based on the updated pressure field, and Eq. (3.46) yields
U (n+1)i, j = Uˆi, j−∆t∗
P(n+1)i+1, j −P(n+1)i, j
∆X
, (3.80)
V (n+1)i, j = Vˆi, j−∆t∗
P(n+1)i, j+1 −P(n+1)i, j
∆Y
, (3.81)
two algebraic equations, where the first-order spatial pressure derivatives have been dis-
cretized by applying first-order forward difference approximations. Note that any other
numerical solution method of system of linear equations can be used to solve the dis-
cretized pressure-Poisson equation (3.67) implicitly.
Since the non-linear convective/advective and the linear second-order diffusive terms
are treated explicitly, there is a limitation for choosing the time-step size. In order to en-
sure numerical convergence and stability, and avoid oscillatory behaviour of the numerical
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, it is necessary to satisfy additional conditions for
the time-step size [137, 135, p. 39]. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) conditions are
used in the field of computational sciences [135, p. 39], which are
|Umax|∆t∗ < ∆X ,
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|Vmax|∆t∗ < ∆Y,









where γt∗ ∈] 0,1] is a safety factor [137, 135, p. 39]. More details can be found about
stability analysis in the books of Roache [138] and Peyret and Taylor [5].
It is important to mention that one can find two types of approach to obtain divergence-
free numerical solution for incompressible fluid flow problems in the literature. One
group is the above discussed FS-PP method proposed by Chorin [4] and Temam [108].
Another type is the pressure-correction methods, such as SIMPLE-method (Semi-Implicit
Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) developed by Patankar and Spalding [139], which
is relying on a semi-implicit time discretization and uses mostly the higher-order QUICK
(Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kinematics) spatial discretization scheme
for the non-linear convective/advective fluxes [135, p. 9] proposed by Leonard [140].
A revised version of the SIMPLE-method is called SIMPLER, which was also devel-
oped by Patankar [141, p. 131-134]. Van Doormal and Raithby [142] further improved
Patankar’s methods, which is called the SIMPLEC-method (Semi-Implicit Method for
Pressure-Linked Equations Consistent). Issa [143] established an implicit type pressure-
correction method called as PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators). One
can find more details about pressure-correction methods in the book of Patankar [141].
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3.2.3 Arrangements of Primitive Variables
From the point of view of the numerical solution, another important issue is the arrange-
ment of primitive variables on the computational grid. Two arrangements are commonly
used for treating the Navier-Stokes equations, such as collocated and staggered arrange-
ment. Collocated solution considers the velocity and pressure quantities at the same grid















Figure 3.3: Collocated arrangement of primitive variables for FDM-based discretization.
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Figure 3.4: Collocated arrangement of primitive variables for FVM-based discretization.
Staggered arrangement considers the velocity components that are located in the mid-
points of the cell edges while the pressure values are located in the cell centres (see Figure
3.5), which is the solution strategy called Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method developed by
Harlow and Welch [144]. Note that the staggered arrangement has advantageous nume-
rical behaviour, because it prevents oscillations of the pressure field, which could occur
in the case of a collocated arrangement [145, 135]. For using the MAC method, different
types of application can be found in the literature. Daly and Pracht [146] used the MAC
method for multiphase flows in a numerical study of density current surges, while Amsden
and Harlow [147] developed a simplified MAC method. Nichols and Hirt [148] further
improved the MAC method for solving free-surface flows. Viecelli [149] established a
method to treat moving boundaries. Hirt and Cook [150] extended the MAC technique
to three-dimensions. Miyata, Nishimura, and Masuko [151] proposed a modification of
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this method for simulating waves generated by ships. Miyata [152] used this method to
compute breaking waves. Peric, Kessler, and Scheuerer [145] compared the FVM-based
solutions for two-dimensional incompressible fluid with staggered and collocated grid ar-
rangements [145]. Tome and McKee [137] developed a variant of the MAC method for
the simulation of injection molding plastics [135, p. 9]. More details can be found about
the MAC method applications in Hirt and Nichols [153], Lafaurie et al. [154], and in the
book of Griebel, Dornseifer, and Neunhoeffer [135]. The following section deals with
velocity and pressure coupling using a collocated arrangement of the primitive variables












































































































Figure 3.5: Staggered arrangement of primitive variables.
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3.3 Computations in Curvilinear Coordinate System
3.3.1 The General Momentum Equation (Cauchy Equation)
In favour of compactness, curvilinear coordinate system has been used in order to be
capable of handling complex geometries. In this case, the governing equations are trans-
formed from the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) into curvilinear coordinate system
(ξ ,η ,ζ ). Since the fluid can also be Newtonian or non-Newtonian depending on the ele-
ments of viscous stress tensor τ , therefore, the general momentum equation (3.3) (Cauchy
equation) has been taken into account in the derivation of dimensionless scalar momentum
equations in a curvilinear coordinate system. For multiphysics CFD modelling, we de-
vote attention to the coordinate transformation in order to set up the full three-dimensional
general scalar system of governing equations for the pressure-projection method. More
details can be found about generalised curvilinear coordinates and about coordinate trans-
formation in the book of Drikakis and Rider [27, pp. 57-63] in a different context.




























































































where gx,gy,gz are the scalar components of the gravity vector, τxx,τyx,τzx,τxy,τyy,τzy,τxz,
τyz,τzz are the elements of viscous stress tensor τ , and fx, fy, fz are the scalar components
of external (additional) forces. For incompressible fluid, the dimensionless scalar form of
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The first-order derivatives in the three-dimensional scalar continuity (3.87) and gen-




































































































where the derivatives of curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), according to Cartesian coordi-















































is the Jacobian determinant. The derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), ac-
cording to Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), can be approximated numerically in the cell-
centres and cell faces (see more details in Appendix A). After applying the chain-rule
and multiplying the system of equations with the Jacobian determinant (3.98), the three-







































































−EI∂ (JξX)∂ξ , (3.100)
which can also be written as
∂ (JξX EI)
∂ξ































−ξX EI ∂J∂ξ + JEI
∂ξX
∂ξ







therefore, the other derivative terms in Eq. (3.99) can be taken into account similarly to
Eq. (3.101). By substitution of these terms into Eq. (3.99) and re-arranging the resulted























































































− JF = 0, (3.102)
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+
















∂ (JζX EV+ JζY FV+ JζZGV)
∂ζ
+ JF. (3.106)
Similarly to the notations of Vinokur [155] and Viviand [156], the inviscid flux terms are
introduced [27] as
EξI = J (ξX EI+ξY FI+ξZGI) ,
FηI = J (ηX EI+ηY FI+ηZGI) ,
GζI = J (ζX EI+ζY FI+ζZGI) ,
(3.107)
and the viscous flux terms are
EξV = J (ξX EV+ξY FV+ξZGV) ,
FηV = J (ηX EV+ηY FV+ηZGV) ,
GζV = J (ζX EV+ζY FV+ζZGV) ,
(3.108)



























ξXU2+ξYVU +ξZWU +ξX P
ξXUV +ξYV 2+ξZWV +ξY P
ξXUW +ξYVW +ξZW 2+ξZP
 , (3.110)
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ηXU2+ηYVU +ηZWU +ηX P
ηXUV +ηYV 2+ηZWV +ηY P





ζXU2+ζYVU +ζZWU +ζX P
ζXUV +ζYV 2+ζZWV +ζY P
ζXUW +ζYVW +ζZW 2+ζZP
 , (3.112)




V have to be expressed based
on the corresponding constitutive equation of the fluid. The derivatives of inviscid fluxes
with curvilinear coordinates in Eq. (3.109) are approximated by using intercell flux values




































where the i, j,k subscripts correspond to the cell-centre coordinates in the domain.
3.3.2 Pressure-Projection with Curvilinear Coordinates
The pressure-projection method of Chorin [4] and Temam [108] has been coupled with
fractional pseudo time-step artificial compressibility formulation in a unified solution con-
cept in the next chapter of this thesis. In order to perform this coupling, the pressure-
projection step has been inserted into the dual pseudo-time stepping procedure of the
artificial compressibility method. The artificial compressibility formulation does not
contain any pressure-projection steps [119], because the pressure field is determined by
the perturbed continuity equation. To incorporate the pressure-projection method with
the high-resolution characteristics-based Godunov-type scheme for non-linear convec-
tive/advective fluxes, it is necessary to keep the hyperbolic nature of the classical arti-
ficial compressibility formulation; leading to a fractional step artificial compressibility
(FSAC) formulation. The reason for this is to gain advantageous convergence proper-
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ties of the characteristics-based scheme. Since the various corresponding characteristics-
based schemes derived by Shapiro and Drikakis [16] are relying on the Riemann method
in curvilinear coordinate system, the inclusion of the pressure-projection step has to be im-
plemented with curvilinear coordinates. Consequently, the curvilinear pressure-projection
method and its formulation in conjunction with the general momentum equation have
been presented in this subsection. The presented formulation has been used as the imma-
nent part of the proposed FSAC-PP solution method in this thesis.
For modelling fluid flow with curvilinear coordinates, the system of governing equa-
tions (3.109) yield four scalar equations corresponding to the continuity and three scalar
momentum equations for velocity components U, V, and W. The dimensionless continuity










































































































−ζX ∂P∂ζ +Fξ , (3.115)
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−ζY ∂P∂ζ +Fη , (3.116)











































































−ζZ ∂P∂ζ +Fζ . (3.117)
According to the fractional step pressure-projection method of Chorin [4] and Temam
[108], an intermediate velocity field is determined in the first fractional step relying on
Eq. (3.43) and neglecting the pressure gradient terms in the scalar momentum equations.
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Using the divergence form of the viscous stress tensor τ in the right hand side of the






















−ξY ∂ (VU)∂ξ −ηY
∂ (VU)
∂η
−ζY ∂ (VU)∂ζ −
−ξZ ∂ (WU)∂ξ −ηZ
∂ (WU)
∂η

































and the intermediate velocity component Vˆ is
Vˆ =V (n)+∆t∗
[
−ξX ∂ (UV )∂ξ −ηX
∂ (UV )
∂η




















−ξZ ∂ (WV )∂ξ −ηZ
∂ (WV )
∂η

































and the intermediate velocity component Wˆ is
Wˆ =W (n)+∆t∗
[
−ξX ∂ (UW )∂ξ −ηX
∂ (UW )
∂η
−ζX ∂ (UW )∂ζ −
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−ξY ∂ (VW )∂ξ −ηY
∂ (VW )
∂η




















































By taking the divergence of Eq. (3.44) in the curvilinear coordinate system to satisfy the
continuity equation (3.41) in the second fractional step for constant density flow, three
scalar system of equations are obtained for velocity components U, V, and W at time level




































































































































































Relying on the fractional step pressure-projection method of Chorin [4] and Temam [108],
the elliptical pressure-Poisson equation has to be solved in the second fractional step; then
the velocity field has to be updated based on the updated pressure field values in order
to satisfy the divergence-free constraint (3.41) at time level n+ 1. Since the system of
equations (3.121)-(3.123) for velocity components U, V, and W is different in the cases of
constant and variable density flows, the pressure-Poisson equation will also be different
in these cases. Consequently, the different forms of pressure-Poisson equation and the
corresponding velocity field update are discussed in the next two sub-subsection.
3.3.2.1 Constant Density Flows
For constant density flows, after adding of Eqs. (3.121), (3.122) and (3.123), a partial
differential equation is obtained in the curvilinear coordinate system. The left hand side
of this equation is equal to the scalar continuity equation (3.114), which has to be equal

































By taking into account the divergence-free constraint relying on Eq. (3.124), the sys-
tem of equations (3.121)-(3.123) yields an elliptical three-dimensional pressure-Poisson




























































































where the notations of second derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), accord-
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After solving the elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.125) numerically, the velocity
field has to be updated based on the intermediate velocity components Uˆ , Vˆ , and Wˆ by
using the solution of Eqs. (3.118)-(3.120); and based on the updated solution of the
pressure-Poisson equation. Note that the numerical solution of the elliptical curvilinear
Poisson equation (3.125) for the pressure field has been discussed for constant density
flows in the following subsection. For constant density flows, the updated velocity com-
ponents in curvilinear coordinate system at time level n+ 1, relying on the Helmholtz-
Hodge decomposition (3.38), are written as







































In order to satisfy the incompressibility (divergence-free) constraint for constant density
flows (3.124), an iterative algorithm has to be performed relying on the discretized Eqs.
(3.118) -(3.128). This algorithm has to be repeated iteratively until an appropriately cho-
sen convergence criterion will be satisfied within small values of εi (i = 1, . . . ,m), where
m is the number of unknown functions. Since this thesis focuses on the explicit Godunov
procedure, after applying a high-order interpolation formula for computing the intercell
flux values, the characteristic fluxes are evaluated based on the solution of the local Rie-
mann problem at the cell faces (see in Chapter 4). To obtain the divergence-free velocity
field based on Eqs. (3.126)-(3.128) at time level n+1, the following intercell flux based
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where ∇ · τi (i = ξ ,η ,ζ ) represents the tensor divergence of the viscous stress tensor
τ for each direction of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ). After updating the cell-
centred pressure field values based on the numerical solution of the elliptic pressure-
Poisson equation (3.125), the projected cell-centred velocity field can be updated as
U (n+1)i, j,k = Uˆi, j,k−
−∆t∗








V (n+1)i, j,k = Vˆi, j,k−
−∆t∗








W (n+1)i, j,k = Wˆi, j,k−
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−∆t∗








Since, the discretized system of equations (3.129)-(3.134) has been solved iteratively, the
convergence criterion might be chosen as the maximum norm of the numerical solution
between two different time levels with a value smaller than a prescribed small ε threshold.
Note that any other convergence criterion can be used and being valid, ensuring that the
numerical solution of the system is converged to the boundary conditions.
3.3.2.2 Variable Density Flows
For variable density flows, the pressure-Poisson equation is different from the constant
density case (3.125), because the fluid density ρ or its reciprocal σ = 1/ρ appears in the
governing equations. Multiplying the system of equations (3.121)-(3.123) by the density


























































continuity equation is valid for incompressible variable density flows at time level n+1.
By taking into account the incompressibility (divergence-free) constraint relying on Eq.
(3.135), the system of equations (3.121)-(3.123) multiplied by the fluid density ρ yields an
elliptical three-dimensional pressure-Poisson equation for incompressible variable den-





































































































































After solving the elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.136) numerically, the velocity
field has to be updated based on the intermediate velocity components ρUˆ , ρVˆ , and ρWˆ
by using the solution of Eqs. (3.118)-(3.120) multiplied by the fluid density ρ; and based
on the updated solution of the pressure-Poisson equation. Note that the numerical solu-
tion of the elliptical curvilinear Poisson equation (3.136) for the pressure field has been
discussed for variable density flows in the following subsection. For incompressible vari-
able density flows, the updated velocity components in a curvilinear coordinate system at
time level n+1, relying on the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition (3.38), are written as
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The cell-centred intermediate velocity components ρUˆi, j,k, ρVˆi, j,k, ρWˆi, j,k, and the up-
dated velocity components ρU (n+1)i, j,k , ρV
(n+1)
i, j,k , ρW
(n+1)
i, j,k at time level n+ 1 have to be
computed similarly to Eqs. (3.129)-(3.134) multiplying them by the density of fluid ρ
(see more details about incompressible variable density flows in conjunction with the
pressure-projection method in the papers of Bell et al. [118] and Almgren et al. [121]).
3.3.3 Solution of the Curvilinear Pressure-Poisson Equation
3.3.3.1 Constant Density Flows
For constant density flows, the discretized system of linear equations of the second-order
elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.125) has been solved by the Gauss-Seidel-type
Successive Over-Relaxation (S.O.R.) iterative method in a curvilinear coordinate system.
Central difference approximations have been employed for second-order, mixed and first-
order derivatives of the pressure. In the present case, the formulation of the finite volume
discretization is equivalent to the finite difference approach, because ∆ξ = ∆η = ∆ζ =
1 in the curvilinear coordinate system. The derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates
(ξ ,η ,ζ ), according to Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), has been computed by using finite
difference approximations, which can be found in detail in Appendix A.
The discretized form of the pressure-Poisson equation (3.125) using the S.O.R. itera-






























) ωPP(m+1)i, j,k−1−2P(m+1)i, j,k +2(1−ωP)P(m)i, j,k +ωPP(m)i, j,k+1
(∆ζ )2
+
+ωP (ξXηX +ξYηY +ξZηZ)
P(m)i+1, j+1,k−P(m+1)i+1, j−1,k−P(m)i−1, j+1,k +P(m+1)i−1, j−1,k
2∆ξ∆η
+
+ωP (ξXζX +ξYζY +ξZζZ)
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+ωP (ηXζX +ηYζY +ηZζZ)
P(m)i, j+1,k+1−P(m+1)i, j+1,k−1−P(m)i, j−1,k+1+P(m+1)i, j−1,k−1
2∆η∆ζ
+














where ωP is the relaxation factor (parameter) introduced to accelerate the rate of conver-
gence of the Gauss-Seidel method [136, p. 11], the m superscript denotes the mth sub-






































where Uˆ , Vˆ , and Wˆ are the intermediate velocity components of the FS-PP method of
Chorin [4] and Temam [108]. After re-arranging the discretized form of the second-order
elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.140), the following





















i+1, j−1,k +aNW P
(m)























algebraic equation is obtained in the internal curvilinear domain, where the coefficients
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− ζXX +ζYY +ζZZ
2∆ζ
, (3.145)
aBE =−ξXζX +ξYζY +ξZζZ2∆ξ∆ζ , (3.146)













− ηXX +ηYY +ηZZ
2∆η
, (3.149)




































































aT S =−ηXζX +ηYζY +ηZζZ2∆η∆ζ , (3.157)
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For incompressible constant density flows, the sparse band system of linear equations
of the discretized second-order elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.140) consists of
19 bands in a curvilinear coordinate system. The S.O.R. method for solving the sparse
band system of linear equations for constant density flows has been implemented in the
HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS v1.0 in-house FORTRAN 90/95 software package, which
has been developed as a part of the Ph.D. project.
3.3.3.2 Variable Density Flows
For variable density flows, the second-order elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.136) is
different from the equation of the constant density case (3.125), because the fluid density
ρ or its reciprocal σ = 1/ρ appears in the Laplacian term. The sparse band system of linear
equations of the Poisson equation for incompressible variable density flow (3.136) has
again been solved by the Gauss-Seidel-type Successive Over-Relaxation (S.O.R.) iterative
method in curvilinear coordinate system. As before, central difference approximations
have been employed for second-order, mixed and first-order derivatives of the pressure.
In the present case, the formulation of the finite volume discretization is equivalent to
the finite difference approach, because ∆ξ = ∆η = ∆ζ = 1 in the curvilinear coordinate
system. The derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), according to Cartesian
coordinates (X ,Y,Z), has been computed by using finite difference approximations, which
can be found in detail in Appendix A (see details in [27] as well).
The discretized form of the pressure-Poisson equation (3.136) using S.O.R. iterative

































































) σi, j,k+1 [ωPP(m)i, j,k+1−P(m+1)i, j,k +(1−ωP)P(m)i, j,k]
(∆ζ )2
+
+ωP (ξXηX +ξYηY +ξZηZ)
σi+1, j+1,kP
(m)
i+1, j+1,k−σi+1, j−1,kP(m+1)i+1, j−1,k
2∆ξ∆η
−
−ωP (ξXηX +ξYηY +ξZηZ)
σi−1, j+1,kP
(m)
i−1, j+1,k−σi−1, j−1,kP(m+1)i−1, j−1,k
2∆ξ∆η
+
+ωP (ξXζX +ξYζY +ξZζZ)
σi+1, j,k+1P
(m)
i+1, j,k+1−σi+1, j,k−1P(m+1)i+1, j,k−1
2∆ξ∆ζ
−
−ωP (ξXζX +ξYζY +ξZζZ)
σi−1, j,k+1P
(m)
i−1, j,k+1−σi−1, j,k−1P(m+1)i−1, j,k−1
2∆ξ∆ζ
+
+ωP (ηXζX +ηYζY +ηZζZ)
σi, j+1,k+1P
(m)
i, j+1,k+1−σi, j+1,k−1P(m+1)i, j+1,k−1
2∆η∆ζ
−
−ωP (ηXζX +ηYζY +ηZζZ)
σi, j−1,k+1P
(m)
i, j−1,k+1−σi, j−1,k−1P(m+1)i, j−1,k−1
2∆η∆ζ
+
+ωP (ξXX +ξYY +ξZZ)
σi+1, j,kP
(m)
i+1, j,k−σi−1, j,kP(m+1)i−1, j,k
2∆ξ
+
+ωP (ηXX +ηYY +ηZZ)
σi, j+1,kP
(m)
i, j+1,k−σi, j−1,kP(m+1)i, j−1,k
2∆η
+
+ωP (ζXX +ζYY +ζZZ)
σi, j,k+1P
(m)
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where similarly to the discretized pressure-Poisson equation (3.140) for constant density
flows, ωP is the relaxation factor (parameter) introduced to accelerate the rate of conver-
gence of the Gauss-Seidel method, the m superscript denotes the mth sub-iteration step,
and the discrete disturbing function in the right hand side is equal to Eq. (3.141). After
re-arranging the discretized form of the second-order elliptical pressure-Poisson equation
(3.163), the same algebraic equation is obtained as Eq. (3.142) in the internal curvilinear
domain, where the coefficients of the sparse band system of linear equations, correspond-

















σi, j,k−1− ζXX +ζYY +ζZZ2∆ζ σi, j,k−1, (3.166)
aBE =−ξXζX +ξYζY +ξZζZ2∆ξ∆ζ σi+1, j,k−1, (3.167)













σi, j−1,k− ηXX +ηYY +ηZZ2∆η σi, j−1,k, (3.170)











































































aT S =−ηXζX +ηYζY +ηZζZ2∆η∆ζ σi, j−1,k+1, (3.180)





















and similarly to the constant density case, the right hand side of the algebraic system of




For incompressible variable density flows, the sparse system of linear equations of the
discretized second-order elliptical pressure-Poisson equation (3.163), similarly to the dis-
cretized pressure-Poisson equation for constant density flows (3.140), consists of 19 bands
in curvilinear coordinate system. For variable density flows, again the S.O.R. method for
solving the sparse system of linear equations has been implemented in the HIRECOM-
MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0 in-house FORTRAN 90/95 software package.
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3.4 Constitutive Equations
3.4.1 Newtonian Fluid Model
For microfluidic applications, the viscous terms become dominant as the flow is charac-
terized by a low Reynolds number. For an incompressible Newtonian fluid using Stokes’
hypothesis [27, p. 31], the elements of the viscous stress tensor τ in Cartesian coordinate
system (x,y,z) in dimensional form are written as
τXX = 2µ ∂u∂x ,
τYY = 2µ ∂v∂y ,
τZZ = 2µ ∂w∂ z ,

























and the dimensionless vectors of the viscous fluxes in Eq. (3.109) in the curvilinear




































































































ζ are coefficients corresponding to
the derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ) with respect to Cartesian coordi-






X +ξ 2Y +ξ 2Z ,
b
FηV




















ζ = ηXζX +ηYζY +ηZζZ.
(3.190)
The derivatives of viscous fluxes in Eq. (3.109) have been approximated using intercell




































where the i, j,k subscripts correspond to the cell-centre coordinates in the domain.
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3.4.2 Non-Newtonian Fluid Models for Blood Flow
Non-Newtonian fluids show non-linear relationship between the shear stress and the shear
strain rate. Blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, and in order to model its rheological be-
haviour in microfluidic biomedical devices, the literature of blood biorheology has to be
considered. Neofytou and Drikakis [20] made a first attempt to investigate the bifurca-
tion of a two-dimensional blood flow, which occurs through a plane symmetric sudden
expansion. They employed a version of Power-Law proposed by Walburn and Schneck
[54], Casson [53] and Quemada [55] blood fluid models. Other constitutive equations are
also used to describe the rheological behaviour of blood as per the generalized Maxwell
model [69, p. 50] and the viscoelastic Oldroyd-B constitutive model [157].
For Newtonian fluids, the dynamic viscosity coefficient µ is a constant value, but
for non-Newtonian fluids, it is a function of shear rate γ˙ . The shear rate tensor can be
expressed [20] as
γ˙ = 2S = u⊗∇+∇⊗u, (3.192)





























































and is relying on the generalized Newtonian behaviour of the fluid, assuming that elas-
ticity and stress relaxation are not taken into account [20], the relationship between the




∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣ is the magnitude of shear rate tensor defined by the second invariant of rate of
strain (deformation) tensor as∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣=√2tr(S2). (3.195)
3.4.2.1 Power-Law Fluid Model
For using the Power-Law Fluid Model, a coefficient, a power exponent and a characteristic
parameter have to be adjusted for numerical simulations [20]. A version of this model was
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proposed by Walburn and Schneck [54]. In this model, the shear stress is given by
τ = k0 · γ˙n, (3.196)
and Walburn and Schneck [54] suggested parameters are k0 = 14.67 ·10−3 Pasn and n =





which is the dimensionless characteristic parameter of the model [20].
3.4.2.2 Casson-Model
The Casson [53] rheological model is a widely used description of blood flow. Referring
to Papanastasiou [158], this model can cause difficulties in numerical modelling, because













where τy is the yield stress and µ∞ is the asymptotic viscosity [20]. Charm et al. [159], and
Charm and Kurland [160] suggested parameters are τy = 10.82 mPa and µ∞ = 3.1 ·10−3










which are the dimensionless characteristic parameters of the Casson model [20].
3.4.2.3 Quemada-Model
Quemada [55] developed a model to estimate the viscosity of concentrated disperse sys-
tems based on the shear rate and haematocrit level of blood [20]. According to this model,
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where µF is viscosity of blood plasma, which is suggested to be µF = 1.2 ·10−3 Pas [20].
The other parameters for haematocrit level are ϕ = 0.45, γc = 1.88 s, k∞= 2.07, k0 = 4.33










which are the dimensionless characteristic parameters of the Quemada model [20].
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3.4.3 Numerical Treatment of the Laplacian Term
For microfluidic applications, the numerical treatment of the Laplacian term of viscous
fluxes for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid models is a relevant issue, because the
viscous effect becomes dominant. These terms contain second-order derivatives, which
can be approximated by employing second-order central differences, and can be construc-







































































































































































































































































































































3. Governing Equations and Computational Methodology
The Laplacian terms of momentum equations V and W can also be constructed in a sim-
ilar manner; thus, the discretized Laplacian term of the momentum equation U in the


























































where the derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), according to Cartesian coor-
dinates (X ,Y,Z), can be approximated numerically in the cell-centres. More details about
these derivatives can be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Method Development for
Solving the Navier-Stokes Equations
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a high-resolution Godunov-type numerical procedure has been develo-
ped for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for constant and
variable density flows. The proposed FSAC-PP approach unifies the artificial compres-
sibility (AC) and fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) methods of Chorin [3, 4].
The objectives of the numerical method development are a) to improve further the accu-
racy and efficiency of the classical AC method, and b) to combine the accuracy properties
of the CB Godunov-type discretization with PP methods by solving the Riemann prob-
lem with the Riemann method. The proposed FSAC-PP method is fallen into the group
of pseudo-time splitting FSAC approaches including a PP step at each pseudo-time step
of the dual-time stepping procedure to accelerate the satisfaction of the divergence-free
(incompressibility) constraint; thus, a pressure-Poisson equation has been solved for the
pressure field to update the velocity field at each pseudo-time level. The CB scheme has
been obtained from the hyperbolic system of the classical AC formulation, under consid-
eration to be singe-directional in space. The arrangement of primitive variables has been
taken to be collocated on the computational domain. Recently, Tang and Sotiropoulos
[124] proposed a time-accurate approach on non-staggered grids using a second-order
accurate hybrid FSAC method to advance the efficiency of the AC method, but their so-
lution does not fall into the class of non-linear high-resolution methods. In their case,
the projection of the velocity field was carried out via a dual-time stepping of the AC
formulation instead of solving a pressure-Poisson equation. Nithiarasu [161] developed a
fully explicit CB split scheme that takes advantage of both, the velocity correction and the
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classical AC schemes using finite element method (FEM). Massarotti et al. [162] com-
pared the classical semi-implicit CB split scheme to a fully explicit AC formulation type
scheme using FEM as well. This chapter deals with a FSAC formulation coupled with
the PP method in conjunction with a CB Godunov-type discretization for the non-linear
advective fluxes relying on the Riemann method for solving the Riemann problem.
4.1.1 Riemann Method and Characteristics-Based (CB) Schemes
4.1.1.1 Constant Density Flows
In favour of completeness, for unsteady, incompressible flows, the dimensionless arti-
ficial compressibility (AC) formulation relying on Eqs. (3.32)-(3.33) has been trans-
formed from the Cartesian coordinate system (X ,Y,Z) into a curvilinear coordinate sys-






























where the Up =
[
P/β U V W
]T
vector stands for pseudo-time stepping unknowns,
and Ur =
[
0 U V W
]T
represents the vector of real-time stepping quantities.
To obtain CB intercell advective fluxes, the system of governing equations (4.1) has
to be used to derive the reconstructed formulas for primitive variables (see Figure 4.1).
Riemann’s method has been employed for deriving the singe-directional transport CB
scheme [16, 6] with respect to direction ξ . The solution of the Riemann initial value
problem is an immanent part of the Godunov procedure to obtain physically reasonable
inviscid intercell fluxes from the dependent variables using a high-order interpolation
(“reconstruction”) formula [27]. In order to couple the PP method with CB scheme by
using the Riemann method and the Godunov-type discretization, it is necessary to keep the
hyperbolic system of the AC formulation. The derivation of CB inviscid fluxes based on
the Riemann method has been discussed in this subsection, because it is an indispensable
part of the proposed FSAC-PP method for solving the Navier-Stokes equations.
Introducing the notation Lξ =
√
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for direction ξ , because we seek the reconstructed CB dependent variables for computing
inviscid intercell flux values along these characteristics (see Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Sketch of characteristics-based temporal and spatial discretization [16].
Hereby, the viscous flux terms are considered to be equal to zero, and the vectorial
















































a system of non-linear scalar partial differential equations. After expressing the deriva-











divergence-free constraint, the following system can be written as
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where λ0 =UX˜+VY˜ +WZ˜ is one of the eigenvalue of system (4.4). This system can also









where the 4×4 coefficient matrix for constant density flow is
A =

0 X˜ Y˜ Z˜
β X˜ λ0 0 0
βY˜ 0 λ0 0
β Z˜ 0 0 λ0
 , (4.6)




is the artificial speed of sound [16, 6]. The pseudo-time derivatives in the system (4.5) are
approximated based on the characteristic directions (ξ ,η ,ζ ) as
∂Up(ξ ,τ)
∂τ



















ζ 2X +ζ 2Y +ζ 2Z denote metrics in directions (η ,ζ ). By using the previously in-
troduced approximation of pseudo-time derivatives, the system of scalar governing equa-
tions (4.4) in direction ξ can also be written as
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∆τ +(λ0−λl) ∂W∂ξ + Z˜ ∂P∂ξ = 0.
(4.8)
Hereby, the Riemann method [163, 112, 120, 16] has been employed to eliminate the
spatial derivatives from the system (4.8) in direction ξ , therefore, the arbitrarily chosen
coefficients a,b,c,d have been introduced for the derivatives of the dimensionless pres-
sure P and velocity components U,V,W , respectively. After re-arranging the temporal
















−aλlβ +bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜+
+aX˜ +b(λ0−λl)+
+aY˜ + c(λ0−λl)+
+aZ˜+d (λ0−λl) = 0,
(4.9)
algebraic equation. By taking λl = λ0, Eq. (4.9) yields a system of equations as
a
β (P˜−P0)+b(U˜−U0)+ c(V˜ −V0)+d(W˜ −W0) = 0,
a = βλ0 (bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜),
aX˜ = βλ0 (bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜)X˜ = 0,
aY˜ = βλ0 (bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜)Y˜ = 0,
aZ˜ = βλ0 (bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜)Z˜ = 0.
(4.10)
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It can be seen from the system (4.10) that
bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜ = 0, (4.11)
therefore a = 0, thus the first algebraic equation of the system (4.10) leads to be
b(U˜−U0)+ c(V˜ −V0)+d(W˜ −W0) = 0, (4.12)
where
b =−c(Y˜/X˜)−d(Z˜/X˜) (4.13)










algebraic equation is obtained, which yields a system of algebraic equations as
(V˜ −V0)X˜− (U˜−U0)Y˜ = 0,
(W˜ −W0)X˜− (U˜−U0)Z˜ = 0.
(4.15)
After re-arranging the system (4.15), we obtain that
U˜ =U0+(V˜ −V0) X˜Y˜ ,
V˜ =V0+(U˜−U0) Y˜X˜ ,










These relationships play an important role for expressing the final form of the recon-
structed characteristic velocity components U˜ ,V˜ ,W˜ subsequently. To derive the recon-
structed pressure P˜ for using the classical AC method, we take λl = λ1 = λ0 + s, which
also leads to a set of algebraic system of equations as
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a(U˜−U1)+ ca(V˜ −V1)+ da (W˜ −W1)
]
= 0,
−λ1β + ba X˜ + caY˜ + da Z˜ = 0,
aX˜ +b(λ0−λ1) = aX˜−bs = 0,
aY˜ + c(λ0−λ1) = aY˜ − cs = 0,












s can be expressed from the last three equations of system
(4.17). By taking into account that X˜2 + Y˜ 2 + Z˜2 = 1 and λ1 = βs , the characteristic
pressure P˜ using λ1 eigenvalue is given by
P˜ = P1−λ1
[
X˜(U˜−U1)+ Y˜ (V˜ −V1)+ Z˜(W˜ −W1)
]
, (4.18)
and similarly, for λl = λ2 = λ0− s, we obtain
P˜ = P2−λ2
[
X˜(U˜−U2)+ Y˜ (V˜ −V2)+ Z˜(W˜ −W2)
]
. (4.19)
By subtracting Eq. (4.18) from Eq. (4.19) after dividing them by the eigenvalues λ1
and λ2 eigenvalues, and after re-arranging the obtained equation taking into account that














where sub-index “1” is relating to the “Left”, and sub-index “2” is relating to the “Right”
hand side reconstructed intercell pressure values using high-order interpolation. For using
the classical AC method, Eq. (4.20) can be employed to compute the pressure gradient
terms in the right hand side of the scalar momentum equations in each direction. Unlike
when the subsequently proposed FSAC-PP method is used at each pseudo-time step, the
cell-centered pressure values are obtained by solving a pressure-Poisson equation.
To derive the characteristic velocity components U˜ ,V˜ ,W˜ , Eq. (4.18) has to be sub-
tracted from Eq. (4.19), and after that using the relationships of system (4.16), the fol-
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X˜ (U0−U2)+ Y˜ (V0−V2)+ Z˜ (W0−W2)
] (4.22)
is an auxiliary function to write the system of characteristic velocity components (4.21)
in a compact form. Having obtained these velocity components, the algebraic system of
unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations along the characteristics can be con-
structed in a curvilinear coordinate system.
4.1.1.2 Multi-Species Variable Density Flows
For unsteady, incompressible multi-species variable density flows using the classical AC
formulation, the dimensionless governing equations for the continuity, momentum, total-






∂τ =− ∂U∂ t∗ −∇ · (U⊗U)+ 1Re∇2U− 1ρ∇P+F,
∂ρ
∂τ =− ∂ρ∂ t∗ − (U ·∇)ρ,
∂ρi










i = 1, N−1,
(4.23)
where ρ =∑ρi (i = 1, . . . ,N) is the total density, ρi is the partial density of ith species, D ji
are the elements of multicomponent (N−1)× (N−1) diffusion matrix, Pe is the Péclet
number. The multicomponent diffusion matrix contains (N−1)× (N−1) elements, be-
cause a conservation equation is solved for the total density to avoid the system of govern-
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ing equations (4.23) to be over-defined [16]. For incompressible multi-species variable
density flows, the system of governing equations (4.23) can be transformed into a curvi-
linear coordinate-system similarly to the system of governing equations (4.1) for constant
density flows. The pseudo-time stepping vector Up =
[
P/β U V W ρ ρi
]T
and
the real-time stepping vector Ur =
[
0 U V W ρ ρi
]T
are different from the con-
stant density flow case. By taking into account the divergence-free constraint (4.3) for
the scalar momentum equation in direction ξ , similarly to the system of equation (4.4), a
scalar partial differential system of equations can be obtained for the continuity, the three






































































The coefficient matrix of the eigenvalue system based on the system of scalar differential
equations (4.24), similarly to the coefficient matrix (4.6), can be written as
A =

0 X˜ Y˜ Z˜ 0 0 . . . 0
β
ρ X˜ λ0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
β
ρ Y˜ 0 λ0 0 0 0 . . . 0
β
ρ Z˜ 0 0 λ0 0 0 . . . 0
0 X˜ρ Y˜ρ Z˜ρ λ0 0 . . . 0
0 X˜ρ1 Y˜ρ1 Z˜ρ1 0 λ0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . .
0 X˜ρN−1 Y˜ρN−1 Z˜ρN−1 0 0 0 λ0

, (4.25)






denotes the artificial speed of sound [16, 6]. The Riemann method [163, 112, 120, 16] has
been employed to eliminate the spatial derivatives from the system of equations (4.24) in
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direction ξ , therefore, arbitrarily chosen coefficients a,b,c,d,e, fi have been introduced
for the derivatives of the dimensionless pressure P, velocity components U,V,W , the total
density ρ and the partial densities ρi, respectively.
After re-arranging the temporal and spatial derivatives, adding all terms together, and
setting all of them to be equal to zero, it yields the following
a






−aλlβ +bX˜ + cY˜ +dZ˜ = 0,

















i = 1, N−1,
(4.26)
algebraic system of equations, which has to be solved by substituting the eigenvalues λ0,














i = 1, N−1,
(4.27)
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where tilde denotes the characteristic variables [16], and
R∗ = P1−P2+λ2ρ
[




X˜(U0−U2)+ Y˜ (V0−V2)+ Z˜(W0−W2)
] (4.28)
is an auxiliary function to write the characteristic quantities in a compact form. For in-










X˜(U˜−U2)+ Y˜ (V˜ −V2)+ Z˜(W˜ −W2)
] (4.29)
characteristic pressure equation is obtained [16], which has to be taken into account in
the right hand side of the scalar momentum equations. The first step of the Godunov
procedure is to use a high-order interpolation (“reconstruction”) formula to approximate
the left and right side values of the characteristic variables. Before evaluating the cell-
centred velocity components, the second step is to compute the inviscid intercell velocity
components a) for constant density flows based on the system (4.21), and b) for multi-
species variable density flows based on the system (4.27) [16]. In the third step, the non-
linear cell-centered advective fluxes can be computed in a conservative ∇ · (U⊗U) form
by using the FV discretization technique relying on approximation formulas according to
(3.113). In the present thesis, for evaluating the pressure field, a fractional pseudo-time
stepping method has been employed to couple the PP method with a high-resolution CB
Godunov-type discretization by solving a pressure-Poisson equation. This method refers
to the FSAC-PP method as proposed in the next two sections.
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4.2 A FSAC-PP Method for Constant Density Flows
4.2.1 FSAC-PP Solution Method in conjunction with the CB Scheme
To provide time-accurate solution, the dual-time stepping procedure has been utilised.
The advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the inviscid part of the AC formulation has
been taken and high-resolution CB Godunov-type discretization has been employed for
the non-linear advective fluxes.
In the first fractional step of the dual-time stepping procedure, the pressure term is
neglected in the momentum equation as in the classical FS-PP method [4, 119], and the
corresponding perturbed dimensionless system of governing equations in a semi-discrete
vector form can be written as
P(n)−P(n−1)
∆τ













represents the intermediate velocity field vector. In the first
iteration step, the pressure and velocity fields are equal to the initial values of the problem.
The intercell velocity components of the non-linear advective flux term in each direction
are computed at time level n using the CB scheme [16, 6] based on the Riemann method
[163], which has been discussed in the previous section. According to the transport CB



























are the coefficients of the scalar curvilinear governing equations, with kX ,kY ,kZ being the
derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (k = ξ ,η ,ζ ) according to Cartesian (X ,Y,Z)
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)1/2 is applied to the me-
trics. The distinct eigenvalues of the characteristic equations are λ0 =UX˜ +VY˜ +WZ˜,
λ1 = λ0+ s and λ2 = λ0− s, where s =
(
λ 20 +β
)1/2 denotes the artificial speed of sound
[16]. To compute the intercell CB velocity components U˜ ,V˜ ,W˜ of the advective term
∇ · (U˜⊗ U˜)(n) in conservative form at time level n, the following
R(n) = PL−PR+λ2
[




X˜ (U0−UL)+ Y˜ (V0−VL)+ Z˜ (W0−WL)
] (4.33)
auxiliary function is introduced to write the intercell CB velocity components in (4.32) in
a short form, where the “L” and “R” sub-indices denote the “Left” and “Right” sides of the
scalar intercell flux quantities in the subdomain cells. These intercell flux quantities have
been determined by applying first-, second- and third-order interpolations and fifth- and
ninth-order WENO interpolations [164, 165, 166] with the values taken from the pseudo-
time level n. These interpolations of the advective intercell fluxes are also employed in
the pressure-projection step to obtain the high-accurate updated velocity field. Note that
any appropriately chosen order of interpolation can be used. The cell-centred pressure
values are obtained by solving the pressure-Poisson equation (3.125) at each pseudo-
time step using the FSAC formulation. It is important to mention that the CB scheme is
derived from the hyperbolic system of AC formulation, including the pressure gradient
term [16, 6], therefore, the intercell pressure values PL and PR appear in the advective flux
term based on Eq. (4.33). Although the pressure term is neglected in the first fractional
step in the momentum equation (4.31), the intercell pressure values, as an initial guess
of the pressure-projection step, can be determined from the perturbed continuity equation
(4.30) in order to provide the consistency of the solution.
For computing the non-linear advective terms according to (4.32) in the momentum
equation (4.31), the Godunov-type discretization has been employed to compute the ve-




















{ −1 λ0 > 0
1 λ0 < 0
. (4.35)
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After determining the right hand side of (4.31), an intermediate velocity field Uˆ is es-
timated at each pseudo-time step. The Laplacian viscous flux terms are discretized by
second-order accurate central approximations in the cell-centre.
The first-order temporal accuracy of pseudo-time stepping is advanced by applying
an explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme [16, 167], thus improving the































where the UˆRK =
[
P/β Uˆ Vˆ Wˆ
]T
vector stands for the stages of the pseudo-time
advancement, and RHS(UˆRK) represents the right hand side of the system of governing
equations (4.30)-(4.31) in each integration step. After performing the pseudo-time advan-
cement, the pressure field is computed to update the velocity field at each pseudo-time
step by taking into account the divergence-free constraint, ∇ ·U(n+1) = 0. In the second








∇ · Uˆ, (4.38)
thus the pressure field is approximated by solving a pressure-Poisson equation (4.38).
This second-order elliptical equation (4.38) is discretized in a curvilinear coordinate sys-
tem using the Gauss-Seidel-type Successive Over Relaxation (S.O.R) iteration method
[168, 135] (see in subsection 3.3.3). The numerical solution provides an approximately
divergence-free velocity field at each pseudo-time step, which means that the pseudo-
pressure term gradually tends to be zero in the perturbed continuity equation (3.32). The
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velocity field is updated via the solution of the pressure-Poisson equation (4.38) as
U(n+1) = Uˆ−∆τ∇P(n+1). (4.39)
In order to satisfy the divergence-free constraint (3.30), the FSAC-PP procedure at each
pseudo-time step has to be repeated until the continuity equation (3.30) and the pseudo-
time derivatives in each scalar momentum equation approach very small values (near the
machine-zero in computing terms). When the continuity equation (3.30) is satisfied, the
pseudo-pressure term in the perturbed continuity equation (3.32) becomes equal to the
threshold defined by the user as the machine-zero value. The convergence criterion for










When this criterion is satisfied, the continuity equation (3.30) will also be satisfied. Note
that the perturbed continuity equation (3.32) is appropriate for controlling the pseudo-
time stepping process, because when the right hand side of (4.30) becomes equal to zero,
the steady-state solution of the system is achieved. Due to the velocity field update at
each pseudo-time step, the difference between the divergence of the velocity fields in




∣∣∣∇ ·U(n+1)−∇ ·U(n)∣∣∣)≤ ε (4.41)
strict criterion provides the compatibility with the classical AC method, hence satisfying
the perturbed continuity equation (3.32). Since the divergence-free constraint is satisfied
iteratively due to the pressure-projection and velocity field update at each pseudo-time
step, the pseudo-pressure term in the perturbed continuity equation (3.32) will tend to be
zero step by step. Note that it is necessary to perform sufficiently enough sub-iterations for
solving the pressure-Poisson equation (3.140) to avoid possible oscillations in the pressure
field solution. The convergence criterion of the pseudo-time stepping process (4.40) is a
very strict imposition in order to satisfy the divergence-free continuity equation (3.30).
For unsteady, time-accurate flow problems, when the steady-state solution is achieved in
pseudo-time, the process has also to be advanced in real-time [16, 6].
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4.2.2 Boundary Condition for the Pressure
In the classical FS-PP method, a Neumann-type boundary condition was used by Chorin




This is also called “inviscid-type boundary condition” for the pressure [23, 169]. Kar-
niadakis et al. [117] introduced a consistent Neumann-type boundary condition for the
pressure field using a spectral element discretization employing a high-order time splitting
method for solving unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. They also pointed
out that the inviscid-type boundary condition (4.42) for the pressure is valid at high Rey-
nolds number flows, but not for low Reynolds number microflows, because this condition
leads to a divergence error at the boundary [23]. For microflows, using the dimensionless
form of the governing equations, the following consistent boundary condition is suggested







where n is the normal vector, which is perpendicular to the surface with outward direc-
tion. The Neumann-type boundary condition for the pressure prescribed at all boundaries
introduces a difficulty; specifically, the coefficient matrix of the system of linear equations
of the discretized pressure-Poisson equation (3.140) becomes singular. To overcome this
problem, the pressure value has to be prescribed at least in one point of the domain as
an additive constant [135]. Moreover, the inviscid Neumann-type boundary condition is
not a physical condition for the pressure as emphasized by Guermond et al. [170] among
others. Bell et al. [115] and Guermond et al. [170] also pointed out, in consequence
of Ladyzhenskaya’s [109] orthogonality theorem, that there is no need for a boundary
condition for the pressure, because the system will be over-determined [115]. Guermond
et al. [170] considers the Neumann-type boundary condition mathematically correct for
the pressure-Poisson equation in the incremental projection method. More details can be
found about the orthogonality theorem of Ladyzhenskaya and the orthogonality of the
pressure gradient with a solenoidal vector field in the book of Ladyzhenskaya [109].
4.2.3 FMG-FAS Multigrid Technique for the FSAC-PP Method
A non-linear full-multigrid and full-approximation storage (FMG-FAS) acceleration tech-
nique was developed by Drikakis et al. [7] in conjunction with the classical AC formu-
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lation. In this thesis, we further extend the aforementioned technique to solve unsteady,
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using the proposed FSAC-PP method. The main
difference between the original [7] and the present algorithm is the inclusion of the FSAC-
PP step with the velocity field update into the pre- and post-relaxation steps of the FMG-
FAS solution based on multigrid V-cycles. Note that the choice of the number of pre- and
post-relaxation steps is depending on the fluid flow problem [6, p. 616].
The schematic representation of the multigrid V-cycle in the pseudo-time stepping
process on three grid levels is shown in Figure 4.2 (see more details in [6]). The notations
m1 and m∗1 correspond to the pre-relaxation steps, and similarly, m2 and m
∗
2 correspond to
the post-relaxation steps on the fine and intermediate grid levels, respectively. The restric-
tion and prolongation operators are denoted by R and P, where the employed restriction
functions are according to [171]. The FSAC-PP solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
in pseudo-time are denoted with N f g,Nig,Ncg corresponding to the fine, intermediate, and
coarse grids; and, similarly, PPf g,PPig,PPcg and VU f g,VUig,VUcg notations stand for the
pressure-projection step and the velocity field update, respectively. The initial conditions
for the primitive variables on the fine grid are denoted by 0 f g.
Figure 4.2: Multigrid V-cycle in the pseudo-time stepping process on three grid levels [6].
The further extended non-linear FMG-FAS algorithm to the developed FSAC-PP solu-
tion method consists of 17 steps in Algorithm 4.1. The pseudo-time marching is advanced
by applying an explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme using adaptive time
stepping with an appropriately chosen safety factor. The developed FSAC-PP method
combines the features of classical FS and AC method using a PP step to gain high ac-
curacy and excellent convergence properties via the CB scheme. The aim of coupling
the non-linear FMG-FAS acceleration technique with the FSAC-PP method is to improve
further the efficiency of the solution via a roboust numerical procedure. This method can
be applicable to different practical problems in diverse fields of science and engineering,
therefore, numerical examples have been presented in this thesis from Chapter 5 to 9.
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Algorithm 4.1 Extended non-linear FMG-FAS algorithm to the developed FSAC-PP so-
lution method for solving unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
1. Perform m1 pre-relaxation iterations on the fine grid including the PP step and ve-
locity field update: Vf g := S f g
(
Vf g,0 f g,PPf g,VU f g,m1
)
.
2. Compute the fine grid defect: d f g := N f gU f g.
3. Restriction from the finest grid to the intermediate grid: dig := Rd f g.
4. Computation of the right hand side of (4.31) with the pressure gradient term on the
intermediate grid: fig :=−dig+NigRVf g.
5. Perform m∗1 pre-relaxation iterations on the intermediate grid including the PP step
and velocity field update: Vig := Sig (Vig, fig,PPig,VUig,m∗1).
6. Computation of the intermediate grid defect: dig :=− fig+NigVig.
7. Restriction from the intermediate grid to the coarse grid: dcg := Rdig.
8. Computation of the right hand side of (4.31) with the pressure gradient term on the
coarse grid: fcg :=−dcg+NcgRVig.
9. Approximate solution on the coarse grid: Vcg := N−1cg fcg.
10. Perform correction on the coarse grid: ccg :=Vcg−RVig.
11. Prolongation from the coarse grid to the intermediate grid: cig := Pccg.
12. Compute the correct solution on the intermediate grid: Vig :=Vig+ cig.
13. Perform m∗2 post-relaxation iterations on the intermediate grid including the PP step
and velocity field update: Vig := Sig (Vig, fig,PPig,VUig,m∗2).
14. Perform correction on the intermediate grid: ccg :=Vig−RVf g.
15. Prolongation from the intermediate grid to the fine grid: c f g := Pcig.
16. Compute the correct solution on the fine grid: Vf g :=Vf g+ c f g.
17. Perform m2 post-relaxation iterations on the fine grid including the PP step and
velocity field update: Vf g := S f g
(
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4.3 A FSAC-PP Method for Variable Density Flows
The proposed FSAC-PP solution method for constant density flows can be further ex-
tended to the solution of the momentum equation of the system (4.23) for multi-species
variable density flows. In the first fractional step of the dual-time stepping procedure, si-
milarly to the constant density flow case, the pressure term is neglected in the momentum
equation as in the classical FS-PP method [4, 119]; therefore, the corresponding dimen-













represents the intermediate velocity field vector. In the first
iteration step, the pressure and velocity fields are equal to the initial values of the problem.
The intercell velocity components of the non-linear advective flux term in each direction
are computed at time level n using the CB scheme [16, 6] based on the Riemann method
[163]. According to the transport CB scheme for incompressible multi-species variable




















X˜(U0−UR)+ Y˜ (V0−VR)+ Z˜(W0−WR)
] (4.46)
is an auxiliary function introduced to write the intercell CB velocity components in (4.32)
in a short form, where again the “L” and “R” sub-indices denote the “Left” and “Right”
sides of the scalar intercell flux quantities in the subdomain cells. These intercell flux
quantities have been determined by applying first-, second- and third-order interpolations
and fifth- and ninth-order WENO interpolations [164, 165, 166] with the values taken
from the pseudo-time level n (as in the case of the FSAC-PP method for constant density
flow). These interpolations of the advective intercell fluxes are also employed in the
pressure-projection step to obtain the high-accurate updated velocity field. Note that any
appropriately chosen order of interpolation can be used. The cell-centred pressure values
are obtained by solving the pressure-Poisson equation (3.136) for variable density flow
at each pseudo-time step using the FSAC formulation. It is important to mention that
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the CB scheme is derived from the hyperbolic system of AC formulation, including the
pressure gradient term [16, 6], therefore, the intercell pressure values PL and PR appear
in the advective flux term based on (4.33). Although the pressure term is neglected in
the first fractional step in the momentum equation (4.44), the intercell pressure values,
as an initial guess of the pressure-projection step, can be determined from the perturbed
continuity equation (4.30) in order to provide the consistency of the solution.
For computing the non-linear advective terms according to (4.45) in the momentum
equation (4.44), the Godunov-type discretization has been employed again to compute the






 UL+UR+ sign(λ0)(UL−UR)VL+VR+ sign(λ0)(VL−VR)
WL+WR+ sign(λ0)(WL−WR)
(n) , (4.47)
where sign(λ0) is computed based on Eq. (4.35). After determining the right hand side
of (4.44), an intermediate velocity field multiplied by the total density ρUˆ is estimated
at each pseudo-time step. The Laplacian viscous flux terms are discretized by second-
order accurate central approximations in the cell-centre. The first-order temporal accuracy
of pseudo-time stepping is advanced by applying an explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta
integration scheme [16, 167]; thus improving the solution of the intermediate velocity
field. Note that the Runge-Kutta pseudo-time integration scheme has also been employed
for the total and the partial density equations depending on the number of species. After
performing the pseudo-time advancement, the pressure field is computed to update the

















∇ · Uˆ, (4.49)
thus the pressure field is approximated by solving a pressure-Poisson equation (4.49).
This second-order elliptical equation (4.49) is discretized in curvilinear coordinate sys-
tem using the Gauss-Seidel-type Successive Over Relaxation (S.O.R) iteration method
[168, 135] (see in subsection 3.3.3). The numerical solution provides an approximately
divergence-free velocity field at each pseudo-time step, which means that the pseudo-
pressure term approximates zero in the perturbed continuity equation (3.32). The velocity
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field is updated via the solution of the pressure-Poisson equation (4.49) as
ρU(n+1) = ρUˆ−∆τ∇P(n+1). (4.50)
In order to satisfy the divergence-free constraint (3.30) for incompressible variable density
flows, the FSAC-PP procedure at each pseudo-time step has to be repeated until the conti-
nuity equation (3.30) and the pseudo-time derivatives in each scalar momentum equation,
total and partial density equations approach very small values (near the machine-zero in
computing terms). When the continuity equation (3.30) is satisfied, the pseudo-pressure
term in the perturbed continuity equation (3.32) becomes equal to the threshold defined
by the user as the machine-zero value. The convergence criterion for steady-state solution
in pseudo-time is defined for variable density flows by
max






When this criterion is satisfied, the continuity equation (3.30) will also be satisfied. Note
that the perturbed continuity equation (3.32) is appropriate for controlling the pseudo-
time stepping process, because when the right hand side of (4.30) becomes equal to zero,
the steady-state solution of the system is achieved. Due to the velocity field update at
each pseudo-time step, the difference between the divergence of the velocity fields in




∣∣∣∇ · (ρU)(n+1)−∇ · (ρU)(n)∣∣∣]≤ ε (4.52)
strict criterion provides the compatibility with the classical AC method, hence satisfying
the perturbed continuity equation (3.32). Note that it is necessary to perform sufficiently
enough sub-iterations for solving the pressure-Poisson equation (3.163) to avoid oscilla-
tions in the pressure field solution. The convergence criterion of the pseudo-time stepping
process (4.51) is also a very strict imposition to satisfy the divergence-free continuity
equation (3.30). To further increase the efficiency of the proposed FSAC-PP method for
incompressible variable density flows, the FMG-FAS multigrid acceleration technique,
discussed in subsection 4.2.3, has been further extended to solve incompressible variable
density flow problems by using Algorithm 4.2.
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Algorithm 4.2 Extended non-linear FMG-FAS algorithm to the developed FSAC-PP so-
lution method for solving unsteady, incompressible variable density flow problems.
1. Perform m1 pre-relaxation iterations on the fine grid including the variable density
PP step and velocity field update: Vf g := S f g
(
Vf g,0 f g,PPvdf g ,VU f g,m1
)
.
2. Compute the fine grid defect: d f g := N f gU f g.
3. Restriction from the finest grid to the intermediate grid: dig := Rd f g.
4. Computation of the right hand side of (4.44) with the pressure gradient term on the
intermediate grid: fig :=−dig+NigRVf g.
5. Perform m∗1 pre-relaxation iterations on the intermediate grid including the variable







6. Computation of the intermediate grid defect: dig :=− fig+NigVig.
7. Restriction from the intermediate grid to the coarse grid: dcg := Rdig.
8. Computation of the right hand side of (4.44) with the pressure gradient term on the
coarse grid: fcg :=−dcg+NcgRVig.
9. Approximate solution on the coarse grid: Vcg := N−1cg fcg.
10. Perform correction on the coarse grid: ccg :=Vcg−RVig.
11. Prolongation from the coarse grid to the intermediate grid: cig := Pccg.
12. Compute the correct solution on the intermediate grid: Vig :=Vig+ cig.
13. Perform m∗2 post-relaxation iterations on the intermediate grid including the variable







14. Perform correction on the intermediate grid: ccg :=Vig−RVf g.
15. Prolongation from the intermediate grid to the fine grid: c f g := Pcig.
16. Compute the correct solution on the fine grid: Vf g :=Vf g+ c f g.
17. Perform m2 post-relaxation iterations on the fine grid including the variable density
PP step and velocity field update: Vf g := S f g
(
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4.4 Pseudo-Time Stepping Strategy
4.4.1 Constant Density Flows
The discretized system of governing equations is solved via a dual-time stepping Godunov-
type explicit method, therefore, a pseudo-time stepping strategy is required for stability
reasons. The accuracy and convergence properties of CB schemes were discussed by
Shapiro and Drikakis [16] based on an eigenvalue analysis to estimate the locally compu-
ted pseudo-time step. The pseudo-time step is determined in each computational cell in
the domain. The relationship between the pseudo-time step and characteristic condition
numbers provides the stability of the numerical procedure, which are given [16] by








where CFLInviscid and CFLViscous are the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) numbers of the
inviscid and viscous fluxes, respectively, and dln represents the cell dimension accor-
ding to the coordinate directions (ξ ,η ,ζ ). The CFL numbers are characteristic condition
numbers relating to the stiffness of the solution. The locally computed pseudo-time step
is computed based on the minimum value of the locally determined pseudo-time steps for
the inviscid and viscous fluxes as
∆τi, j,k = γ ·min
(





where γ ∈] 0,1] is an appropriately chosen safety factor to ensure numerical stability
[137]. The pseudo-time step depends on the CFL numbers and the eigenvalues, which
in turn depend on the AC parameter, therefore, these appropriately chosen parameters
ensure the stability and convergence of the iterative numerical procedure [138, 5].
4.4.2 Multi-Species Variable Density Flows
The accuracy and convergence properties of CB schemes were discussed by Shapiro and
Drikakis [16] for solving multi-species variable density flow problems as well. The re-
lationships between the locally computed pseudo-time step and characteristic condition
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numbers are defined [16] by












where CFLInviscid, and CFLViscous are again the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) numbers
of the inviscid and viscous flux terms, respectively, and dln represents again the cell di-
mension according to the coordinate directions (ξ ,η ,ζ ). For stability reasons, we assume
that the locally computed pseudo-time step size is determined by the minimum value of
the locally computed pseudo-time step of the inviscid, viscous and diffusive fluxes as
∆τi, j,k = γ ·min
(







where γ ∈] 0,1] is a safety factor of stability [137]. Similarly to constant density flows, the
time step size depends on the CFL numbers and on the eigenvalue structure of system of
equations. The eigenvalues also depend on the AC parameter, therefore, these parameters
have to be chosen appropriately to ensure the stability and convergence of the iterative
process for multi-species variable density flow problems as well. More details can be
found about stability analysis in the books of Roache [138], and Peyret and Taylor [5].
4.5 Summary
To circumvent convergence and associated accuracy problems of the original AC formu-
lation when used for low Reynolds and/or unsteady problems, a new FSAC-PP approach
has been proposed in this chapter that couples the fractional step (FS), artificial compres-
sibility (AC), and pressure-projection (PP) methods. The FSAC-PP method incorporates
the CB scheme with PP methods via the FSAC formulation. This method retains the
hyperbolic, inviscid counterpart of the AC formulation to enable the use of Riemann me-
thod for solving the Riemann problem. In this thesis, the pressure field has been updated
by solving a pressure-Poisson equation. Relying on the idea of the proposed FSAC-PP
method, it is possible to further improve the efficiency of the classical AC method, be-
cause excellent convergence properties of the high-resolution CB Godunov-type schemes
can be gained to avoid spurious oscillations in the non-linear convective/advective terms.
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Chapter 5
Laminar Flow in a Straight
Microchannel at Low Reynolds
Numbers
5.1 Introduction
An in-house FORTRAN 90/95 HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0 soft-
ware package has been developed for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations relying on the proposed FSAC-PP solution method discussed in Chapter 4. The
validation of the proposed FSAC-PP method is indispensable compared to other methods
in terms of accuracy and efficiency. In this chapter, the FSAC-PP method has been valida-
ted for steady-state, incompressible, constant density flow by comparing it to the AC, PP
methods and an analytical solution. For microfluidic applications, the two-dimensional
straight microfluidic channel is a widely used benchmark test case for pressure-driven
laminar flow. An analytical solution exists for the fully developed laminar velocity pro-
file, which has to be obtained at the outlet section of the microfluidic channel. Therefore,
the computational results can be compared to analytical solutions at different Reynolds
numbers taking into account also extremely low Reynolds number cases. Furthermore,
the physical boundary and initial conditions can be prescribed accurately, thus the mathe-
matical task may be considered as well-posed. More details can be found about pressure-
driven laminar flows in two-dimensional channels in the works of Kotake, Hijikata and
Fusegi [172, pp. 99-122], Chen et al. [173], and of Chakraborty [174, 80].
For steady-state, incompressible, constant density flow in a straight microfluidic chan-
nel, according to the analytical solution for the one dimensional case, the axial velocity
component depends on the coordinate of the radial direction u = u(y) while the other
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velocity components vanish (v = w = 0). It is well-known that the AC method is efficient
at Reynolds numbers from 1 up to 103 [5, 27]. The reasons are the restriction for the
locally computed pseudo-time step in Eq. (4.55) and the choice of AC parameter in Eq.
(3.34) that may lead to a slow convergence rate at Re 1. For microfluidic applications
under the continuum hypothesis, the typical Reynolds numbers range from 10−1 up to 102
(see, e.g., [6]). Therefore, it is pertinent to validate the FSAC-PP method at different low





where h is the height of the microfluidic channel, u˜ is the average velocity, and υ is
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. From wall to wall, the divergence-free steady-state




y(h− y) , (5.2)
where ρ is the density of the fluid, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, l is the length
of the straight microfluidic channel, and Π is the total potential, which is proportional to














y(h− y)dy = wc ∆Π12υ l h
3, (5.4)













By using Eqs. (5.1)-(5.6), all physical quantities of the pressure-driven laminar flow can
be computed; thus a numerical benchmark test case can be set up for validating the FSAC-
PP method, which has been described in the following section.
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5.2 The Straight Microfluidic Channel Test Case
The computational grid is shown in Figure 5.1, which consists of 181× 41 node points
(180×40 control cells) on the fine grid.
Figure 5.1: Computational grid for the microchannel using dimensionless coordinates.
The height h of the benchmark straight microfluidic channel is 10µm, and the length
l is equal to 100µm. The dimensional and dimensionless geometrical sizes of the two-





Table 5.1: Geometrical sizes of the two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel.
A mathematical task can be formulated in terms of boundary conditions for the pressure-
driven laminar flow in the straight microfluidic channel. Dimensionless quantities have
been used in the simulations, therefore, the spatial coordinates have been normalized by
the height h of the channel. From wall to wall, the inlet velocity profile normalized by the
average flow velocity u˜ and can be derived based on Eqs. (5.2)-(5.6) as





= 6Y (1−Y ) , (5.7)
where u∗ is the wall-friction velocity [172]. The dimensionless pressure has been pre-
scribed equally to be zero at the inlet section, which can be written as Pinlet (0,Y ) = 0.
Thus, the boundary conditions are Dirichlet-type in the inlet section. The outlet boundary
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which are Neumann-type boundary conditions, where L is the dimensionless spatial co-
ordinate of the outlet section. The dimensionless pressure has been prescribed equally
to be one at the outlet section, which is a Dirichlet-type boundary condition, and can be
written as Poutlet (L,Y ) = 1. The wall is non-moving, therefore, the dimensionless velocity
components U and V are equal to zero on the bottom and upper walls as
Uupper wall (X ,1) =Ubottomwall (X ,0) =Vupper wall (X ,1) =Vbottomwall (X ,0) = 0. (5.9)
Neumann-type and consistent boundary conditions are prescribed for the dimensionless
pressure on the bottom and upper walls suggested by Karniadakis et al. [23, pp. 514-517]
based on Eq. (4.43). More details can be found in subsection 4.2.2.
The continuum model is limited at small physical length scales, therefore, a criterion
exists to determine the validity of continuum hypothesis (see in Chapter 3). According to
Heller [95, p. 8], for investigating microfluidic systems under the contiuum hypothesis,
the characteristic length scale of the fabricated system has to be a bigger value than the
average interatomic space λA [95, p. 8]. The average interatomic space [95, p. 8] has
been determined relying on Eq. (3.1). In the present test case, the working fluid is water,







= 0.3 ·10−9 m, (5.10)
where ρwater = 1000 kg/m3 is the density of water, Mwater = 18.0153 · 10−3 kg/mol is
the molar mass of water, and NA = 6.022 · 1023 1/mol is the Avogadro’s number. The
biggest characteristic length of the two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel (see
Table 5.1) is 100 · 10−6 m (100 micron), which is a greater value than 0.3 · 10−9 m (0.3
nm); consequently, the continuum model can be considered to be valid for the present
physical and numerical test case. Furthermore, this example demonstrates the overall
limitation of the continuum hypothesis for water, because when the geometrical size of
the investigated microfluidic system is smaller than 0.3 nm, the continuum model can not
be used for modelling physical phenomena at those small physical length scales.
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5.3 Validation of the FSAC-PP Method at Various Low
Reynolds Numbers
For the validation of the FSAC-PP method compared to the AC, PP methods and an
analytical solution for steady-state, incompressible, constant density flow from Re = 10
to 10−4, 480 simulations have been performed using 3 different methods with 5 different
intercell flux interpolations on 4 different girds at 8 different Reynolds numbers as
480Simulations = 3Method × 5Interpolation Formulas × 4Grids × 8ReNumbers.
The non-linear full-multigrid, full-approximation-storage (FMG-FAS) technique, dis-
cussed in subsection 4.2.3, has been used in order to accelerate the numerical process
using 100 pre- and post-smoothing iterations on the fine grid, 10 pre- and post-smoothing
iterations on the medium grid, and 10 iterations on the coarse grid, respectively. Note that
the choice of the number of pre- and post-relaxation steps is depending on the fluid flow
case [6, p. 616]. The CFL numbers for computing the inviscid and viscous fluxes, and the
simulation parameters have been summarized in Table 5.2.
Reynolds Numbers (Re)
10 5 1 0.5 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001
Simulation Parameters
β 10 102 102 103 103 104 105 106
CFLinv 0.2 0.2 0.05 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015
CFLvis 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015
Table 5.2: Simulation parameters of eight numerical test cases for the AC parameter β ,
for the CFLinv and CFLvis Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy numbers associated with the inviscid
and viscous fluxes at various Reynolds numbers Re.
The numerical convergence has been measured using the maximum value of the Runge-











P/β U V W
]T
represents the numerical solution of the governing
equations between two pseudo-time level. The pseudo-time stepping iterations of the
AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods have been carried out until the steady-state solution is
achieved; which means that the Runge-Kutta residuals do not change significantly below
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a very small ε threshold value. The contour lines of the dimensionless velocity component
U in the fully developed laminar flow is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Contour lines of the velocity component U in the fully developed pressure-
driven laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel.
The grid convergence study is part of the validation process, therefore, Roache [175]
introduced the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) to measure the rate of grid convergence
avoiding inconsistency in the way of reporting grid convergence studies in the field of
engineering sciences [138, pp. 107-119]. Relying on the generalization of the Richardson




where Fs is the safety factor, εr is the relative error between the solutions for the investiga-
ted quantity (e.g. velocity and/or pressure field values) using two different grids, r is the
grid refinement ratio; and p is the order of the method, which is related to the order of the
truncation error. In the present thesis in conjunction with the grid convergence studies,
the safety factor has been chosen to be equal to one (Fs = 1), and the relative error of the
solution on two different grids (e.g. between the coarse and fine grid) as
εr =
∥∥Ucoarsegrid∥∥(∞)−∥∥U f inegrid∥∥(∞)∥∥U f inegrid∥∥(∞) , (5.13)







where N is the number of the control cells in the computational domain. In the present
thesis, four different grid levels G1, G2, G3, G4 have been used for validating the propo-
sed FSAC-PP method compared to the AC, PP methods and an analytical solution, res-
pectively (see Table 5.3). For investigating the grid convergence on different grid levels
systematically, the grid refinement ratio r and the order of the intercell flux interpolation
method relating to the truncation error p have been summarized in Table 5.4.
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Grid Levels Number of Node Points Number of Controll Cells
G1 21×11 = 231 20×10 = 200
G2 41×21 = 861 40×20 = 800
G3 81×41 = 3321 80×40 = 3200
G4 181×41 = 7421 180×40 = 7200
Table 5.3: Number of node points and controll cells on different grid levels.




Table 5.4: Grid refinement ratios r and the order of interpolation method relating to the
truncation error p on different grid levels.
A systematic grid convergence study has been performed by using 3 different methods
and by employing 5 different intercell flux interpolations on 4 different grid levels. The
GCI indices of the grid convergence studies for the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods using
different intercell flux interpolations have been summarized from Tables 5.5 to 5.12. The
results show that grid convergence has been observed in the most cases of AC, PP and
FSAC-PP methods from Re= 10 to 0.1 based on the simulation parameters (see Table 5.2)
at different grid levels (see Table 5.3). Grid convergence has only been observed in the
most cases of PP and FSAC-PP methods from Re = 0.01 to 0.0001; see Tables from 5.10
to 5.12. The GCI mostly exhibits minor changes between the grid levels (G1÷G2) and
(G2÷G3), and mostly exhibits more significant decrement between the meshes (G2÷G3)
and (G3÷G4). Thus, the results do not show significant changes by using more than
180×40 control cells on the domain for this microfluidic benchmark test case.
The characteristic condition numbers as CFLinv and CFLvis for inviscid and viscous
fluxes, respectively, have to be decreased, and the AC parameter β has to be increased
when the Reynolds number has been decreased from 10 to 0.0001. Small CFL numbers
lead to very small values of the locally computed pseudo-time step and the large values of
parameter β ensure the numerical convergence (see Table 5.2). The computational cost
of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods has been measured based on the required number
of multigrid cycles Nmg on the fine grid until the lowest maximum Runge-Kutta residuals
RKmaxres are achieved, which have been summarized in Tables 5.21 to 5.28 and in Figures
5.43 to 5.50. The results show that the FSAC-PP method requires the lowest number of
multigrid iterations Nmg on the fine grid compared to the AC and PP methods in each
test case. For example, the total CPU time, on a Dual-Core E5300 2.60 Ghz computer
with 8GB RAM, was 41 minutes for the AC method, 15 minutes for the PP method, and
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14 minutes for the FSAC-PP method by using a 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation at
Re = 10. The FSAC-PP method consumes 5 and 52 times less Nmg at Re = 10 (see Table
5.21 and Figure 5.43); 2.5 and 27 times less Nmg at Re = 5 (see Table 5.22 and Figure
5.44); 40 and 29 times less Nmg at Re = 1 (see Table 5.23 and Figure 5.45); 29 and 9
times less Nmg at Re = 0.5 (see Table 5.24 and Figure 5.46); 110 and 14 times less Nmg
at Re = 0.1 (see Table 5.25 and Figure 5.47); 14.5 and 14 times less Nmg at Re = 0.01
(see Table 5.26 and Figure 5.48); 12 and 10 times less Nmg at Re = 0.001 (see Table 5.27
and Figure 5.49); furthermore, 9 and 8 times less Nmg at Re = 0.0001 (see Table 5.28 and
Figure 5.50) than the AC and PP methods in average, respectively.
The relative errors of the maximum norm of the outlet velocity component U com-
pared to the maximum norm of the analytical solution have been computed at the outlet
section of the channel from Re = 10 up to 10−4 (see Tables from 5.13 to 5.20). On the
coarsest grid level G1, the results show that the FSAC-PP method exhibits agreement in
∼ 0.63624% maximum relative error with the analytically computed outlet velocity pro-
files up to Re = 1 while the AC and PP methods exhibit ∼ 0.35687% and ∼ 11.39831%
maximum relative errors, respectively. On the finest grid level G4, the FSAC-PP method
exhibits agreement in ∼ 0.17535% maximum relative error up to Re = 1 while the AC
and PP methods exhibit ∼ 0.50831% and ∼ 1.25491% maximum relative errors, respec-
tively (see Tables from 5.13 to 5.15). Decreasing the Reynolds number, the maximum
relative error of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods compared to the analytical solution is
∼ 4.19308%, ∼ 0.00563% and ∼ 0.14231% on the finest grid at Re = 0.1, respectively.
The AC method shows agreement with the analytically computed outlet velocity profiles
up to Re = 0.1 on each grid level; unlike the PP and the FSAC-PP methods exhibit agree-
ment with the analytical solution up to Re = 0.0001, respectively. Since, the lowest max-
imum Runge-Kutta residual of the AC method is in between 0.19437 and 0.24087 · 103
when the Reynolds number is smaller than 0.1 (see from Tables 5.26 to 5.28), the numeri-
cal solution is not able to resolve the fully developed laminar velocity profile at the outlet
section. These results can be seen in Figures 5.28 to 5.42 at Re= 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001.
The velocity values computed by the AC method are almost equal to zero, which means
they are nearly equal to the initial condition of the velocity field. Despite of this fact,
the PP and FSAC-PP methods show agreement with the analytical solution at Re = 0.01,
0.001, and 0.0001 as well. For Re< 0.1, the AC method fails to give physically reasonable
results (see Figures from 5.28 to 5.42). When the Reynolds number is decreased by using
the PP and FSAC-PP methods, the lowest maximum Runge-Kutta residual is achieved
by employing third- and fifth-order interpolation schemes, therefore, at least third-order
interpolation is recommended for the intercell fluxes at low Reynolds numbers (see Table
5.28). All in all, both PP and FSAC-PP methods are capable of handling extremely low
Reynolds numbers compared to the AC method for this test case.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 10) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC 4.15217 ·10−1 2.27508 ·10−1 6.48428 ·10−4
1st-Order PP 2.88112 1.86577 7.35134 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 4.68341 ·10−1 2.57152 ·10−1 2.18638 ·10−3
AC 8.36038 ·10−2 4.57280 ·10−2 1.63216 ·10−4
2nd-Order PP 1.47308 ·10−2 5.17153 ·10−2 8.85167 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 9.33061 ·10−2 5.10805 ·10−2 1.26119 ·10−3
AC 2.00130 ·10−2 1.09143 ·10−2 8.37118 ·10−5
3rd-Order PP 3.54762 ·10−3 1.76900 ·10−2 7.26692 ·10−7
FSAC-PP 2.23611 ·10−2 1.22472 ·10−2 2.86851 ·10−4
AC 1.25795 ·10−3 6.75378 ·10−4 1.99655 ·10−5
5th-WENO PP 7.23818 ·10−4 9.87718 ·10−4 1.90396 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 1.37091 ·10−3 7.56585 ·10−4 3.38822 ·10−5
AC 4.92886 ·10−6 2.64698 ·10−6 8.78931 ·10−7
9th-WENO PP 1.10911 ·10−5 5.05514 ·10−6 7.68508 ·10−7
FSAC-PP 5.37030 ·10−6 2.95649 ·10−6 1.06505 ·10−6
Table 5.5: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 10.
Reynolds Number (Re = 5) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC 4.15522 ·10−1 2.27343 ·10−1 1.64429 ·10−3
1st-Order PP 2.79045 8.52475 ·10−1 5.10451 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 5.15235 ·10−1 2.85967 ·10−1 1.05935 ·10−1
AC 8.36267 ·10−2 4.57003 ·10−2 1.43499 ·10−5
2nd-Order PP 8.42093 ·10−3 7.18193 ·10−2 1.12122 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 1.02229 ·10−1 5.65146 ·10−2 3.06634 ·10−2
AC 2.00401 ·10−2 1.09230 ·10−2 2.63472 ·10−5
3rd-Order PP 1.16161 ·10−2 1.97647 ·10−2 1.63898 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 2.46276 ·10−2 1.36392 ·10−2 1.29173 ·10−2
AC 1.27747 ·10−3 6.78820 ·10−4 5.19421 ·10−6
5th-WENO PP 7.99412 ·10−4 1.13693 ·10−3 1.11238 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 1.52101 ·10−3 8.42226 ·10−4 2.37335 ·10−3
AC 4.88962 ·10−6 2.64909 ·10−6 2.35682 ·10−7
9th-WENO PP 2.25684 ·10−6 4.65415 ·10−6 1.66382 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 5.95205 ·10−6 3.29554 ·10−6 9.25433 ·10−5
Table 5.6: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 5.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 1) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC 4.16643 ·10−1 2.27508 ·10−1 9.53024 ·10−3
1st-Order PP 2.88136 1.86744 7.31858 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 4.59582 ·10−1 2.53041 ·10−1 1.78027 ·10−4
AC 8.35818 ·10−2 4.57002 ·10−2 3.21369 ·10−5
2nd-Order PP 1.52065 ·10−2 5.18616 ·10−2 6.70398 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 9.20011 ·10−2 5.04852 ·10−2 1.22959 ·10−4
AC 1.99955 ·10−2 1.09106 ·10−2 3.40900 ·10−5
3rd-Order PP 6.09283 ·10−3 1.17284 ·10−2 3.19098 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 2.18994 ·10−2 1.20565 ·10−2 2.67494 ·10−5
AC 1.27277 ·10−3 6.81216 ·10−4 1.65752 ·10−5
5th-WENO PP 9.99759 ·10−4 1.01349 ·10−3 8.59210 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 1.34837 ·10−3 7.42747 ·10−4 7.12396 ·10−6
AC 4.99724 ·10−6 2.54742 ·10−6 2.58761 ·10−4
9th-WENO PP 1.96233 ·10−6 4.72875 ·10−6 1.71518 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 5.26120 ·10−6 2.89906 ·10−6 2.82494 ·10−7
Table 5.7: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 1.
Reynolds Number (Re = 0.5) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC 4.17704 ·10−1 2.61049 ·10−1 8.34931 ·10−2
1st-Order PP 2.79071 1.02369 4.42098 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 4.25794 ·10−1 2.33243 ·10−1 1.52982 ·10−4
AC 8.36102 ·10−2 6.08240 ·10−2 5.52737 ·10−2
2nd-Order PP 9.08911 ·10−3 8.29998 ·10−2 1.42106 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 8.90082 ·10−2 4.85910 ·10−2 8.11372 ·10−3
AC 2.00053 ·10−2 1.45382 ·10−2 8.10165 ·10−3
3rd-Order PP 2.01686 ·10−2 1.11265 ·10−2 9.72977 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 2.11069 ·10−2 1.15925 ·10−2 3.26134 ·10−3
AC 1.26661 ·10−3 2.30576 ·10−3 2.61435 ·10−2
5th-WENO PP 7.85120 ·10−4 1.11724 ·10−3 1.68843 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 1.29936 ·10−3 7.13955 ·10−4 6.00235 ·10−4
AC 5.10320 ·10−6 1.00586 ·10−5 1.10504 ·10−3
9th-WENO PP 2.22193 ·10−6 4.64488 ·10−6 1.52025 ·10−6
FSAC-PP 5.06986 ·10−6 2.78640 ·10−6 2.30804 ·10−5
Table 5.8: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 0.5.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.1) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC 3.25837 ·10−1 7.77264 ·10−1 7.66117 ·10−1
1st-Order PP 2.88139 1.86883 9.24901 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 4.57557 ·10−1 2.52135 ·10−1 4.44994 ·10−4
AC 8.18355 ·10−2 2.42630 ·10−1 4.46816 ·10−1
2nd-Order PP 1.51842 ·10−2 5.17927 ·10−2 3.84025 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 9.15312 ·10−2 5.04197 ·10−2 1.15053 ·10−4
AC 2.07035 ·10−2 5.79134 ·10−2 2.20398 ·10−1
3rd-Order PP 7.44690 ·10−3 1.03598 ·10−2 3.21562 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 2.17896 ·10−2 1.20094 ·10−2 5.71814 ·10−5
AC 1.27316 ·10−3 4.24940 ·10−3 9.87817 ·10−3
5th-WENO PP 1.38070 ·10−3 6.33737 ·10−4 2.50955 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 1.34183 ·10−3 7.39621 ·10−4 1.07216 ·10−5
AC 4.85195 ·10−6 2.66548 ·10−6 3.58004 ·10−4
9th-WENO PP 4.34032 ·10−6 2.38586 ·10−6 1.16451 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 5.23636 ·10−6 2.88640 ·10−6 4.13814 ·10−7
Table 5.9: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 0.1.
Reynolds Number (Re = 0.01) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC - - -
1st-Order PP 9.18199 ·10−1 2.05915 ·10−1 9.19230 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 4.80705 ·10−1 2.65889 ·10−1 3.07851 ·10−4
AC - - -
2nd-Order PP 2.35784 ·10−1 1.11514 ·10−1 3.89595 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 9.61565 ·10−2 5.31842 ·10−2 9.55466 ·10−5
AC - - -
3rd-Order PP 2.28540 ·10−2 7.35615 ·10−3 3.21809 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 2.28947 ·10−2 1.26650 ·10−2 4.19674 ·10−5
AC - - -
5th-WENO PP 5.65356 ·10−4 1.21599 ·10−3 8.42584 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 1.40994 ·10−3 7.79972 ·10−4 7.76634 ·10−6
AC - - -
9th-WENO PP 1.93962 ·10−6 4.85897 ·10−6 1.43405 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 5.50222 ·10−6 3.04384 ·10−6 3.00103 ·10−7
Table 5.10: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 0.01.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.001) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC - - -
1st-Order PP 9.18245 ·10−1 2.05879 ·10−1 9.18663 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 4.80720 ·10−1 2.65917 ·10−1 3.21445 ·10−4
AC - - -
2nd-Order PP 2.35665 ·10−1 1.11400 ·10−1 3.90151 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 9.61581 ·10−2 5.31936 ·10−2 1.08162 ·10−4
AC - - -
3rd-Order PP 2.28533 ·10−2 7.35676 ·10−3 3.21834 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 2.28948 ·10−2 1.26657 ·10−2 4.36071 ·10−5
AC - - -
5th-WENO PP 5.65084 ·10−4 1.21627 ·10−3 8.42737 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 1.40995 ·10−3 7.80006 ·10−4 8.01154 ·10−6
AC - - -
9th-WENO PP 1.84297 ·10−6 4.85766 ·10−6 1.43765 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 5.50225 ·10−6 3.04395 ·10−6 3.08153 ·10−7
Table 5.11: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 0.001.
Reynolds Number (Re = 0.0001) Grid Convergence Index [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1÷G2 G2÷G3 G3÷G4
AC - - -
1st-Order PP 9.18250 ·10−1 2.05875 ·10−1 9.18606 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 4.80724 ·10−1 2.65925 ·10−1 3.25196 ·10−4
AC - - -
2nd-Order PP 2.35653 ·10−1 1.11389 ·10−1 3.90207 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 9.61584 ·10−2 5.31962 ·10−2 1.11672 ·10−4
AC - - -
3rd-Order PP 2.28533 ·10−2 7.35682 ·10−3 3.21836 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 2.28949 ·10−2 1.26660 ·10−2 4.40641 ·10−5
AC - - -
5th-WENO PP 5.65056 ·10−4 1.21629 ·10−3 8.42753 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 1.40995 ·10−3 7.80016 ·10−4 8.08416 ·10−6
AC - - -
9th-WENO PP 1.91958 ·10−6 4.85753 ·10−6 1.43817 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 5.50225 ·10−6 3.04398 ·10−6 3.10423 ·10−7
Table 5.12: Grid Convergence Indices (GCI) at Re = 0.0001.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven laminar
flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation on four
different grids at Re = 10.
Figure 5.4: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven laminar
flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation on four
different grids at Re = 10.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven laminar
flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation on four
different grids at Re = 10.
Figure 5.6: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven lami-
nar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO reconstruction on four
different grids at Re = 10.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven laminar
flow in a straight microfluidic channel 9th-order WENO intercell flux interpolation on
four different grids at Re = 10.
Figure 5.8: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven laminar
flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation on four
different grids at Re = 5.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity profiles
relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven laminar
flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation on four
different grids at Re = 5.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 5.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO reconstruction on
four different grids at Re = 5.
Figure 5.12: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel 9th-order WENO intercell flux interpola-
tion on four different grids at Re = 5.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 1.
Figure 5.14: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 1.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 1.
Figure 5.16: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO reconstruction on
four different grids at Re = 1.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel 9th-order WENO intercell flux interpola-
tion on four different grids at Re = 1.
Figure 5.18: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.5.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.5.
Figure 5.20: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.5.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO reconstruction on
four different grids at Re = 0.5.
Figure 5.22: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel 9th-order WENO intercell flux interpola-
tion on four different grids at Re = 0.5.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.1.
Figure 5.24: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.1.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.1.
Figure 5.26: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO intercell flux inter-
polation on four different grids at Re = 0.1.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 9th-order WENO intercell flux inter-
polation on four different grids at Re = 0.1.
Figure 5.28: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.01.
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.01.
Figure 5.30: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.01.
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Figure 5.31: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO reconstruction on
four different grids at Re = 0.01.
Figure 5.32: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel 9th-order WENO intercell flux interpola-
tion on four different grids at Re = 0.01.
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Figure 5.33: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.001.
Figure 5.34: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.001.
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.001.
Figure 5.36: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO reconstruction on
four different grids at Re = 0.001.
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel 9th-order WENO intercell flux interpola-
tion on four different grids at Re = 0.001.
Figure 5.38: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 1st-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.0001.
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Figure 5.39: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 2nd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.0001.
Figure 5.40: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation
on four different grids at Re = 0.0001.
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Figure 5.41: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 5th-order WENO intercell flux inter-
polation on four different grids at Re = 0.0001.
Figure 5.42: Comparison of analytically and numerically computed outlet velocity pro-
files relying on the solution of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods in a pressure-driven
laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel using 9th-order WENO intercell flux inter-
polation on four different grids at Re = 0.0001.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 10) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC 0.35622 0.05689 0.02961 0.02846
1st-Order PP 10.83861 6.54441 0.00242 1.25491
FSAC-PP 0.13552 0.20810 0.16926 0.17315
AC 0.33673 0.04946 0.03220 0.03126
2nd-Order PP 1.10628 0.52134 0.00325 0.00454
FSAC-PP 0.11128 0.19230 0.16107 0.16837
AC 0.32415 0.04655 0.03272 0.03148
3rd-Order PP 0.74304 0.61379 0.00342 0.00014
FSAC-PP 0.14252 0.20903 0.16997 0.17423
AC 0.28178 0.04143 0.03313 0.03152
5th-WENO PP 0.67525 0.56522 0.00491 0.00034
FSAC-PP 0.13824 0.21372 0.17122 0.17396
AC 0.26969 0.03678 0.03354 0.03169
9th-WENO PP 0.66130 0.61215 0.00260 0.00212
FSAC-PP 0.14931 0.21708 0.17310 0.17535
Table 5.13: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 10.
Reynolds Number (Re = 5) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC 0.35687 0.05883 0.02839 0.03132
1st-Order PP 11.39831 4.28545 0.74571 0.82193
FSAC-PP 0.59933 0.47027 0.30918 0.12373
AC 0.33606 0.04929 0.03296 0.03305
2nd-Order PP 0.69447 0.62730 0.00362 0.00148
FSAC-PP 0.55281 0.44250 0.29616 0.12178
AC 0.32079 0.04565 0.03284 0.03324
3rd-Order PP 0.64077 0.64235 0.00141 0.00056
FSAC-PP 0.61299 0.47487 0.31177 0.12380
AC 0.24779 0.03599 0.03356 0.03314
5th-WENO PP 0.01694 0.68191 0.00500 0.00620
FSAC-PP 0.62325 0.47869 0.31226 0.12392
AC 0.28310 0.03552 0.03401 0.03352
9th-WENO PP 0.41296 0.70001 0.00174 0.00577
FSAC-PP 0.63624 0.48544 0.31564 0.12423
Table 5.14: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 5.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 1) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC 0.35086 0.05763 0.02888 0.01191
1st-Order PP 10.83821 6.54310 0.00361 1.24045
FSAC-PP 0.05988 0.16919 0.14760 0.14727
AC 0.33707 0.04934 0.03291 0.03273
2nd-Order PP 1.10713 0.51880 0.00037 0.00386
FSAC-PP 0.05667 0.16435 0.14549 0.14620
AC 0.32517 0.04601 0.03358 0.03308
3rd-Order PP 0.58529 0.17654 0.00296 0.00616
FSAC-PP 0.06249 0.17039 0.14817 0.14777
AC 0.25007 0.03145 0.03461 0.03327
5th-WENO PP 0.32209 0.60142 0.00421 0.00438
FSAC-PP 0.06289 0.17117 0.14856 0.14798
AC 0.28080 0.07313 0.03431 0.50831
9th-WENO PP 0.43465 0.64140 0.00630 0.00613
FSAC-PP 0.06300 0.17156 0.14875 0.14815
Table 5.15: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 1.
Reynolds Number (Re = 0.5) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC 0.35267 0.06393 0.11966 0.02907
1st-Order PP 11.39793 4.28381 0.00565 0.76861
FSAC-PP 0.26095 0.00703 0.05516 0.05489
AC 0.33615 0.04903 0.28715 0.03286
2nd-Order PP 0.69201 0.63010 0.24687 0.00469
FSAC-PP 0.09129 0.07958 0.10099 0.05479
AC 0.32349 0.04522 0.28836 0.16865
3rd-Order PP 0.64121 0.04080 0.00622 0.00184
FSAC-PP 0.09581 0.08342 0.10246 0.05493
AC 0.25542 0.02785 2.27571 0.16758
5th-WENO PP 0.01758 0.68802 0.00399 0.00090
FSAC-PP 0.09624 0.08370 0.10265 0.05495
AC 0.27637 0.10799 2.73369 0.41539
9th-WENO PP 0.40626 0.69033 0.00292 0.00254
FSAC-PP 0.09635 0.08390 0.10277 0.05496
Table 5.16: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 0.5.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.1) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC 0.81873 0.13628 2.34479 0.98989
1st-Order PP 10.83817 6.54297 0.00297 0.00201
FSAC-PP 0.04302 0.16089 0.14311 0.14231
AC 0.46225 0.13638 4.11292 1.55503
2nd-Order PP 1.10721 0.51945 0.00167 0.00084
FSAC-PP 0.04295 0.16041 0.14278 0.14211
AC 0.32646 0.11035 4.09989 0.85682
3rd-Order PP 0.58513 0.01970 0.00217 0.00563
FSAC-PP 0.04364 0.16140 0.14335 0.14250
AC 0.26687 0.04865 4.96713 4.19308
5th-WENO PP 0.32227 0.07147 0.00471 0.00024
FSAC-PP 0.04370 0.16154 0.14343 0.14256
AC 0.30192 0.04021 0.02326 0.72620
9th-WENO PP 0.43383 0.12627 0.00579 0.00303
FSAC-PP 0.04376 0.16161 0.14348 0.14260
Table 5.17: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 0.1.
Reynolds Number (Re = 0.01) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC - - - -
1st-Order PP 6.40150 1.77022 0.00242 0.00136
FSAC-PP 0.26466 0.28313 0.20706 0.20651
AC - - - -
2nd-Order PP 0.05727 2.62672 0.00187 0.00027
FSAC-PP 0.26510 0.28324 0.20703 0.20648
AC - - - -
3rd-Order PP 0.19093 0.33923 0.00209 0.00557
FSAC-PP 0.26555 0.28366 0.20726 0.20664
AC - - - -
5th-WENO PP 0.44139 0.65025 0.00476 0.00493
FSAC-PP 0.26561 0.28371 0.20729 0.20666
AC - - - -
9th-WENO PP 0.53620 0.71227 0.00501 0.00308
FSAC-PP 0.26565 0.28375 0.20731 0.20668
Table 5.18: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 0.01.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.001) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC - - - -
1st-Order PP 6.40149 1.77007 0.00237 0.00129
FSAC-PP 0.26499 0.28339 0.20719 0.20662
AC - - - -
2nd-Order PP 0.05730 2.62487 0.00189 0.00021
FSAC-PP 0.26559 0.28368 0.20727 0.20664
AC - - - -
3rd-Order PP 0.19092 0.33918 0.00209 0.00557
FSAC-PP 0.26572 0.28381 0.20734 0.20669
AC - - - -
5th-WENO PP 0.44138 0.65061 0.00476 0.00491
FSAC-PP 0.26573 0.28382 0.20735 0.20670
AC - - - -
9th-WENO PP 0.44996 0.71220 0.00502 0.00308
FSAC-PP 0.26575 0.28383 0.20736 0.20671
Table 5.19: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 0.001.
Reynolds Number (Re = 0.0001) Relative Errors of the Maximum Norm [%]
Intercell Flux Solution Grid Levels
Interpolation Method G1 G2 G3 G4
AC - - - -
1st-Order PP 6.40149 1.77006 0.00236 0.00128
FSAC-PP 0.26508 0.28346 0.20724 0.20666
AC - - - -
2nd-Order PP 0.05731 2.62469 0.00189 0.00020
FSAC-PP 0.26572 0.28381 0.20734 0.20669
AC - - - -
3rd-Order PP 0.19092 0.33917 0.00209 0.00557
FSAC-PP 0.26576 0.28385 0.20736 0.20671
AC - - - -
5th-WENO PP 0.44138 0.65064 0.00477 0.00491
FSAC-PP 0.26577 0.28385 0.20737 0.20671
AC - - - -
9th-WENO PP 0.56149 0.71219 0.00502 0.00308
FSAC-PP 0.26577 0.28386 0.20737 0.20671
Table 5.20: Relative errors of the maximum norm at the outlet section at Re = 0.0001.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 10)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 166 0.19995 ·10−8
1st-Order PP 2699 0.17488 ·10−8
FSAC-PP 32 0.79310 ·10−7
AC 166 0.19994 ·10−8
2nd-Order PP 751 0.14190 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 32 0.40928 ·10−7
AC 166 0.19995 ·10−8
3rd-Order PP 1878 0.18354 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 31 0.13352 ·10−6
AC 166 0.19994 ·10−8
5th-WENO PP 1897 0.10196 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 32 0.65440 ·10−7
AC 166 0.22137 ·10−8
9th-WENO PP 1162 0.30575 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 33 0.12724 ·10−8
Table 5.21: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 10.
Figure 5.43: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 10.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 5)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 121 0.19973 ·10−8
1st-Order PP 2215 0.19304 ·10−8
FSAC-PP 46 0.14204 ·10−8
AC 121 0.19981 ·10−8
2nd-Order PP 710 0.30551 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 46 0.29082 ·10−6
AC 121 0.19990 ·10−8
3rd-Order PP 1529 0.14656 ·10−5
FSAC-PP 46 0.10803 ·10−8
AC 121 0.19972 ·10−8
5th-WENO PP 707 0.95896 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 46 0.26707 ·10−6
AC 121 0.24606 ·10−8
9th-WENO PP 1121 0.13174 ·10−4
FSAC-PP 45 0.18573 ·10−8
Table 5.22: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 5.
Figure 5.44: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 5.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 1)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 1686 0.17147 ·10−6
1st-Order PP 2610 0.98816 ·10−7
FSAC-PP 50 0.12885 ·10−8
AC 2548 0.19999 ·10−8
2nd-Order PP 1216 0.23133 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 50 0.24190 ·10−6
AC 2548 0.20027 ·10−8
3rd-Order PP 1161 0.33209 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 51 0.15745 ·10−8
AC 2548 0.19999 ·10−8
5th-WENO PP 1162 0.31189 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 52 0.60556 ·10−9
AC 1032 0.58068 ·10−5
9th-WENO PP 1162 0.32380 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 54 0.82197 ·10−7
Table 5.23: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 1.
Figure 5.45: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 1.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.5)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 5916 0.20004 ·10−8
1st-Order PP 2580 0.58763 ·10−8
FSAC-PP 112 0.51164 ·10−6
AC 6013 0.20014 ·10−8
2nd-Order PP 458 0.22789 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 116 0.63931 ·10−6
AC 2473 0.21411 ·10−4
3rd-Order PP 603 0.17201 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 116 0.61200 ·10−6
AC 611 0.28258 ·10−2
5th-WENO PP 974 0.25913 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 115 0.21583 ·10−6
AC 2168 0.47640 ·10−4
9th-WENO PP 761 0.78613 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 142 0.20473 ·10−7
Table 5.24: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 0.5.
Figure 5.46: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 0.5.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.1)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 8816 0.11695 ·10−3
1st-Order PP 764 0.67944 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 65 0.39556 ·10−6
AC 8755 0.16735 ·10−3
2nd-Order PP 854 0.99766 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 66 0.20061 ·10−6
AC 9913 0.93892 ·10−4
3rd-Order PP 1161 0.33399 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 65 0.39317 ·10−6
AC 6797 0.44584 ·10−3
5th-WENO PP 1725 0.34530 ·10−3
FSAC-PP 66 0.97704 ·10−9
AC 10229 0.80224 ·10−4
9th-WENO PP 1213 0.26800 ·10−2
FSAC-PP 364 0.82944 ·10−7
Table 5.25: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 0.1.
Figure 5.47: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 0.1.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.01)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 912 0.25786
1st-Order PP 764 0.67973 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 63 0.18301 ·10−8
AC 1241 0.19437
2nd-Order PP 854 0.99824 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 63 0.19609 ·10−8
AC 1230 0.19621
3rd-Order PP 1161 0.33418 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 62 0.19609 ·10−8
AC 815 0.24683
5th-WENO PP 594 0.29520
FSAC-PP 64 0.12575 ·10−6
AC 349 0.42662
9th-WENO PP 1213 0.26827 ·10−1
FSAC-PP 76 0.20311 ·10−5
Table 5.26: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 0.01.
Figure 5.48: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 0.01.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.001)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 1487 7.69911
1st-Order PP 764 0.67976
FSAC-PP 147 0.13595 ·10−6
AC 1481 6.52887
2nd-Order PP 854 0.99830
FSAC-PP 84 0.17256 ·10−6
AC 1470 6.54560
3rd-Order PP 1161 0.33420
FSAC-PP 77 0.16733 ·10−6
AC 930 7.30634
5th-WENO PP 594 0.29521
FSAC-PP 104 0.15164 ·10−6
AC 387 1.33459
9th-WENO PP 1213 0.26830
FSAC-PP 100 0.10183 ·10−3
Table 5.27: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 0.001.
Figure 5.49: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals RKmaxres versus total number of multi-
grid iterations Nmg on the fine grid at Re = 0.001.
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Reynolds Number (Re = 0.0001)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 1172 0.16354 ·103
1st-Order PP 764 6.79768
FSAC-PP 81 0.11713 ·10−4
AC 1169 0.20113 ·103
2nd-Order PP 854 9.98313
FSAC-PP 76 0.13386 ·10−4
AC 1165 0.20293 ·103
3rd-Order PP 1161 3.34202
FSAC-PP 123 0.15059 ·10−4
AC 741 0.22363 ·103
5th-WENO PP 594 0.29521 ·102
FSAC-PP 122 0.11713 ·10−4
AC 387 0.24087 ·103
9th-WENO PP 1213 2.68312
FSAC-PP 303 0.21485 ·10−2
Table 5.28: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of
Runge-Kutta residuals using different intercell flux interpolations at Re = 0.0001.
Figure 5.50: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid at Re = 0.0001.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method has been validated compared to the AC,
PP methods and an analytical solution for steady-state, incompressible, constant density,
pressure-driven laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel. Four-hundred and eighty
simulations have been performed using three different methods with five different inter-
cell flux interpolation formulas on four different girds at eight different Reynolds num-
bers. The values of the characteristic condition numbers such as CFLinv and CFLvis have
to be decreased, and the AC parameter β has to be increased as the Reynolds number
reduces from 10 to 10−4 (see Table 5.2). The convergence histories overall show that
the FSAC-PP method requires significantly smaller number of multigrid iterations than
the classical AC and PP methods to achieve convergence at each Reynolds number (see
Tables from 5.21 to 5.28). For Re < 0.1, the convergence of the AC method exhibits
relatively high values related to the lowest maximum Runge-Kutta residuals, therefore,
the numerical solution is not able to resolve the fully developed laminar velocity profile
at the outlet boundary section. Thus, the AC method fails to give physically correct re-
sults at extremely low Reynolds number flows (10−4 < Re < 0.1), whereas both PP and
FSAC-PP methods exhibited a good agreement with the analytical solution. Numerical
solutions to the AC formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations exhibit slow convergence
rates irrespective of the values of the AC parameter. In the case of the PP method, the
rate of convergence is also slow and the number of multigrid cycles is the highest, be-
cause a) small time-step size has to be chosen as 4t = 0.001s to achieve numerically
stable solution; and b) relatively high number of sub-iterations is required for solving the
pressure-Poisson equation to obtain accurate results. Due to these reasons, the proposed
FSAC-PP solution method has been developed and investigated as an alternative method.
The presented results showed that the FSAC-PP method is more efficient than the clas-
sical AC and PP methods for the investigated two-dimensional microfluidic benchmark
channel. From the present benchmark test case, it can also be concluded that both PP and
FSAC-PP methods are capable of handling extremely low Reynolds numbers more accu-
rately than the classical AC method. The computational experience gained in this study
has shown that the FSAC-PP method performs at a very slow convergence rate when the
Reynolds number is smaller than 10−4. In the present study, the numerical experiments
also show that the FSAC-PP method is valid for Reynolds numbers up to 10−4. Therefore,
further investigation is required to understand the convergence properties of the FSAC-PP
method for Re < 10−4; furthermore, the FSAC-PP method has to be tested for complex
microfluidic problems when small Reynolds number flow occurs.
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Chapter 6
Lid Driven Cavity Flow at Moderate
Reynolds Numbers
6.1 Introduction
For the validation of the proposed FSAC-PP method for incompressible, constant density
laminar and turbulent flows at moderate and higher Reynolds numbers, the benchmark
test case is the flow in a lid driven square and cubical cavity, respectively. This test case is
a classical benchmark in the field of computational fluid dynamics, because for both two-
and three-dimensional cases, computational data relying on Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) and/or experimental data are available in the literature [8, 110, 176, 177, 178, 17].
Therefore, the FSAC-PP method has been validated compared to AC and PP methods,
and DNS based computational data of Ghia et al. [8] for two-dimensional laminar flow
in a lid driven square cavity at Re = 100, 400, and 1000 in this chapter. For the two-
dimensional case, the convergence properties and the numerical errors of each employed
method have been presented in conjunction with the non-linear FMG-FAS three-level
multigrid algorithm discussed in Chapter 4. However, the main objective of this thesis is
to develop an accurate and efficient method for solving low Reynolds number laminar flow
problems in microfluidic systems, but in order to examine the capability of the FSAC-PP
method at higher Reynolds numbers, the unsteady turbulent flow in a lid driven cubical
cavity has been tested at Re = 3200 and 10000. For this three-dimensional problem,
experimental results are available in the article of Prasad and Koseff [17]. Furthermore,
several authors have used the same benchmark to verify their computer codes and validate
their numerical methods [110, 176, 177, 178]. The turbulent flow simulations have been
performed by using the Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) method.
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6.2 Two-Dimensional Flow in a Lid Driven Cavity
For the validation of the proposed FSAC-PP method compared to AC and PP methods and
the DNS based computational data of Ghia et al. [8] for two-dimensional laminar flow in
a lid driven square cavity, 45 simulations have been performed using 3 different methods
with 5 different intercell flux interpolation formulas at 3 different Reynolds numbers as
45Simulations = 3Method ×5Interpolation Formulas ×3ReNumbers.
The computational grid is shown in Figure 6.1, which consists of 129×129 node points
(128×128 control cells) on the fine grid, which is the same grid used by Ghia et al. [8]
at Re = 100, 400, and 1000. Since the computational results have been computed and
compared on the same grid as taken from the literature [8], a grid convergence study has
not been performed for this benchmark test case.
Figure 6.1: Equidistant grid for the square cavity using dimensionless coordinates.
A mathematical task can be formulated in terms of boundary and initial conditions for the
two-dimensional laminar flow in the lid driven square cavity. Dimensionless quantities
have been used in the simulations, therefore, the spatial coordinates have been normalized
by the characteristic length l of the square cavity. The dimensional velocity components
u and v are normalized by the average velocity u˜ of the moving lid on the top. No-slip
boundary conditions have been prescribed for the dimensionless velocity components U
and V on the non-moving side and bottom walls as Uwall = Vwall = 0. Dirichlet-type
boundary conditions have also been imposed for the dimensionless velocity components
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U and V on the moving top wall as Ulid = 1 and Vlid = 0. To obtain a unique solution
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation for this benchmark test case, the reference
static pressure has been taken to be equal to zero in the lower left corner of the square
cavity. Consequently, Neumann-type boundary conditions have been prescribed for the
pressure on both non-moving and moving walls; which means that the normal derivative
of the pressure vanishes as ∂P/∂n= 0. Note that the Neumann-type boundary conditions
have been considered mathematically correct for the pressure, see more details in [170].
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations have numerically been solved by using
pseudo-time stepping procedure until the steady-state solution is achieved. The numerical
results of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity components V
and U along the horizontal and vertical centre-lines, using 5 different intercell flux inter-
polations (from first- up to ninth-order), have been compared to the DNS computational
data of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100, 400, and 1000, respectively. Comparative tables of
the dimensionless velocity profiles and of the minimum/maximum absolute and relative
errors have been documented and summarized in Appendix B.
6.2.1 Validation of the FSAC-PP Method at Re = 100, 400, and 1000
All of the simulation results have been discussed and compared to the DNS data of Ghia et
al. [8] in conjunction with the order of intercell flux interpolation formula in this subsec-
tion. The intercell fluxes have been interpolated by employing first-, second-, third-order
interpolations, and fifth- and ninth-order WENO schemes, respectively. The streamline
pattern for two-dimensional, incompressible, constant density laminar flow in the lid dri-
ven square cavity as obtained by Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100, can be seen in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Streamline pattern for two-dimensional laminar flow in the lid driven square
cavity obtained by Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.3: Streamline pattern in the lid driven square cavity at Re = 100.
The same streamline pattern has been obtained here with respect to the streamline
structure of the primary large eddy and the corner vortices, which is shown in Figure 6.3.
For the dimensionless velocity components V and U along horizontal and vertical centre-
lines using first-order intercell flux interpolation, the results of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP
methods, compared to the DNS data of Ghia et al. [8], can be seen in Figure 6.8. For the
velocity component V along the horizontal centre-line, the maximum relative errors of the
AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are ∼ 0.19925, ∼ 0.42650 and ∼ 0.07362, respectively
(see Table B.2 in Appendix B). For the velocity component U along the vertical centre-
line, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are ∼ 15.67207,
∼ 13.76639 and∼ 0.70087, respectively (see Table B.4 in Appendix B). The convergence
history of the pseudo-time stepping procedure has been plotted in Figure 6.13, which can
be characterized by the maximum value of the Runge-Kutta residuals versus the total
number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid until the steady-state solution is achieved.
The total number of multigrid iteration of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are 107,
7280 and 97, respectively (see Figure 6.13 and Table 6.1). In terms of accuracy, these
numerical results show that the FSAC-PP method gives the most accurate agreement with
the DNS data of Ghia et al. [8] for both velocity components V and U. In terms of
efficiency, the FSAC-PP method consumes the lowest number of multigrid cycles of 97
compared to the AC and PP methods; and the highest number of multigrid cycles of 7280
has been obtained by using the PP method (see Figure 6.13 and Table 6.1). The FSAC-
PP method consumes approximately 1.1 and 75.05 times less multigrid iterations than
the AC and PP methods, respectively. These results suggest that the FSAC-PP method
is the most accurate and efficient method compared to the AC and PP methods when a
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first-order interpolation is used for the present two-dimensional benchmark at Re = 100.
For velocity components V and U using second- and third-order interpolations, and
fifth- and ninth-order WENO schemes, the results of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods
can be seen from Figures 6.9 to 6.12. When second-order interpolation is used for the
velocity component V, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods
are ∼ 0.05110, ∼ 0.27482 and ∼ 0.05531, respectively (see Table B.6 in Appendix B).
For the velocity component U, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-
PP methods are ∼ 0.27663, ∼ 0.63502 and ∼ 0.08482, respectively (see Table B.8 in
Appendix B). For velocity components V and U, these numerical results show that the
AC and FSAC-PP methods are more accurate than the PP method. Unlike the first-order
interpolation, the FSAC-PP method is overall more accurate than the AC and PP methods
(see Figure 6.8). When third-order interpolation is used for the velocity component V, the
maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are∼ 0.05420,∼ 0.07968
and ∼ 0.05270, respectively (see Table B.10 in Appendix B). For the velocity component
U, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are ∼ 0.23427,
∼ 0.22983 and ∼ 0.11597, respectively (see Table B.12 in Appendix B). One can see
from these numerical results that the accuracy of the AC and PP methods are similar to
each other for the velocity component V, and the proposed FSAC-PP method is the most
accurate for the velocity component U. The relative errors of the fifth- and ninth-order
WENO interpolation schemes are summarized in Tables B.14 and B.16, and in Tables
B.18 and B.20 in Appendix B, respectively. The numerical results for these high-order
schemes suggest, similarly to the third-order interpolation, that the accuracy of the AC
and FSAC-PP methods are similar to each other for the velocity component V, and the
proposed FSAC-PP method is the most accurate for the horizontal velocity component
U. This also means that the numerically computed velocity profiles in the centre-lines
do not change significantly by employing higher than third-order interpolation for this
benchmark at Re = 100. The reason for this is the computational grid resolution of 129×
129 node points, which is a fine mesh for this two-dimensional test case, therefore, the
high-order schemes do not improve further the accuracy of the solution. In terms of
efficiency, these results show that the FSAC-PP method requires the lowest number of
multigrid iterations Nmg on the fine grid compared to the AC and PP methods at Re= 100
(see Figures from 6.13 to 6.17 and Tables from 6.1 to 6.5).
The streamline pattern for two-dimensional incompressible, constant density laminar
flow in the lid driven square cavity, obtained by Ghia et al. [8], can be seen in Figure
6.4 at Re = 400. A similar streamline pattern has been obtained here, which is shown in
Figure 6.5. For the dimensionless velocity components V and U, the results of the AC, PP
and FSAC-PP methods can be seen in Figures from 6.18 to 6.22.
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Figure 6.4: Streamline pattern for two-dimensional laminar flow in the lid driven square
cavity obtained by Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 400.
Figure 6.5: Streamline pattern in the lid driven square cavity at Re = 400.
When first-order interpolation is used again for the velocity component V, the maxi-
mum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are ∼ 0.61997, ∼ 0.53882
and ∼ 0.56081, respectively (see Table B.22 in Appendix B). For the velocity component
U, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods are ∼ 3.11797,
∼ 8.12039 and ∼ 0.19398, respectively (see Table B.24 in Appendix B). These results
show that the accuracy of the PP and FSAC-PP methods are similar to each other for the
velocity component V, and the FSAC-PP method is the most accurate for the velocity
component U for this benchmark test case at Re = 400. In terms of efficiency, the FSAC-
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PP method consumes again the lowest number of multigrid cycles of 113; and the highest
number of multigrid cycles of 12360 has again been obtained by using the PP method (see
Figure 6.23 and Table 6.6). In the case of the second-order interpolation for the velocity
components V and U (see Tables B.26 and B.28 in Appendix B), the PP method is more
accurate than the AC and FSAC-PP methods for the velocity component V, and the FSAC-
PP method is again the most accurate for the velocity component U. These results are also
valid for the velocity component V by employing a third-order interpolation (see Table
B.30 in Appendix B). Unlike the second-order interpolation, the AC method exhibits the
lowest maximum relative error for the velocity component U (see Table B.32 in Appendix
B). In the cases of fifth- and ninth-order WENO schemes (see Tables B.34 and B.36, and
Tables B.38 and B.39 in Appendix B), the PP method is more accurate than the AC and
FSAC-PP methods for the velocity component V, and the AC and FSAC-PP methods are
more accurate than the PP method for the velocity component U. The results of these
schemes exhibit the same order of magnitude, which means again that the numerically
computed velocity profiles do not change significantly by employing higher than third-
order interpolation for this benchmark at Re = 400. In terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP
method required again the lowest number of multigrid iterations Nmg (see Figures from
6.23 to 6.27 and Tables from 6.6 to 6.10).
Figure 6.6: Streamline pattern for two-dimensional laminar flow in the lid driven square
cavity obtained by Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.7: Streamline pattern in the lid driven square cavity at Re = 1000.
The streamline pattern for incompressible, constant density laminar flow in the lid
driven square cavity, obtained by Ghia et al. [8], can be seen in Figure 6.6 at Re = 1000.
A similar streamline pattern has been obtained in respect to the streamline structure of
the primary large eddy and the corner vortices, which is shown in Figure 6.7. For the
dimensionless velocity components V and U, the results of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP me-
thods can be seen in Figures from 6.28 to 6.32. In the case of the first-order interpolation
for the velocity component V, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP
methods are ∼ 1.15918, ∼ 0.82317 and ∼ 0.28518, respectively (see Table B.42 in Ap-
pendix B). For the velocity components U, the maximum relative errors of the AC, PP
and FSAC-PP methods are∼ 1.16409,∼ 3.42777 and∼ 0.13116, respectively (see Table
B.44 in Appendix B). These results show again that the FSAC-PP method gives the most
accurate agreement with the DNS data of [8] for both velocity components V and U along
the horizontal and vertical centre-lines by employing a first-order interpolation for this
benchmark test case at Re= 1000. In terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP method consumes
the lowest number of multigrid cycles of 162; and the highest number of multigrid cycles
of 14490 has again been obtained by using the PP method (see Figure 6.33 and Table
6.11). When second-order interpolation is used for the velocity components V and U (see
Tables B.45 and B.47 in Appendix B), the AC method is more accurate than the PP and
FSAC-PP methods for both velocity components V and U. In the case of the third-order
interpolation (see Tables B.50 and B.52 in Appendix B), the FSAC-PP method is more
accurate than the AC and PP methods for the velocity component V, and the AC method
shows the most accurate agreement with the velocity component U. The relative errors
exhibit similar order of magnitude compared to the results of the third-order interpolation
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when the high-order fifth- and ninth-order WENO schemes are used for velocity compo-
nents V and U (see Tables B.53 and B.55, and Tables B.57 and B.60 in Appendix B). For
both velocity components V and U when using these high-order schemes, the AC method
is more accurate than the PP and FSAC-PP methods for this test case at Re = 1000. This
means again that the FSAC-PP method shows good agreement with the DNS data of Ghia
et al. [8] by employing low-order intercell flux interpolations as well. In terms of ef-
ficiency, the FSAC-PP method required again the lowest number of multigrid iterations
Nmg (see Figures from 6.33 to 6.37 and Tables from 6.11 to 6.15).
The overall results suggest that the accuracy of the AC and FSAC-PP methods are
similar to each other. The FSAC-PP method is the most efficient method, compared to
the classical AC and PP methods, for the present two-dimensional benchmark for all
interpolation orders at Re = 100, 400, and 1000. Furthermore, the FSAC-PP method is
capable of providing accurate and efficient solution by employing low-order interpolation
schemes for the present benchmark for all considered Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.8: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 1st-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.9: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 2nd-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.10: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 3rd-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.11: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 5th-order WENO interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re= 100.
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Figure 6.12: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 9th-order WENO interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re= 100.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 1st-order interpolation at Re = 100.
Re = 100
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order




Table 6.1: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 1st-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 2nd-order interpolation at Re = 100.
Re = 100
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order




Table 6.2: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 2nd-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 100.
Re = 100
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order




Table 6.3: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 5th-order WENO interpolation at Re = 100.
Re = 100
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO




Table 6.4: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 5th-order WENO
intercell flux interpolation at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 9th-order WENO interpolation at Re = 100.
Re = 100
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO




Table 6.5: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 9th-order WENO
intercell flux interpolation at Re = 100.
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Figure 6.18: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 1st-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.19: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 2nd-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.20: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 3rd-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.21: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 5th-order WENO interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re= 400.
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Figure 6.22: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 9th-order WENO interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re= 400.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 1st-order interpolation at Re = 400.
Re = 400
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order




Table 6.6: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 1st-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 2nd-order interpolation at Re = 400.
Re = 400
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order




Table 6.7: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 2nd-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 400.
Re = 400
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order




Table 6.8: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 5th-order WENO interpolation at Re = 400.
Re = 400
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO




Table 6.9: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 5th-order WENO
intercell flux interpolation at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 9th-order WENO interpolation at Re = 400.
Re = 400
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO




Table 6.10: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 9th-order WENO
intercell flux interpolation at Re = 400.
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Figure 6.28: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 1st-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.29: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 2nd-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.30: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 3rd-order interpolation compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.31: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 5th-order WENO scheme compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.32: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
components V and U along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines of the square cavity
using 9th-order WENO scheme compared to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.33: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 1st-order interpolation at Re = 1000.
Re = 1000
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order




Table 6.11: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 1st-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 2nd-order interpolation at Re = 1000.
Re = 1000
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order




Table 6.12: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 2nd-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.35: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 1000.
Re = 1000
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order




Table 6.13: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order intercell
flux interpolation at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.36: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 5th-order WENO scheme at Re = 1000.
Re = 1000
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO




Table 6.14: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 5th-order WENO
intercell flux interpolation at Re = 1000.
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP
methods; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid
iterations on the fine grid using 9th-order WENO scheme at Re = 1000.
Re = 1000
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO




Table 6.15: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 9th-order WENO
intercell flux interpolation at Re = 1000.
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Total Number of Multigrid Iterations on the Fine Grid
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Re = 100 Re = 400 Re = 1000
AC 107 159 189
1st-Order PP 7280 12360 14490
FSAC-PP 97 113 162
AC 788 1716 526
2nd-Order PP 9780 13180 19380
FSAC-PP 202 722 403
AC 157 175 521
3rd-Order PP 8350 13180 19310
FSAC-PP 107 115 118
AC 157 346 521
5th-WENO PP 8940 12600 18460
FSAC-PP 102 114 104
AC 157 283 521
9th-WENO PP 8370 13400 18990
FSAC-PP 105 125 112
Table 6.16: Total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using different intercell
flux interpolations at Re = 100, 400, and 1000.
Maximum Relative Errors along Horizontal Centre-Line [-]
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Re = 100 Re = 400 Re = 1000
AC 0.19925 0.61997 1.15918
1st-Order PP 0.42650 0.53882 0.82317
FSAC-PP 0.07362 0.56081 0.28518
AC 0.05110 0.61561 0.10497
2nd-Order PP 0.27482 0.58735 0.45352
FSAC-PP 0.05531 0.61311 0.57405
AC 0.05420 0.62387 0.04062
3rd-Order PP 0.07968 0.53539 0.43522
FSAC-PP 0.05270 0.61038 0.02942
AC 0.05415 0.62492 0.03863
5th-WENO PP 0.07575 0.50669 0.45148
FSAC-PP 0.05283 0.60976 0.10794
AC 0.05391 0.62612 0.04084
9th-WENO PP 0.07455 0.53552 0.47184
FSAC-PP 0.05277 0.61141 0.05262
Table 6.17: Maximum relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimen-
sionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity compared
to the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100, 400, and 1000.
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Maximum Relative Errors along Vertical Centre-Line [-]
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Re = 100 Re = 400 Re = 1000
AC 15.67207 3.11797 1.16409
1st-Order PP 13.76639 8.12039 3.42777
FSAC-PP 0.70087 0.19398 0.13116
AC 0.27663 0.05174 0.12761
2nd-Order PP 0.63502 0.21816 0.31473
FSAC-PP 0.08482 0.03716 0.44063
AC 0.23427 0.03705 0.02469
3rd-Order PP 0.22983 0.46706 0.26077
FSAC-PP 0.11597 0.05844 0.06324
AC 0.24897 0.03432 0.02355
5th-WENO PP 0.29880 0.58807 0.39702
FSAC-PP 0.12395 0.06039 0.11584
AC 0.24727 0.03205 0.02236
9th-WENO PP 0.36641 0.46733 0.28609
FSAC-PP 0.12054 0.05240 0.07939
Table 6.18: Maximum relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for dimen-
sionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity compared to
the results of Ghia et al. [8] at Re = 100, 400, and 1000.
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6.3 Three-Dimensional Flow in a Lid Driven Cavity
In this section, the implemented FSAC-PP method has been tested for incompressible
turbulent flows compared to AC and PP methods, and experimental data of Prasad and
Koseff [17] in a lid driven cubical cavity at Re = 3200, and10000. However, the main
scope of this thesis is to develop an accurate and efficient method for solving low Rey-
nolds number laminar flow problems in microfluidic systems, but the proposed FSAC-PP
method is a new approach, therefore, it is indispensable to test at least the capability of
this method at higher Reynolds numbers as well. The FSAC-PP method is relying on the
Godunov procedure in this thesis, therefore, the numerical treatment of non-linear advec-
tive fluxes makes unnecessary any restrictions for cell Reynolds numbers at high-speed
flows [115, 27]. It means that the proposed FSAC-PP method provides the possibility to
simulate flows relying on the Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) technique at high
Reynolds numbers; in which case the subgrid scale modelling is not required. Conse-
quently, the turbulent flow simulations have been performed by using the ILES method.
6.3.1 The Benchmark Cubical Cavity and Problem Setup
The unsteady, incompressible turbulent flow in the lid driven cubical cavity is of central
interest in the field of CFD, because both simulation benchmark cases and measurement
are available in the literature [177, 178, 17]. The geometry of the full measurement con-
figuration of Prasad and Koseff can be seen in Figure 6.38 [17, p. 209].
Figure 6.38: Geometrical dimensions of the cubical cavity configuration measured by
Prasad and Koseff (1989) [17, p. 209] at L = B = D = 150mm with SAR of 1:1.
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The geometrical dimensions of the numerically investigated three-dimensional bench-
mark are equal to the cubical cavity of the experiment: L=B=D= 150mm at a spanwise
aspect ratio (SAR) of 1:1 [17] (see Figure 6.38). The computational grid has been shown
in Figure 6.39, which consists of 64×64×64 node points (63×63×63 control cells) on




















Figure 6.39: Equidistant computational grid of the cubical cavity using dimensionless
coordinates, where L = B = D = 150mm with SAR of 1:1.
Similarly to the two-dimensional case, a mathematical task can be formulated in terms of
boundary and initial conditions for the three-dimensional turbulent flow in the lid driven
cubical cavity. Dimensionless quantities have also been used in the simulations, therefore,
the spatial coordinates have been normalized by the characteristic length L of the square
cavity (see Figure 6.39). The dimensional velocity components u, v and w are normalized
by the average velocity Ub of the moving lid on the top. No-slip Dirichlet-type boundary
conditions have been prescribed for the dimensionless velocity components U, V and W
on the non-moving wall as Uwall = Vwall = Wwall = 0. Dirichlet-type boundary condi-
tions have also been imposed for the dimensionless velocity components U, V and W on
the moving wall as Ulid = 1, Vlid = 0 and Wlid = 0. To obtain a unique solution of the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equation using the ILES method for this benchmark case,
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the reference static pressure was set to be zero in the lower left corner of the front side
of the cubical cavity. Consequently, Neumann-type boundary conditions, in other words
the inviscid-type boundary conditions (see in section 4.2.2), have been prescribed for the
pressure on both non-moving and moving walls; which means that the normal derivative
of the pressure vanishes as ∂P/∂n = 0. Similarly to the two-dimensional case, it is im-
portant to mention that the Neumann-type boundary conditions have been considered to
be mathematically correct for the pressure, see more details in [170].
The unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations have numerically been solved
by using the ILES method via a dual-time stepping procedure. It means that the pseudo-
time stepping procedure has to be performed until the steady-state solution is achieved,
then the process has to be advanced at real time. The dimensionless velocity profiles for
velocity components V and U have been compared to the aforementioned experimental
data along the horizontal and vertical centre-lines of the mid-plane of the cubical cavity
at z/L = 0 based on Figure 6.39. The intercell fluxes of the non-linear advective terms in
the Navier-Stokes equations have been interpolated by employing the 9th-order WENO
scheme, because the computational grid is relatively coarse for this benchmark test case.
Note that when the PP method has been used itself, the non-linear advective terms of the
scalar momentum equations have been discretized by employing the well-known Lax-
Friedrichs scheme with a small time-step size as4t = 0.001s.
6.3.2 Unsteady Turbulent Flow at Re = 3200, and 10 000
For solving the three-dimensional high-speed turbulent flow problem in the lid driven
cubical cavity, the third velocity component becomes significant due to the presence of
strong velocity fluctuations, which have a high-frequency. At the early stage of the flow
field formation, a clockwise-rotating primary large eddy appears in the upper right corner,
which slowly flows downstream [135]. During this period of time, the counter-rotating
downstream secondary eddy starts to develop from nearly the mid-point of the right side of
the cubical cavity towards the lower right corner. In the finally developed steady-state, the
primary large eddy is located in the middle of the symmetry plane; two counter-rotating
secondary eddies appear in the lower corners; and a third vortex formation appears slightly
lower than the left upper corner [135, 17].
The laminar-turbulent transition flow region at Re = 3200 and the strongly turbulent
flow at Re = 10000 have also been simulated, and the horizontal and vertical velocity
profiles have been compared against experimental data [17] in the mid-plane at z/L = 0.
The experimental data of Prasad and Koseff [17] for the dimensionless mean velocity
profiles, the dimensionless root-mean-square (RMS) profiles, and the dimensionless shear
stress U ′V ′ profiles can be seen at Re = 3200 and at Re = 10000 in Figures 6.40 and
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6.44, respectively. The RMS profiles represent the normal stresses in the Reynolds stress
tensor. By employing the ILES method, the elements of the Reynolds stress tensor are
modelled implicitly, but these values can be recovered by using spatial averaging. The
relationship between the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and the ILES method
based turbulence modelling can be expressed [27] as
UT = U+U′, (6.1)
where UT is the instantaneous (turbulent) velocity field, U is the spatial averaged mean
velocity field, and U′ is the fluctuating velocity field. The instantaneous velocity field
UILES =UT is obtained as the result of the ILES method, and the spatial averaged velocity







(UILES)i, j,k , (6.2)
where N is the number of computational cells of the domain. Relying on the Reynolds
decomposition (6.1), the fluctuating velocity field can be approximated as
U′ = UILES−U, (6.3)
and averaging of the products of fluctuating velocity components U ′, V ′ and W ′, the ele-
ments of the Reynolds stress tensor can be recovered. The mean velocity-, normal and
shear stress profiles have been computed by employing the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods
in the framework of the ILES method [179]. The computational results have been shown
in Figures 6.41 to 6.43 and in Figures 6.45 to 6.47 at Re = 3200 and at Re = 10000,
respectively. The lid driven cubical cavity flow at high Reynolds number was also in-
vestigated by Leriche [178] and Leriche et al. [177] using Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS). The present numerical results show that the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods cap-
ture the mean velocity components better than the RMS main and shear stress profiles
compared to the experimental data of [17]. The RMS main and shear stress profiles fol-
low the tendency of the measured values with significant deviations between experiments
and simulations, which are similar to the DNS results of Leriche et al. [177]. According
to Leriche et al. [177], the differences in the fluctuating field between the simulation and
the experiment are caused by the measurement errors approaching the moving wall. The-
refore, the deviations observed in the present simulations may be due to the same reason.
Overall, the FSAC-PP method leads to a fairly good and acceptable agreement with the
experimental data for these high Reynolds number flows.
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Figure 6.40: Experimental data taken from Prasad and Koseff (1989) with SAR of 1:1 at
Re = 3200 [17, p. 211].
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Figure 6.41: ILES results using the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods and experimental data
of [17, p. 211] in the mid-plane z/L = 0 with SAR of 1:1 at Re = 3200; dimensionless
mean velocity profiles along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines.
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Figure 6.42: ILES results using the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods and experimental data
of [17, p. 211] in the mid-plane z/L = 0 with SAR of 1:1 at Re = 3200; dimensionless
normal (main) stress profiles 10
√
V ′2/Ub and 10
√
U ′2/Ub along c) horizontal and d)
vertical centre-lines.
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Figure 6.43: ILES results using the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods and experimental
data of [17, p. 211] in the mid-plane z/L = 0 with SAR of 1:1 at Re = 3200; shear stress
profiles 500
√
U ′V ′/U2b along e) horizontal and f) vertical centre-lines.
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Figure 6.44: Experimental data taken from Prasad and Koseff (1989) with SAR of 1:1 at
Re = 10000 [17, p. 212].
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Figure 6.45: ILES results using the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods and experimental data
of [17, p. 211] in the mid-plane z/L = 0 with SAR of 1:1 at Re = 10000; dimensionless
mean velocity profiles along a) horizontal and b) vertical centre-lines.
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Figure 6.46: ILES results using the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods and experimental data
of [17, p. 211] in the mid-plane z/L = 0 with SAR of 1:1 at Re = 10000; dimensionless
normal (main) stress profiles 10
√
V ′2/Ub and 10
√
U ′2/Ub along c) horizontal and d)
vertical centre-lines.
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Figure 6.47: ILES results using the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods and experimental data
of [17, p. 211] in the mid-plane z/L = 0 with SAR of 1:1 at Re = 10000; shear stress
profiles 500
√
U ′V ′/U2b along e) horizontal and f) vertical centre-lines.
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6.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been validated for steady-state, incompressible, constant density
laminar flow in a lid driven square cavity at Re = 100, 400, and1000. The proposed
FSAC-PP method has also been tested for unsteady turbulent flows in a lid driven cubi-
cal cavity at Re = 3200, and10000. The numerical results of the FSAC-PP method has
been compared to the classical AC and PP methods; and to Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) based computational data of Ghia et al. [8] for two-dimensional laminar flows;
and to experimental data of Prasad and Koseff [17] for three-dimensional turbulent flows.
The aforementioned turbulent flow simulations have been performed by using the Implicit
Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) method. For two-dimensional laminar flows, the overall
results suggest that in terms of accuracy, the FSAC-PP method shows better results in
most cases compared to the AC and PP methods; especially when low-order (first- and
second-order) intercell flux interpolation schemes have been employed. In terms of ef-
ficiency, the FSAC-PP method is the most efficient method compared to the AC and PP
methods for the presented two-dimensional benchmark at Re = 100, 400, and1000. It is
important to emphasize that the FSAC-PP method required and consumed the lowest num-
ber of multigrid iterations in each two-dimensional test case. To provide numerical data
for validaton purposes, different intercell flux interpolation formulas have been employed
from first- up to ninth-order for the lid driven square cavity test case; and the numerical
results have been summarized and compared to the computational data of Ghia et al. [8] in
comparative tables in Appendix B at Re= 100, 400, and 1000. For the three-dimensional,
unsteady turbulent flows, the overall results show that the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods
capture the mean velocity components better than the RMS main and shear stress profiles
compared to the experimental data of Prasad and Koseff [17] at Re = 3200, and10000.
The RMS main and shear stress profiles follow the tendency of the measured values with
significant discrepancy between experiments and simulations, which are similar to the
DNS results of Leriche et al. [177]. According to Leriche et al. [177], the differences
between the simulation and the experiment are caused by the measurement errors approa-
ching the moving wall. Overall, the FSAC-PP method has to be further investigated at
high Reynolds numbers for unsteady flows, which is a scope of the future work.
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Chapter 7
Multi-Species Variable Density Flow in
a Y-Junction Microfluidic Channel
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has numerically been tested for steady-state, incompressible, multi-
species variable density flow in a three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel. The
aforementioned three-level multigrid technique [7] has been further extended to the in-
compressible, variable density version of the FSAC-PP method in this thesis (see in sec-
tion 4.3). Shapiro and Drikakis [6] investigated this multigrid method [7] combined with
the classical AC formulation for different variable density flows; and pointed out that this
combination has not been found previously in the literature. Consequently, the FMG-FAS
multigrid technique [7] in conjunction with the proposed FSAC-PP method has also not
been discussed in any other work yet. Therefore, it is difficult to find a representative nu-
merical example in the literature in order to compare the results of the FSAC-PP method
to other numerical methods and/or experimental data. Shapiro and Drikakis [6] presented
numerical examples for a two- and three-dimensional diffusion broadening problem of
two miscible liquids in microfluidic channels. Ismagilov et al. [180] investigated ex-
perimentally and theoretically the diffusion broadening problem, including a Y-shaped
channel, in pressure-driven laminar microflows at high Péclet numbers. Relying on these
works, a numerical example has been discussed in this chapter. The dimensionless outlet
velocity distribution of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods has numerically been com-
pared to the analytical solution of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67], which was derived
for constant density pressure-driven laminar flow in rectangular ducts.
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7.2 Governing Equations and Methodology
For steady-state, incompressible, multi-species variable density flow, the dimensionless
system of perturbed governing equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, total-




















i = 1, N−1,
(7.1)
where ρ =∑ρi (i = 1, . . . ,N) is the total density, ρi is the partial density of ith species, D ji
are the elements of multicomponent (N−1)× (N−1) diffusion matrix, Pe is the Péclet
number. The multicomponent diffusion matrix contains (N−1)× (N−1) elements, be-
cause a conservation equation has been solved for the total density to avoid the system
of perturbed governing equations (7.1) to be over-defined [16]. The system of governing
equations (7.1) has numerically been solved by using the FSAC-PP method in conjunction
with the FMG-FAS multigrid technique [7] proposed in Chapter 4.
Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67] derived an analytical solution for steady-state, in-






















where−a≤ y≤ a and−b≤ z≤ b are the dimensional width and height of the rectangular





is related to the























Rohsenow [19, p. 5.67] pointed out that it is possible to avoid computational difficulties
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by using an approximation, suggested by Purday [181], to compute the fully developed













where umax is the maximum velocity of the flow; and the values of exponents n and m
are provided by Natarajan and Lakshmanan [182]. The numerical results of the AC, PP
and FSAC-PP methods have been computed from wall to wall, which means that the fully
developed dimensionless velocity profile based on (7.4) has to be extended to the full
cross-sectional area, which has been approximated by














where the exponents, in favour of simplicity, n= 2 and m= 2, respectively. For fluid flow










where Across−section is the cross-sectional area and Wperimeter is the wetted perimeter of the





where L is the characteristic length of the physical problem, and D is the mass diffusion
coefficient [19], which represents the ratio of convection to diffusion in the physical pro-
cess. The dimensionless simulation results have been compared to the analytical solution
of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67] at the outlet rectangular cross-section of the Y-junction
microfluidic channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000. The numerical results of the FSAC-PP
method has been compared to the classical AC and PP methods in this chapter. The ge-
ometrical dimensions of the three-dimensional microfluidic benchmark and the boundary
conditions are described in the following section.
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7.3 Three-Dimensional Y-Junction Microfluidic Test Case
To test the proposed FSAC-PP method for incompressible, multi-species, variable den-
sity flow, compared to the classical AC and PP methods and to the analytical solution of
Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67] at the outlet rectangular cross-section of the Y-junction
microfluidic channel, 3 simulations have been performed by employing 3rd-order inter-
polation for the intercell fluxes at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000. The geometry and the compu-
tational domain of the three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel with a α = 25º
degree entry angle has been shown in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Computational domain of the three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic chan-
nel using dimensionless coordinates.
The length l, width d and height h of the mixing zone of the Y-junction microflu-
idic channel are equal to 1000µm, 200µm, and 100µm, respectively (see Figure 7.1).
The dimensional and dimensionless geometrical sizes of the mixing zone of the three-
dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel have been summarized in Table 7.1.





Table 7.1: Geometrical sizes of the mixing zone of the Y-junction microfluidic channel.
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The computational domain on the fine grid consists of 25× 17× 17 node points
(24×16×16 control cells) in the two inlet sections with a 25º degree entry angle, and
25× 33× 17 node points (24×32×16 control volumes) in the main mixing zone for
the three-dimensional simulations. Since the numerical results have been computed on a
similar grid resolution as taken from the literature [6], a grid convergence study has not
been performed for this benchmark.
A mathematical task can be formulated in terms of boundary and initial conditions for
the steady-state, incompressible, multi-species, variable density pressure-driven laminar
flow in the three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel. Dimensionless quantities
and curvilinear coordinates have been used in the simulations, therefore, the spatial co-
ordinates have been normalized by the height h of the channel. From wall to wall at the
two inlet sections, the velocity on the surface normalized by the maximum velocity of the
flow umax and have been approximated based on (7.5) as
Uinlet sections (0,η ,ζ ) =
u(0,η ,ζ )
umax
≈ 8η [1−ηn] ·ζ [1−ζm] . (7.9)
where the exponents n and m have been taken to be equal to 2, respectively. Furthermore,
the partial density of the fluids are two different constant values at the two inlet sections,
which can be expressed as
ρinlet sections (0,η ,ζ ) = ρ∗1 and ρi,inlet sections (0,η ,ζ ) = ρ
∗
2 , (7.10)
which means that each inlet section is occupied by one fluid with constant density [6].
The dimensionless pressure has been prescibed as equal to zero at the two inlet sections,
which can be written as Pinlet (0,η ,ζ ) = 0. Thus, all boundary conditions are Dirichlet-
type at the inlet sections. The outlet boundary conditions for the dimensionless velocity




∂ρ (L,η ,ζ )
∂ξ
= 0, and
∂ρi (L,η ,ζ )
∂ξ
= 0, (7.11)
where L is the dimensionless spatial coordinate of the outlet section, and i = 1, . . . ,N;
which are Neumann-type outlet boundary conditions. The dimensionless pressure has
been prescibed as equal to one at the outlet section, which is a Dirichlet-type boundary
condition, and can be written as Poutlet (L,η ,ζ ) = 1. For the velocity components, the
no-slip boundary condition has been prescribed for each wall. The dimensionless initial
conditions of the three-dimensional diffusion broadening problem are that parabolic sur-
faces have been prescribed for the velocity component U based on (7.5), and the pressure
has been set equal to one in the whole Y-junction channel as Pinital (ξ ,η ,ζ ) = 1.
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7.4 Results and Discussion
For steady-state, incompressible, multi-species variable density flow, two different misci-
ble liquids are mixing with different densities ρ∗1 = 0.1 and ρ
∗
2 = 0.9 in the mixing zone
(main channel) of the three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic benchmark. For sim-
ulating the diffusion broadening problem with intense mixing, a low Reynolds number
(Re = 50) and a high Péclet number (Pe = 1000) have been chosen [6, p. 619]. Ismagi-
lov et al. [180, p. 2377] considered the elements of the multicomponent (N−1)×(N−1)
diffusion matrix D ji to be constant and equal to 10−9 m2/s in the experiment. To provide
a stable numerical solution for the proposed FSAC-PP and the classical AC methods, the
CFL numbers for the inviscid and viscous flux terms have been taken as 0.3 and 0.1,
respectively. The AC parameter β has been chosen to be equal to 25. One of the flu-
ids is heavier than the other one in the upper left and right hand side of the Y-junction
channel, respectively. Three simulations have been performed by using three different
method as AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods with the same boundary and initial conditions.
The distribution of the dimensionless velocity component U and distribution of species
density have been shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 using the FSAC-PP method with the 3rd-
order intercell flux interpolation in the Y-junction channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
The corresponding dimensionless velocity distributions at the outlet section can be seen
in Figures 7.4 to 7.6 using AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods, respectively. The numerical
results of these methods have been compared to the analytical solution of Marco and Han
[18, 19, p. 5.67]. The maximum absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP and FSAC-PP
methods were compared to the analytical solution and have been summarized in Table
7.2. In terms of accuracy, the results show that the FSAC-PP method exhibits the smal-
lest maximum absolute error compared to the analytical solution [18, 19, p. 5.67]. The
reason for the difference between the numerically and analytically computed dimension-
less velocity distributions at the outlet of the Y-junction channel is that both results are
approximate solutions for the fully developed pressure-driven laminar flow in a rectan-
gular duct. In terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP method requires the lowest number of
multigrid iterations on the fine grid compared to the AC and PP methods for steady-state,
incompressible, multi-species variable density flow. It means that the FSAC-PP method
consumes 8.14 and 37.89 times less multigrid iterations than the AC and PP methods in
average at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000, respectively (see Figure 7.7 and Table 7.3). In terms
of accuracy, the FSAC-PP method exhibits minor differences compared to the AC and PP
methods; and in terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP method is more efficient than the AC
method, but significantly more efficient than the PP method for the presented test case.
The obtained results show good agreement with the theoretical investigations of Ismagilov
et al. [180] as well as the numerical investigations of Shapiro and Drikakis [6].
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of the velocity component U using AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods with 3rd-order interpolation in the Y-junction channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
Figure 7.3: Distribution of species density using AC method with 3rd-order interpolation
in the Y-junction channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of the velocity component U using AC method with 3rd-order
interpolation compared to the analytical solution of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67] at
the outlet of the Y-junction channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
Figure 7.5: Distribution of the velocity component U using the PP method with 3rd-order
interpolation compared to the analytical solution of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67] at
the outlet of the Y-junction channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of the velocity component U using FSAC-PP method with 3rd-
order interpolation compared to the analytical solution of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67]
at the outlet of the Y-junction channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
AC Method
Maximum Maximum








Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.30203 3.38622
Table 7.2: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity distribution of velocity component U at the outlet of the Y-junction
channel, using 3rd-order interpolation, compared to the analytical solution of Marco and
Han [18, 19, p. 5.67] at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods for incompressible, multi-species, variable density flow in a Y-junction microfluidic
channel; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total number of multigrid ite-
rations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
Reynolds Number (Re = 50), Péclet Number (Pe = 1000)
Intercell Flux Interpolation Solution Method Nmg RKmaxres
AC 619 0.1 ·10−8
3rd-Order PP 2880 0.3 ·10−7
FSAC-PP 76 0.5 ·10−8
Table 7.3: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP me-
thods; total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid and maximum values of Runge-
Kutta residuals using 3rd-order interpolations at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
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7.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, multi-species variable
density flow, taking two different miscible liquids with different densities, in a three-
dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000. The dimension-
less outlet velocity distribution has numerically been compared to the analytical solution
of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67], which was derived for constant density pressure-
driven laminar flow in rectangular ducts. Overall, the obtained results show that in terms
of accuracy, the proposed FSAC-PP method exhibits only minor differences compared to
the classical AC and PP methods; and in terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP method is more
efficient than the AC and PP methods for this benchmark test case. Furthermore, the pre-
sented results show good agreement with the experimental and theoretical investigations
of Ismagilov et al. [180], and the numerical investigations of Shapiro and Drikakis [6].
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Chapter 8
Non-Newtonian Biofluid Flow in the
Presence of Uniform Magnetic Field
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method, compared to the classical AC method, has
been used for simulating non-Newtonian biofluid flow under the presence of a uniform
magnetic field relying on the work of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9]. The first main
scope of this chapter is to demonstrate that the FSAC-PP method is capable of solving
complex multiphysics flow problems. The aforementioned authors considered blood as a
Newtonian biofluid, but since blood is a non-Newtonian fluid, the original model equa-
tions of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] have been further extended to use with any other
constitutive equations. The second main scope of this chapter is to generalise the model
of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] in the framework of the high-resolution Godunov-
type method using the FSAC-PP solution method as a novel numerical treatment of the
steady-state, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The computational results have
been compared to the classical AC method and to the computational data of Tzirtzila-
kis and Loukopoulos [9]. However, the literature survey related to non-Newtonian blood
flows has been reviewed comprehensively in Chapter 2, but the main works in conjunction
with the present topic have also been revisited in this chapter.
Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9], among others, investigated the blood flow as a bio-
magnetic, steady-state, incompressible, non-isothermal, Newtonian fluid flow in the pre-
sence of a uniform magnetic field in a two-dimensional microfluidic channel. Their so-
lution method is relying on the streamfunction-vorticity formulation and on a novel finite
difference (FD) treatment of the governing equations. This research field generates great
interest, because of the various biomedical applications; and this subject is related to the
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mathematical modelling of Biomagnetic Fluid Dynamics (BDF) developed originally by
Haik et al. [183, 184, 185]. In the last decade, researchers investigate biofluid (blood)
flows in different physical circumstances, because the theoretical and engineering inter-
ests differ from each other. Neofytou and Drikakis [20] investigated the bifurcation of a
two-dimensional blood flow, which occurs through a plane symmetric sudden expansion,
employing the Casson [53], a version of Power-Law as proposed by Walburn and Schneck
[54], and Quemada [55] non-Newtonian fluid models. The Casson constitutive equation
exhibits discontinuous behaviour, therefore, its numerical discretization has to be made
considerately [20]. Quemada predicts the viscosity of a concentrated disperse system
taking into account both the shear rate and haematocrit level of the blood. Himeno [56]
investigated the blood flow in the human vascular system and pointed out that the blood
has a weak non-Newtonian effect in arteries, but a strong one in capillaries. Grinberg
and Karniadakis [57], furthermore, Grinberg et al. [58] considered blood as a Newtonian
medium in the arterial flow and in the virtual physiological human (VPH) arterial tree
simulations. Sherwin et al. [59], Neofytou and Tsangaris [60], Ikbal et al. [61], and
Kim et al. [62] considered non-Newtonian blood flow effect in haemodynamics simula-
tions. Ikbal et al. [61] investigated the unsteady response of blood flow through a stenosed
artery in a magnetic field. Kim et al. [62] dealt with the multiphase non-Newtonian effects
on pulsatile haemodynamics in a coronary artery using Carreau-Yasuda [63], Quemada
[64], Cross [65], and a modified version of Casson [66] biorheological fluid models. Das
and Chakraborty [71] derived an analytical solution for velocity, temperature and concen-
tration distribution in electroosmotic microchannel flows of a non-Newtonian biofluid.
They emphasized that the biorheological behaviour of blood can be described accurately
with higher-order constitutive equations, because it shows non-linear, time-dependent,
viscoelastic and neglectable Bingham plastic characteristics. Bingham plasticity appears
mostly at higher haematocrit percentages due to the presence of the protein fibrinogen
[71]. Kornev and Neimark studied numerically the spontaneous penetration of viscoelas-
tic fluids and biofluids into capillaries [73]. Recently, Chakraborty [80] described the
electroosmotically-driven capillary transport of non-Newtonian biofluids in rectangular
microfluidic channels. A semi-analytical mathematical model was developed to study the
capillary filling employing a power law constitutive relationship for the blood biorheol-
ogy. A case study was presented to illustrate the blood sample behaviour for different
haematocrit levels. These results can also be used for designing blood transporting mi-
crosystems, e.g. blood glucose monitoring [80]. Since the proposed FSAC-PP method
for solving the momentum equation is a new approach, it has been used for modelling
biofluid flow in the presence of a uniform magnetic field in this thesis.
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8.2 Governing Equations and Methodology
In this section, the model equations of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] for Newtonian
biomagnetic fluid flow has been further extended to use constitutive equations for non-
Newtonian blood flow under the presence of uniform magnetic field. For steady-state,
incompressible, non-izothermal, Newtonain biomagnetic fluid flow in the presence of
uniform magnetic field neglecting the gravity force g, the governing equations consist of
the conservation of mass, momentum and energy; thus the model equations of Tzirtzilakis
and Loukopoulos [9] may be written in general vector form as
∇ ·u = 0, (8.1)
























where ρ is the density of the fluid, p is the hydrodynamic pressure, µ is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, u is the velocity vector,
M is the variation of magnetization, H is the magnetic field strength, σ is the electrical
conductivity, B is the induction vector of the magnetic field, ϑ is the temperature field,
k is the thermal conductivity, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, and ϕD is the
function of dissipation. The second and third terms in the right hand side of the mo-
mentum equation (8.2) represent the magnetic and the Lorentz force per unit volume [9],
respectively. The second and third terms in the right hand side of the temperature equation
(8.3) represent the thermal power and Joule heating per unit volume of the magnetocaloric
effect [9], respectively. In the above described system of equations (8.1)-(8.3), the con-
stitutive equation (3.4) is relying on the Navier-Stokes hypothesis of the viscous stress
tensor (3.22) taking into account the divergence-free (incompressibility) constraint (8.4).
For modelling the blood flow as a biomagnetic non-Newtonian fluid flow, the system of
governing equations (8.1)-(8.3) has to be generalized to use any other appropriately cho-
sen constitutive equation. To achieve this goal, the general momentum equation (3.3),
which is also known as Cauchy equation (see in Chapter 3), and the general function
of dissipation (3.8) have to be used with the external force including the presence of a
uniform magnetic field. Consequently, the generalized system of governing equations of
Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] may be written in vector form as
∇ ·u = 0, (8.4)
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where the viscous stress tensor τ and the function of dissipation ϕD = τ · ·(∇⊗u) have
to be expressed relying on the non-Newtonian constitutive equation, e.g. as a version of
the power law (3.196), Casson (3.198) or Quemada (3.201) fluid models, which may be
employed in the momentum (8.5) and temperature equations (8.6), respectively.
In the system of equations (8.4)-(8.6), there are two terms, where
M = KH (ϑC−ϑ) (8.7)
appears, which is the variation of magnetization of the biomagnetic fluid, where K is an




{tanh [a1 (x− x1)]− tanh [a2 (x− x2)]} (8.8)
is the strength of magnetic field [9], where H0 is determined by the induction of the
applied magnetic field B = µ0H0, which is the second scalar component of the magnetic
induction vector B= (0,B,0). The strength of the magnetic field, taken from the literature
[9], defined by function (8.8), which is acting with the magnetic induction in the vertical
direction in the test case presented in this chapter (see Figure 8.2). To non-dimensionalise






























dimensionless quantities are introduced for spatial coordinates, velocity components, pres-
sure field, magnetic field strength, and temperature field, where L, umax, ρ∞ are constant
reference quantities for characteristics length, velocity and fluid density; ϑlw and ϑuw are
the temperature of the lower and upper wall of the microfluidic channel, respectively.
After the non-dimensionalization by using these dimensionless quantities, the system of
governing equations (8.4)-(8.6), can be written in vector form as
∇ ·U = 0, (8.9)
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(U ·∇)U =−∇P+ 1
Re
∇ · τ+
+(MnFC−MnFT )H∗ (∇H∗)−MnMRe (H
∗)2 U, (8.10)
(U ·∇)T = 1
RePr
∇2T+






























dimensionless quantities are the Reynolds number for Newtonian fluid, Prandtl number,
Eckert number, temperature number, magnetic number defined by the temperature of up-
per wall from the field of ferro-hydrodynamics (FHD) [9], magnetic number defined by
the Curie temperature, and magnetic number from the field of magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) [9], respectively. To use the classical AC and the proposed FSAC-PP solution
methods, the pseudo-time derivatives have to be introduced in the continuity (8.9), mo-
mentum (8.10) and energy equation for the temperature (8.11); thus the perturbed hyper-













=−(U ·∇)T + 1
RePr
∇2T+





where the elements of the dimensionless viscous stress tensor τ for Newtonian fluid in
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and for employing the non-Newtonian power law fluid, the elements of the dimensionless
viscous stress tensor τ in curvilinear coordinate system can be expressed as
τXX =−2m
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣n−1(ξX ∂U∂ξ +ηX ∂U∂η +ζX ∂U∂ζ ) ,
τYY =−2m
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣n−1(ξY ∂V∂ξ +ηY ∂V∂η +ζY ∂V∂ζ ) ,
τZZ =−2m
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣n−1(ξZ ∂W∂ξ +ηZ ∂W∂η +ζZ ∂W∂ζ ) ,
τXY = τY X =−m
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣n−1(ξX ∂V∂ξ +ηX ∂V∂η +ζX ∂V∂ζ +ξY ∂U∂ξ +ηY ∂U∂η +ζY ∂U∂ζ ) ,
τXZ = τZX =−m
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣n−1(ξX ∂W∂ξ +ηX ∂W∂η +ζX ∂W∂ζ +ξZ ∂U∂ξ +ηZ ∂U∂η +ζZ ∂U∂ζ ) ,
τY Z = τZY =−m
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣n−1(ξY ∂W∂ξ +ηY ∂W∂η +ζY ∂W∂ζ +ξZ ∂V∂ξ +ηZ ∂V∂η +ζZ ∂V∂ζ ) ,
(8.16)
where m and n are the exponents of the non-Newtonian power law fluid; the Reynolds
number is differ from the Newtonian fluid case and defined by Eq. (3.197); and where
the magnitude of the dimensionless shear rate tensor
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣ is defined by Eq. (3.195) can be
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The Prandtl number and the magnetic number are also differ from the Newtonian fluid
case and defined by the apparent viscosity of the non-Newtonian fluid [19, 61]. Tzirtzi-
lakis and Loukopoulos [9, p. 361] pointed out that their blood rheology approach is not
realistic, because they considered the blood as a Newtonian fluid. However, the blood
is a weak non-Newtonian fluid, therefore, the fully developed laminar velocity profile
by employing different constitutive equations are slightly differ from each other, espe-
cially at Re = 100÷300 (see the computational results of Neofytou and Drikakis [20, p.
134] in Figure 8.1 at Re = 200). In this thesis, both Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian
power law fluid models have been used for simulating the blood flow in the presence of
a uniform magnetic field. In terms of momentum equation (8.13) for a non-Newtonian
blood rheology approach, the elements of the viscous stress tensor τ is differ from the
implementation of Newtonian fluid model. A non-Newtonian power law fluid model has
been used for the computational example of this chapter relying on the elements of the
viscous stress tensor (8.16) and on the magnitude of the shear rate tensor (8.17) in curvi-
linear coordinate system. The derivatives appear in the viscous stress tensor τ and in the
magnitude of the shear rate tensor
∣∣∣γ˙∣∣∣ have been approximated by second-order central
differences; see more details about the discretization of viscous flux terms in Chapter 3.
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Figure 8.1: Fully developed velocity profiles using different constitutive equations of
blood computed by Neofytou and Drikakis [20, p. 134] at Re = 200.
In terms of the energy equation for the temperature (8.14), the dimensionless viscous
stress tensor τ appears in the dimensionless function of dissipation, which can be written
in curvilinear coordinate system as































































































































































where eξ ,eη ,eζ are the base unit vectors of the curvilinear coordinate system. The first
derivatives appear in the dimensionless function of dissipation (8.18) have also been ap-
proximated by employing second-order central differences similarly to the discretization
of viscous flux terms for both Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian fluid models. The
essential part of the generalization of the governing equations of Tzirtzilakis and Louko-
poulos [9] for using any other constitutive equation is the inclusion of the elements of
the viscous stress tensor of any kind of fluid in the momentum equation (8.13) and in the
function of dissipation (8.18) in the temperature equation (8.14). For steady-state, incom-
pressible, non-isothermal, Newtonian and non-Newtonian biomagnetic fluid flow in the
presence of a uniform magnetic field, the perturbed system of equations (8.12)-(8.14) has
been solved by using both, the classical AC and the proposed FSAC-PP solution methods
(see more details about the FSAC-PP method in Chapter 4). The scope of this chapter
is to present a numerical example to investigate the capability of the proposed FSAC-PP
solution method for complex multiphysics flow problem. Although the geometry of the
benchmark test case is relatively simple, the background of the investigated problem is
very complex from both physical and mathematical modelling point of view. The present
chapter also focuses on the numerical modelling and its consequences of the multiphysics
problem compared to the classical AC method and the computational data of Tzirtzila-
kis and Loukopoulos [9]. More details can be found about the physical aspects of the
examined problem in [9]. The two-dimensional microfluidic benchmark test case for the
multiphysics problem has been presented in the next section.
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8.3 Microfluidic Benchmark Test Case
To use the proposed FSAC-PP method for simulating non-Newtonian biofluid flow un-
der the presence of uniform magnetic field, compared to the classical AC method and to
the computational data of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9], two simulations have been
performed by employing 3rd-order interpolation for the intercell fluxes at Re = 300,
MnM = 40, and MnF = 0. The geometry of the two-dimensional straight microfluidic
channel with the location of the uniform magnetic field has been shown in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2: Location of the uniform magnetic field in the two-dimensional straight micro-
fluidic channel.
The computational domain consists of 181×40 node points (180×39 control cells)
on the fine grid. Since the computational results have been computed on a similar grid
resolution as used for the microfluidic channel in Chapter 5, a grid convergence study has
not been performed for this two-dimensional benchmark test case. The height h of the
present straight microfluidic channel is 10µm, and the length l is equal to 180µm. The
magnetic field is located between the dimensionless coordinates X1 and X2, respectively,
which can appropriately be chosen. The dimensional and dimensionless geometrical sizes
of the two-dimensional microfluidic channel have been summarized in Table 8.1.




Table 8.1: Geometrical sizes of the two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel under
the presence of uniform electromagnetic field.
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A mathematical task can be formulated in terms of boundary and initial conditions for the
non-isothermal pressure-driven laminar flow in the straight microfluidic channel. Dimen-
sionless quantities have been used in the simulations, therefore, the spatial coordinates
have been normalized by the height h of the channel. From wall to wall, the inlet velocity
profile normalized by the maximum velocity of the flow umax can be derived based on
Eqs. (5.2)-(5.6) as
Uinlet (0,Y ) =
u
umax
= 4Y (1−Y ) , (8.19)
and a Dirichlet-type inlet boundary condition has also been prescribed for the dimension-
less temperature assuming that the inlet temperature profile is a linear function as
Tinlet (0,Y ) = Y. (8.20)
The dimensionless pressure has been prescibed as equal to zero at the inlet section, which
can be written as Pinlet (0,Y ) = 0. Thus, the boundary conditions are Dirichlet-type in the
inlet section. The outlet boundary conditions for the dimensionless velocity components










which are Neumann-type boundary conditions, where L is the dimensionless spatial coor-
dinate of the outlet section. The dimensionless pressure has been set to one at the outlet
section, which is a Dirichlet-type boundary condition, and can be written as Poutlet (L,Y )=
1. The wall is non-moving, therefore, the dimensionless velocity components U and V
are equal to zero on the bottom and upper walls as
Uupper wall (X ,1) =Ubottomwall (X ,0) =Vupper wall (X ,1) =Vbottomwall (X ,0) = 0. (8.22)
Dirichlet-type boundary conditions have also been prescribed for the dimensionless tem-
perature on the bottom and upper walls as
Tupper wall (X ,1) = 1, and Tbottomwall (X ,0) = 0. (8.23)
Neumann-type and consistent boundary conditions are prescribed for the dimensionless
pressure on the bottom and upper walls as suggested by Karniadakis et al. [23, pp. 514-
517] based on Eq. (4.43). More details can be found in subsection 4.2.2. The simulation
parameters have been summarized in Table 8.2.
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Simulation Parameters
Physical Quantities with Units Description of the Physical Quantity
ρ = 1050 kg/m3 Density of the biomagnetic fluid
µ = 3.2 ·10−3 kg/ms Dynamic viscosity of blood
k = 1.832 ·10−3 J/msK Thermal conductivity
cp = 14.286 J/kgK Specific heat at constant pressure
σ = 0.7 S/m Electrical conductivity of stationary blood
ϑuw = 42 °C Upper wall temperature
ϑlw = 10.5 °C Lower wall temperature
B = 8 Tesla Induction of magnetic field
H = 40 A/m Magnetic field strength
a1 = 5 Coefficient to compute the magnetic field gradient
a2 = 5 Coefficient to compute the magnetic field gradient
umax = 1.828 ·10−2m/s Maximum velocity
Re = 300 Reynolds number
Pr = 25 Prandtl number
Ec = 7.43 ·10−7 Eckert number
ε = 9 Temperature number
MnF = 0 Magnetic number based on upper wall temperature
MnFC = 0 Magnetic number based on the Curie temperature
MnM = 40 Magnetic number from the field of MHD
Table 8.2: Simulation parameters, dimensional and dimensionless physical quantities re-
lying on the paper of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9].
Note that according to the paper [9], the electrical conductivity of stationary blood,
σ = 0.7 S/m, is a measured value (see Table 8.2), and the temperature independent electri-
cal conductivity of stationary blood, σ = 0.8 S/m, is a computed value [9]. The numerical
results of the performed simulations for Newtonian fluid and non-Newtonian power law
fluid have been reported and discussed in the following section.
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8.4 Results and Discussion
For steady-state, incompressible, non-isothermal, Newtonian biofluid flow under the pre-
sence of uniform magnetic field, the importance of the model of Tzirtzilakis and Louko-
poulos [9] is that it takes into account the effects of ferro-hydrodynamics (FHD) and mag-
netohydrodynamics (MHD) jointly. Originally, Haik et al. [183, 184, 185] assumed that
blood is an electrically non-conducting fluid, thus the model equations were constructed
relying on the FHD approach [186, 187, 188, 189, 190]. Since blood, as observed by
different authors is an electrically conducting fluid (e.g., see in [191, 192]), the Lorentz
force needs also to be taken into account. The Lorentz force becomes dominant, where
the uniform magnetic field is applied between the dimensionless coordinates X1 and X2
(see Figure 8.2); because the magnetic field strength H∗ is high in this region [9]. Tzirt-
zilakis and Loukopoulos [9] pointed out that the electrical conductivity of blood changes
at different flow rates. In this thesis, the measured electrical conductivity value of station-
ary blood flow has been taken into account in the simulations (see Table 8.2); which was
measured by Gabriel et al. [192].
Both Newtonian and non-Newtonian blood flow (relying on a power law fluid model)
have been simulated by employing the proposed FSAC-PP and the classical AC methods
at Re = 300, MnM = 40, and MnF = 0; which means that the effects of MHD have been
taken into account and the effects of FHD have been neglected. The reason for choo-
sing this test case is that Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] published computational data
in order to show the effect of the uniform localized magnetic field on the dimensionless
velocity component U at different cross-sections. In the first test case, a Newtonian fluid
model has been employed for modelling the electrically conducting blood flow in the pre-
sence of a uniform magnetic field. Both, the AC and FSAC-PP methods show discrepancy
closed to the wall compared to the computational data of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos
[9]; especially in the region where the magnetic field is applied; but the maximum va-
lues of velocity profiles have been found nearly the same compared to [9] at different
volume flow rates. The reason for this difference might be that the FSAC-PP and AC me-
thods employ pseudo-time stepping procedure, which is a pseudo-transient approach for
solving steady-state problems, but the solution method of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos
[9] is relying on the purely stationary streamfunction-vorticity formulation. The results
show that the maximum values of the flow velocity decreased when the biofluid entered
into the zone of applied uniform magnetic field (see Figure 8.3). In terms of efficiency
of the Newtonian fluid flow approach, the FSAC-PP method consumes 1.43 times less
total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid than the AC method; which means
that the FSAC-PP method is slightly more efficient than the AC method for this test case
(see Figure 8.4 and Table 8.3). The numerical results of both AC and FSAC-PP methods
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show discrepancy closed to the wall compared to the computational data of Tzirtzilakis
and Loukopoulos [9] when the non-Newtonian power law fluid approach as proposed
by Walburn and Schneck [54], has been employed relying on Eqs. (3.196)-(3.197). Al-
though, the difference might be minor between the Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid
models (see an example in Figure 8.1, and see Figure 8.5), the non-Newtonian effect of
the fluid might become significant in the flow region where the uniform magnetic field is
applied. The non-Newtonian fluid approach is much more realistic than the Newtonian
blood rheological model despite of the fact that the blood is a weak non-Newtonian fluid
[56]. In terms of accuracy, the non-Newtonian fluid flow approach relying on the FSAC-
PP and AC methods exhibit slightly better agreement with the results of Tzirtzilakis and
Loukopoulos [9] than the Newtonian fluid flow approach. In terms of efficiency of the
non-Newtonian fluid flow approach, the FSAC-PP method consumes 1.08 times less total
number of multigrid iterations than the AC method; which means that the FSAC-PP me-
thod is also slightly more efficient than the classical AC method in the present test case
(see Figure 8.6 and Table 8.4). The current study also suggests that the importance of the
non-Newtonian effect may be significant when the Lorentz force is present in the fluid
flow. Overall, the accuracy and efficiency of FSAC-PP and AC methods exhibit minor
differences for the present two-dimensional benchmark.
Although the model equations of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] have been further
extended and generalized to steady-state, incompressible, non-Newtonian biofluid flows
under the presence of a uniform magnetic field, the velocity field in the magnetic source
term has not been taken into account in the eigenvalue system of the scalar governing
equations (4.2). This assumption may lead to a numerical instability, because of the nu-
merical solution of hyperbolic systems becomes sensitive when high values appear in the
source terms [27]. In the present test case, when the magnetic field strength is increased
by the FHD effect, which also means that the FHD magnetic number MnF is increased,
the magnitude of source terms may become relatively high in the momentum and tempe-
rature equations (8.13)-(8.14); therefore, numerical instabilities may arise by employing
both of the FSAC-PP and AC methods. Consequently, the inclusion of the velocity field of
the magnetic source terms in the eigenvalue system of scalar equations (4.2) may further
improve the numerical stability of the FSAC-PP and AC methods. Note that by taking
into account only the FHD terms of the perturbed governing equations (8.12)-(8.14), the
streamline pattern of the flow is also changed, which has been shown in Figure 8.7 at
Re = 300, MnM = 0, and MnF = 11.39. More details can be found about the effect of
dimensionless numbers on the fluid flow pattern in the work of Tzirtzilakis and Louko-
poulos [9]. As a future work, other types of non-Newtonian blood fluid models may be
further investigated on the present two-dimensional benchmark.
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Figure 8.3: Distribution of the velocity component U using the Newtonian fluid model at
different X positions in the microfluidic channel compared to the computational data of
Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos at Re = 300, MnM = 40, and MnF = 0.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP me-
thods using Newtonian fluid model in the presence of uniform localized magnetic field in
the microfluidic straight channel; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals versus total
number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 300,
MnM = 40, MnF = 0.
Re = 300, MnM = 40, MnF = 0
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Total Number of Multigrid Iterations on the Fine Grid
AC Method 328
FSAC-PP Method 228
Table 8.3: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
using Newtonian fluid model in the presence of uniform localized magnetic field in the
microfluidic straight channel; total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using
3rd-order interpolation at Re = 300, MnM = 40, MnF = 0.
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Figure 8.5: Distribution of the velocity component U using the non-Newtonian power law
fluid model at different X positions in the microfluidic channel compared to the computa-
tional data of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos at Re = 300, MnM = 40, and MnF = 0.
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
using non-Newtonian power law fluid model in the presence of uniform localized magne-
tic field in the microfluidic straight channel; maximum values of Runge-Kutta residuals
versus total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation
at Re = 300, MnM = 40, MnF = 0.
Re = 300, MnM = 40, MnF = 0
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Total Number of Multigrid Iterations on the Fine Grid
AC Method 248
FSAC-PP Method 228
Table 8.4: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
using non-Newtonian power law fluid model in the presence of uniform localized magne-
tic field in the microfluidic straight channel; total number of multigrid iterations on the
fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 300, MnM = 40, MnF = 0.
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Figure 8.7: Streamline pattern for two-dimensional, steady-state, incompressible, non-
Newtonian power law fluid flow in the presence of uniform magnetic field obtained by
the author of this thesis at Re = 300, MnM = 0, MnF = 11.39.
8.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, non-isothermal, New-
tonian and non-Newtonian biofluid flow in the presence of uniform magnetic field in a
two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel at Re = 300, MnM = 40, and MnF = 0.
The model equations of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] have been further extended and
generalized to use any types of constitutive equation for the blood. In the present test
case, the non-Newtonian blood rheological model was relying on a version of the power
law fluid model as proposed by Walburn and Schneck [54]. The numerical results of the
proposed FSAC-PP method have been compared to the classical AC method and to the
computational data of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9]. In terms of accuracy, the overall
results of the non-Newtonian power law fluid approach show very similar agreement with
the obtained results of the Newtonian fluid model. In terms of efficiency, the proposed
FSAC-PP method is slightly more efficient than the classical AC method; therefore, ove-
rall, the accuracy and efficiency of FSAC-PP and AC methods exhibit minor differences
for the present two-dimensional benchmark. When the magnetic field strength is increa-
sed by the FHD effect, the magnitude of the source terms may become relatively high
in the momentum and temperature equations (8.13)-(8.14) which may lead to numerical
instabilities by employing either the AC or FSAC-PP methods. Consequently the inclu-
sion of the velocity field of the magnetic source terms in the eigenvalue system of scalar
equations (4.2) may improve further the stability of the numerical solution. As future
work, relying on the generalized FHD and MHD model equations (8.4)-(8.6) for using
any constitutive relationships, other types of non-Newtonian blood fluid models may be
further investigated on the present two-dimensional benchmark.
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Chapter 9
Acoustic Wave and ssDNA Flow
Modelling in a Microfluidic T-Channel
9.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on acoustic wave modelling in conjunction with high-resolution
characteristics-based (CB) Godunov-type method for solving unsteady, incompressible,
laminar flow problem in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel. A simplified acous-
tic wave source term model has been adopted and further developed to investigate the
effects of acoustic waves on the Newtonian fluid flow pattern under the continuum hypo-
thesis. The adopted acoustic wave model appears as the source term of the divergence of
acoustic intensity in the momentum equation. The hyperbolic-type second-order acoustic
wave equation has been solved for the acoustic pressure and both, the FSAC-PP and AC
formulations have been employed for solving the system of governing equations. The
proposed acoustic source term model is a closer approach to Poesio and Ooms theory
[193] rather than to Lighthill’s theory [194] or to the theory of perturbation [195]. In the
presented numerical study, the acoustic waves interact with ssDNA strands that have been
released in the investigated microfluidic T-channel; and have been modelled through a
coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian dynamics developed by Benke et al. [10, 11].
In the last two decades, researchers devoted significant attention to surface acoustic
waves (SAW) in the fields of micro- and nanofluidics. The reason for this interest is
the possibility to transfer acoustic waves (AW) in the fluid flow that can dynamically
cause changes in the material properties such as density and viscosity, and impact the
pressure and velocity fields. SAW were discovered and explained by Lord Rayleigh in
1885 [196, 197], therefore, these are also known as Rayleigh waves. Rayleigh discussed
the mode of wave propagation, and described the properties of these waves that consist of
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longitudinal and vertical shear components. These Rayleigh wave components can also
be coupled with any kind of medium on the surface giving the idea of SAW devices [197].
Rocha-Gaso et al. [196] published a review paper on Surface Generated Acoustic
Wave (SGAW) technology considering technological and scientific improvements in the
last 40 years. According to their classification [196], three groups of AW devices exist
upon the AW guiding process; such as Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW), SAW and Acoustic
Plate Mode (APM) devices [196]. These devices operate with AW propagation in different
ways and a wave propagates as a) “unguided through the volume of substrate” (BAW
device), b) “guided or unguided along a single surface of substrate” (SAW device), and
c) “guided by reflection from multiple surface of the substrate” (APM device) [196, p.
5742]. SAW and APM biosensors can potentially be considered for DNA detection as
reported recently in [196, 197, 198]. These devices were further developed in the last two
decades, therefore, SAW and APM type devices can work in liquid media [196, 197, 198]
for biosensing applications as well. These devices are also capable of detecting pathogen
agents such as bacteria and viruses reported by Rocha-Gaso et al. [196].
The modelling of physical phenomena in the SAW devices is indispensable to improve
further the sensor design [196, 197, 198]. Mathematical models and Finite Element Me-
thod (FEM) based simulations in SAW devices can be found in the literature [199, 200].
These physical phenomena are essentially complex multiphysics problems, because the
AW appears as acoustic pressure in the flow field, which can cause significant changes
in the flow behaviour; therefore, these changes can lead to physical instabilities in the
flow pattern. Multiphysics problems related to fluid dynamics in small-scale microflui-
dic devices are substantially different from physical problems in macro-scale systems. In
terms of AW in macro-scale systems [196, 197, 198, 199, 200], the density and pressure
changes due to the presence of AW are much smaller than the changes due to the fluid
flow; therefore, the AW model can be separated from the fluid flow model. There are even
cases, when AW can be neglected [195]. Thus, the AW model in small-scale devices has
to be taken into account coupled with the fluid flow. In this thesis, a simplified AW mo-
del has been adopted [193] and further developed to investigate the effects of AW on the
Newtonian fluid flow pattern under the continuum hypothesis. The adopted AW model
appears as the divergence of acoustic intensity in the momentum equation. The AW equa-
tion has been solved for the acoustic pressure, which can be derived from the continuity,
momentum and energy equations of compressible fluid using perturbation decomposition
[195, 201]. A theoretical description of aerodynamic acoustic sources was developed by
Lighthill [194] relying on the acoustic analogy. Lighthill gave a tensor description of
acoustic source terms [194, 195], which may become too complicated for complex flow
cases, therefore, Lilley [202] further developed Lighthill’s theory in order to take into
account the convection and refraction on AW in the fluid flow.
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Different theoretical and practical applications can be found for AW modelling in the
literature. Governing equations of acoustic perturbation was used by Shi [201] modelling
structural-acoustic interaction relying on the Euler equation. For low speed, unsteady,
compressible flow, Wang et al. [203] derived a system of acoustic perturbation equations
investigating two-dimensional automobile door cavity in turbulent flow. Poesio and Ooms
[193] proposed a relatively simple acoustic source term model for high-frequency AW on
the liquid flow through porous material; and they compared their theoretical approach
with experimental data. Chu [204] investigated SAW on the laminar microflow stability
using the fourth-order streamfunction equation eliminating the pressure term from the
Navier-Stokes equations; and coupled the system of equations with the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation [204]. As a matter of fact, many authors dealt with the perturbation theory or
simplified acoustic source models for solving flow problems including flow instability
investigations [195, 194, 202, 203, 193]. Although the mathematical and physical back-
ground of AW are often investigated related to SAW devices, one can find only a few
references relying on high-resolution CB Godunov-type method for modelling AW in
conjunction with selective microfluidic sensors for DNA detection.
For capturing AW in microfluidic devices, the high-resolution CB Godunov-type me-
thod is a reliable FVM based mathematical tool for solving hyperbolic system of equa-
tions with discontinuous solutions. Therefore, this thesis focuses on AW modelling in
conjunction with high-resolution CB Godunov-type method in the case of an unsteady,
incompressible, laminar flow in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel test geome-
try. In this thesis, AW interact with DNA strands that have been released in the T-channel
test case, and have been modelled through a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian dynamics.
9.2 Acoustic Wave and ssDNA Flow Modelling
For solving unsteady, incompressible, laminar microfluidic flow problem with the pres-
ence of acoustic wave and DNA strands in the Newtonian fluid, the governing equations
of conservation of mass and momentum may be written as








∇ · is+ fDNA (9.2)
where D/Dt is the substantial (total) derivative, u is the velocity vector, t is the physical
time, g is the gravity vector, p is the hydrodynamic pressure, ρ is the fluid density, υ is
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the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, cs is the speed of sound in the medium, and
is = psu (9.3)
is the acoustic intensity (sound intensity in the medium), which is the product of the
acoustic pressure ps (acoustic pressure in the medium) and the particle velocity using
Eulerian-description of the fluid flow motion. The divergence of the acoustic intensity
(9.2) can be expressed as
∇ · is = ∇ · (psu) = u ·∇ps+ ps (∇ ·u) (9.4)
and taking into account the divergence-free (incompressibility) constraint (9.1), the sec-
ond term of Eq. (9.4) will vanish, therefore, the divergence of the acoustic intensity
is reduced to be the product of the particle velocity and the acoustic pressure gradient,
which can also be written as
∇ · is = u ·∇ps (9.5)








u ·∇ps+ fDNA (9.6)
where fDNA represents an external force field modelling the dsDNA or ssDNA molecule
motion. The meta-model of DNA strands, used in this thesis, including Brownian-motion
and coupling Eulerian-Lagrangian description of fluid flow motion, was developed by
Benke et al. [10, 11]. In order to determine the acoustic intensity relying on Eq. (9.3), the
hyperbolic second-order partial differential equation (acoustic wave equation [195]) has





= ∇2 ps. (9.7)














































dimensionless quantities have been introduced for time, spatial coordinates, velocity com-
ponents, gravity field, hydrodynamic pressure field, acoustic pressure in the medium, and
for external force field; where h, u∞, ρ∞ are constant reference quantities for character-
istic length, velocity and fluid density. The Reynolds number Re represents the ratio of
the momentum transported by convection and viscous diffusion. The Mach number Ma is
the ratio of the characteristic speed of the fluid flow to the speed of sound propagation in
the medium. Since, the density is constant, therefore, the reference density is equal to the
fluid density as ρ∞ = ρ . The average velocity magnitude ua has been considered as the
characteristic speed of the flow, therefore, u∞ = ua. Using dimensionless quantities and
neglecting the gravity field g∗, the non-dimensionalized system of perturbed governing





+∇ ·U = 0 (9.8)





−∇ · (U˜⊗ U˜)−∇P+ 2
Re
∇2U+Mau ·∇Ps+FDNA (9.9)
is the equation of fluid motion for unsteady, incompressible, Newtonian fluid flow using
the dual-time stepping procedure; where β is the AC parameter to ensure convergence,
and τ is the pseudo-time step size, which is computed in each control cell [16]. The
convective flux term in the momentum equation (9.9) has been discretized and computed
by applying the CB Godunov-type scheme [16]. The system of dimensionless governing
equations (9.8)-(9.9) is hyperbolic-type, therefore, the Riemann method can be applied to
determine the intercell CB flux values. To capture the AW in the Newtonian fluid flow
field coupled with Eulerian-Lagrangian meta-modelling of the motion of DNA strands,
high-resolution convective flux treatment has been recommended. Note that the non-
linear convective term is the most sensitive part of the momentum equation (9.9) from
the point of view of numerical stability. Therefore, to achieve a higher-order of accuracy,
the 3rd-order interpolation has been employed to approximate the intercell flux quantities.









dimensionless hyperbolic-type AW equation has been solved for the acoustic pressure to
compute the acoustic pressure gradient term in the momentum Eq. (9.9). The pseudo-time
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stepping procedure is advanced by using a fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme.
Both of the proposed FSAC-PP and the classical AC solution methods have been em-
ployed for solving the system of governing equations (9.8)-(9.10).
9.3 Three-Dimensional Microfluidic T-Channel Test Case
The aim of this chapter is to provide information to those researchers and engineers who
design highly selective microfluidic sensors for DNA detection. It might be difficult to
perform accurate and trustable measurements in these devices, because of the small phy-
sical scales and geometrical sizes. Therefore, it is reasonable to develop sophisticated
mathematical models and set up simulation test cases to investigate the physical pheno-
mena operating at these small-scales. In this study, longitudinal AW interact with ssDNA
chains aiming to investigate the effects of AW on the ssDNA motion. The current numeri-
cal study may essentially be important to determine the optimum location of the sensor wi-
thin a DNA detection device. The ssDNA motion takes place within a three-dimensional
microfluidic T-channel and is modelled through a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian scheme
[10, 11]. The sketch of the microfluidic T-channel has been shown in Figure 9.1 along
with the corresponding notations of geometrical sizes.
Figure 9.1: Sketch of the three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel geometry.
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The dimensions of the microfluidic T-channel (l,d), corresponding to the length and
depth, have been summarized in Table 9.1. The non-dimensionalization of the spatial






Table 9.1: Geometrical sizes of the three-dimensional T-channel.
The left hand side and bottom rectangular cross sections have been considered as inlet
sections with volume flow rates Q1 = 0.08343m3/s and Q2 = 0.66750m3/s, respectively.
The propagation of longitudinal AW has been modelled from the left hand side inlet to the
right hand side outlet section. The longitudinal waves appear as pressure waves travelling
through the liquid; and relying on the model of Poesio and Ooms [193], these waves are
proportional to the gradient of acoustic pressure in the momentum equations (9.6) and
(9.9). The inlet velocity profiles are parabolic surfaces related to volume flow rate, and
the normal derivative of velocity components vanish at the right hand side outlet cross
section of the T-channel. For the acoustic pressure, Dirichlet boundary conditions have
been prescribed in the inlet and outlet sections representing the dimensionless acoustic
pressure difference between 0 and 1. In the present study, the longitudinal wave, travelling
through the liquid, has only been taken into account; and any other possible acoustic
sources have been neglected on the boundaries of the T-channel.
9.3.1 Grid Convergence Study
To determine the optimum number of computational cells, the results of the grid con-
vergence study have been presented in this subsection. A grid convergence study, which
may also be called grid-independency study, has been performed to determine the op-
timum number of cells for each simulation test case. We assume that the continuum
hypothesis for water is valid up to the smallest characteristic length scale of the detection
system, which is bigger than 0.3 nanometer according to the Eq. (5.10). The left hand
side and bottom side located inlet sections of the channel have been divided into N parts
(N = 10,20,40,50,100,120, . . . ,200). The grid density has also been increased propor-
tional to N. The expected outcome of the grid convergence study is that the numerical
solution of the laminar flow problem has not to be changed above a certain number of
computational cells. This way it becomes possible to decrease the computational time
when the optimum number of cells is known. To compute the optimum number of cells,
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the following relative errors of the main physical quantities have been defined as
∆Prelativeerror =
∣∣∣(∫ PdV) f inegrid− (∫ PdV)coarsegrid∣∣∣
|∫ PdV| f inegrid , (9.11)
∆U relativeerror =
∣∣∣(∫ UdV) f inegrid− (∫ UdV)coarsegrid∣∣∣
|∫ UdV| f inegrid , (9.12)
∆V relativeerror =
∣∣∣(∫ V dV) f inegrid− (∫ V dV)coarsegrid∣∣∣
|∫ V dV| f inegrid , (9.13)
∆W relativeerror =
∣∣∣(∫WdV ) f inegrid− (∫WdV)coarsegrid∣∣∣
|∫WdV| f inegrid , (9.14)
where ∆Prelativeerror is the relative error of the pressure field, ∆U relativeerror is the relative error
of the velocity component U, ∆V relativeerror is the relative error of velocity component V, and
∆W relativeerror is the relative error of the velocity component W relating to the volume integral
of the investigated physical quantity for fine and coarse grids as well.
T-Channel Test Case
N = 20 (4536 Cells) N = 50 (19455 Cells) N = 100 (30816 Cells)∥∥∆Prelativeerror ∥∥(∞) 0.00485 0.00007 0.00006∥∥∆U relativeerror ∥∥(∞) 0.00168 0.00050 0.00048∥∥∆V relativeerror ∥∥(∞) 0.00137 0.00045 0.00041∥∥∆W relativeerror ∥∥(∞) 0.00116 0.00032 0.00029
Table 9.2: Results of grid convergence study.
The results of the grid convergence study show that the maximum norm of the relative
errors decreases when N is increased, and the relative error of primitive variables does
not change significantly above N = 50 (see Table 9.2); therefore, the optimum number of
computational cells has been determined between N = 50 and N = 100. Consequently, the
simulations for unsteady, incompressible, laminar, Newtonian fluid flow with and without
the presence of acoustic wave and ssDNA strands have been performed by employing
27508 node points in the three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel test case.
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9.4 Results and Discussion
Simulations have been performed to investigate the pathlines of ssDNA with longitudinal
AW in the macroscopic flow field at Re = 10 and at Ma = 3.4 · 10−6; where the speed
of sound in the water has been taken as cs = 1497 m/s. The longitudinal wave length
λlongitudinal = 4.25 ·10−6 m, which is smaller than the length of the microfluidic T-channel.
The DNA sensing area has been assumed to be located in the upper wall close to the
T-shape junction. Although the Mach number is very small due to the small velocity
components in each flow direction; the gradient of the acoustic intensity has an apparent
impact on the velocity field in the small-scale physics. The importance of the simulations
presented in this chapter is that the presence of AW in the macroscopic flow field can
induce flow instabilities that may also cause DNA-breaking, which should be avoided in
a detection device. In the simulation, longitudinal AW have been modelled by travelling
through the water medium with ssDNA molecule chain in the microfluidic T-channel.
The adopted AW model takes into account the longitudinal propagation of AW as the
gradient of acoustic pressure in the right hand side of the momentum equation (9.9);
therefore, the velocity field is influenced via this source term. The acoustic pressure
gradient is connected to hyperbolic-type and second-order acoustic wave equation (9.10).
The dimensionless velocity components U, V, and W without and with the presence of
longitudinal AW have been shown in Figures 9.2 to 9.9. The FSAC-PP method consumes
43.19 times less total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid than the AC method
using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation for the present benchmark at Re= 10. It means
that the FSAC-PP method is much more efficient than the AC method in these test cases
(see Figure 9.10 and Table 9.3). The velocity component U and ssDNA pathlines without
and with the presence of longitudinal AW have been shown in Figures 9.11 to 9.12.
The simulation result shows that the presence of AW is the main influence on the
dimensionless velocity component U. The direction of the flow approaches the sensor
area from the left hand side upper inlet and the flow becomes fully developed in the right
hand side outlet section (see Figure 9.12). The distribution of velocity component V with
the presence of AW is slightly different in Figure 9.14 than the distribution without the
presence of AW in Figure 9.13. Higher velocity components can be observed close to
the ssDNA sensing area (see Figures 9.12 and 9.14) than in the simulation case without
taking into account the presence of AW in the flow field (see Figures 9.11 and 9.13).
These simulation results suggest that the presence of AW in the macroscopic flow field
has significant influence on the pathlines of ssDNA flow without breaking the molecule
chain. The results also show that the ssDNA chain flows towards the upper wall effectively
without the presence of longitudinal AW in the flow field. It is important to mention that
the ssDNA chain has been released when the fluid flow becomes fully developed in the
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microfluidic T-channel; thus, the criterion of DNA-breaking remains unknown. To gain
deeper understanding of the presence of AW in a DNA detection device, an acoustic
source should be located in the opposite side of the DNA sensing area. The effect of the
location of an acoustic source has to be further investigated in another study, because the
results suggest that the presence of an acoustic source near the DNA sensing area could be
advantageous to force the ssDNA chain to reach the sensor. The acoustic source generator
could be chosen in different ways, such as using a microphone, piezoelectric crystal, or a
magnetostriction device that could be attached to T-channel boundary.
The velocity magnitude and ssDNA pathlines without and with the presence of longi-
tudinal AW have been shown in Figures 9.17 to 9.18, respectively. Although the velocity
magnitudes are similar to each other, the ssDNA flow stream shows small differences as
shown in Figures 9.11 to 9.18. This is due to the the wave length of longitudinal AW
present in the flow field, and because the ssDNA chain mainly follow the path of the flow
streamlines. For modelling ssDNA flow, the number of particles is 206 with number of
bead-rod structure 20; the relative particle radius is 4.56 · 10−5 m, the relative particle
density is 8.005 · 10−15 kg/m3, and the rod length of chain elements is 9.15 · 10−5 m in
the ssDNA meta-modelling approach (see more details in [10, 11]). To ensure converged
solution of the pseudo-time stepping procedure, the AC parameter β has been chosen to
be 20. Note that difficulty may arise to obtain a converged numerical solution within very
small tolerance values of ε (e.g. 10−8). The reason for this difficulty is the gradient of the
acoustic pressure in the right hand side of the momentum equation (9.9); because the velo-
city field might change rapidly due to the presence of longitudinal AW in the microfluidic
T-channel. To overcome this numerical problem, the ssDNA meta-modelling approach
has been performed after the flow field becomes fully developed; then the ssDNA chain
is released in the upper inlet section. Consequently, the strong gradients of the acoustic
pressure may cause numerical instability in the Eulerian-Lagrangian simulation of ssDNA
flow. The results show that the FSAC-PP method consumes 15.58 times less total number
of multigrid iterations on the fine grid than the AC method using 3rd-order intercell flux
interpolation with the presence of longitudinal AW at Re = 10. It means that the FSAC-
PP method is more efficient than the AC method in this test case (see Figure 9.19 and
Table 9.4). Overall, the numerical results suggest that the presence of AW generator near
the DNA sensing area could be advantangeous, because the ssDNA chain might reach the
sensing area faster than without the presence of the acoustic source generator.
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Figure 9.2: Velocity component U without the presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.3: Velocity component U with the presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.4: Velocity component V without the presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.5: Velocity component V with the presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.6: Velocity component W without the presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.7: Velocity component W with the presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.8: Velocity magnitude without the presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.9: Velocity magnitude with the presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
without modelling AW in the microfluidic T-channel; maximum values of Runge-Kutta
residuals versus total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order inter-
polation at Re = 10.
Re = 10
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Total Number of Multigrid Iterations on the Fine Grid
AC Method 907
FSAC-PP Method 21
Table 9.3: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
without modelling AW in the microfluidic T-channel; total number of multigrid iterations
on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.11: Distribution of the velocity component U and ssDNA pathlines without the
presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.12: Distribution of the velocity component U and ssDNA pathlines with the
presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.13: Distribution of the velocity component V and ssDNA pathlines without the
presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.14: Distribution of the velocity component V and ssDNA pathlines with the
presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.15: Distribution of the velocity component W and ssDNA pathlines without the
presence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.16: Distribution of the velocity component W and ssDNA pathlines with the
presence of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.17: Distribution of velocity magnitude and ssDNA pathlines without the pres-
ence of AW at Re = 10.
Figure 9.18: Distribution of velocity magnitude and ssDNA pathlines with the presence
of AW at Re = 10.
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Figure 9.19: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
with modelling AW in the microfluidic T-channel; maximum values of Runge-Kutta resi-
duals versus total number of multigrid iterations on the fine grid using 3rd-order interpo-
lation at Re = 10.
Re = 10
Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Total Number of Multigrid Iterations on the Fine Grid
AC Method 452
FSAC-PP Method 29
Table 9.4: Comparison of the numerical convergence of the AC and FSAC-PP methods
with modelling AW in the microfluidic T-channel; total number of multigrid iterations on
the fine grid using 3rd-order interpolation at Re = 10.
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9.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been tested for acoustic wave (AW) modelling and for solving
unsteady, incompressible, laminar flow problem in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-
channel at Re = 10. A simplified AW model has been adopted and further developed
to investigate the effects of AW on the Newtonian fluid flow pattern. According to this
simplified AW model, the longitudinal AW propagation, appearing as pressure wave trav-
elling in the liquid, is proportional to the particle velocity multiplied by the acoustic pres-
sure gradient represented in the momentum equations (9.6) and (9.9) as a source term.
The proposed acoustic source term model is a closer approach to Poesio and Ooms the-
ory [193] rather than to Lighthill’s theory [194], or to the perturbation theory [195]. In
this chapter, the AW interacted with ssDNA strands that have been released in the three-
dimensional microfluidic T-channel, and have been modeled through a coupled Eulerian-
Lagrangian dynamics [10, 11]. The following main conclusions might be drawn: a) the
presence of AW in the flow field has influence on the pathlines of ssDNA flow without
breaking the molecule chain; b) the ssDNA chain flows towards the upper wall effectively
without the presence of AW in the flow field; c) the ssDNA chain has been released when
the fluid flow becomes fully developed, thus, the criterion of a possible DNA-breaking re-
mains unknown; d) the proposed FSAC-PP method is more efficient than the classical AC
method using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation for the present benchmark at Re = 10.
It is important to mention that in order to decrease the computational cost, an alternative
solution is that the fully developed flow field has been computed with the presence of
AW, but without meta-modelling of the ssDNA flow. When the flow field becomes nearly
fully developed with the presence of AW propagation, the ssDNA chain has been released
in the microfluidic T-channel to avoid numerical instabilities in the flow field. Overall,
the numerical results presented in this chapter suggest that the presence of AW generator
near the DNA sensing area could be advantageous, because the ssDNA chain might reach
the sensing area faster than without the presence of the acoustic source generator. The
outcomes of the current numerical study might be of great importance in the design pro-
cess of highly selective micro- and nanofluidic sensors for DNA detection. Note that the
author of this thesis is not aware of any publications in conjunction with acoustic wave




10.1 Summary and Conclusions of the Research Work
The outcome of this project is a novel numerical method for solving the unsteady, in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The proposed FSAC-PP approach encompasses
both artificial compressibility (AC) and fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) me-
thods of Chorin [3, 4] in a unified solution concept. The aim of the method development
was to further improve the accuracy and efficiency of the classical AC and PP meth-
ods. A useful software tool is also an outcome of this work, which has the capability
of handling multiphysics problems at (very) low and moderate Reynolds numbers inclu-
ding constant and variable density flows, interface tracking, magnetic field, and acoustic
wave modelling with ssDNA flow all together. However, different multiphysics soft-
ware packages are available on the market, such as ANSYS Multiphysics, CFD-ACE+,
CoventrorWareTM and COMSOL packages, but there are shortages of quick and reli-
able high-resolution Godunov-type method based software tools to design microfluidic
devices. For microfluidic applications, the surface forces, surface tension and viscosity
dominate at low Reynolds numbers. Therefore, the main scope of this project was to de-
velop, analyse and validate a new efficient high-resolution Godunov-type method based
numerical procedure for solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations at
low and moderate Reynolds numbers; and implement a multiphysics FORTRAN 90/95
software package, called HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0. This software
might be a bridge between the market leader packages and the daily engineering demand
in the design of microfluidic devices. The problem classes of the developed multiphysics
software tool have been shown in Figure 10.1.
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Figure 10.1: Problem classes of the developed multiphysics software.
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To circumvent convergence and associated accuracy problems of the classical AC
formulation when used for low Reynolds and/or unsteady problems, a new FSAC-PP ap-
proach has been proposed in Chapter 4. The proposed FSAC-PP method incorporates
the CB scheme with PP methods via FSAC formulation. The FSAC-PP method retains
the hyperbolic, inviscid counterpart of the AC formulation in order to enable the use of
Riemann method for solving the Riemann problem. The pressure field has been updated
by solving a pressure-Poisson equation. The pressure-Poisson equation has been imple-
mented in the in-house HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0 in curvilinear
coordinate system. To provide time-accurate solutions, the dual-time stepping proce-
dure is utilized. Taking the advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the inviscid part of
the AC formulation, high-resolution CB Godunov-type scheme is employed to discre-
tize the non-linear advective fluxes. High-order of accuracy is achieved by employing
from first- up to ninth-order interpolation schemes. Time integration is obtained from a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. A non-linear full-multigrid, full-approximation stor-
age (FMG-FAS) acceleration technique [7] has been further extended to the FSAC-PP
method for solving constant and variable density flow problems. Relying on this method,
it is possible to further improve the efficiency of the classical AC method, because ex-
cellent convergence properties of the high-resolution CB Godunov-type schemes can be
gained to avoid spurious oscillations in the non-linear convective/advective terms.
In Chapter 5, the proposed FSAC-PP method has been validated compared to the AC,
PP methods and an analytical solution for steady-state, incompressible, constant density,
pressure-driven laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel. Four-hundred and eighty
simulations have been performed using three different methods with five different inter-
cell flux interpolation formulas on four different girds at eight different Reynolds numbers
from 10 to 10−4. The convergence histories overall show that the FSAC-PP method re-
quires significantly smaller number of multigrid iterations than the classical AC and PP
methods to achieve convergence at each Reynolds number. For Re < 0.1, the convergence
of the AC method exhibits relatively high values related to the lowest maximum Runge-
Kutta residuals, therefore, the numerical solution is not able to resolve the fully developed
laminar velocity profile at the outlet boundary section. Thus, the AC method fails to give
physically correct results at extremely low Reynolds number flows (10−4 < Re < 0.1),
whereas both PP and FSAC-PP methods exhibited a good agreement with the analytical
solution. Numerical solutions to the AC formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations ex-
hibit slow convergence rates irrespective of the values of the AC parameter. In the case of
the PP method, the rate of convergence is also slow and the number of multigrid cycles
is the highest. Due to these reasons, the proposed FSAC-PP solution method has been
developed and investigated as an alternative method. The presented results in Chapter
5 overall showed that the FSAC-PP method is more efficient than the classical AC and
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PP methods for the investigated two-dimensional microfluidic benchmark channel. The
computational results were overall better than the the ones obtained by the AC and PP
methods. From the present benchmark test case, it can also be concluded that both PP and
FSAC-PP methods are capable of handling extremely low Reynolds numbers more accu-
rately than the classical AC method. According to the computational experience gained,
the FSAC-PP method performs at a very slow convergence rate when the Reynolds num-
ber is smaller than 10−4. Therefore, further investigation is required to understand the
convergence properties of the proposed FSAC-PP method for Re < 10−4. The FSAC-PP
method has to be tested for complex microfluidic geometries.
In Chapter 6, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been validated for steady-state, incompressible, constant density
laminar flow in a lid driven square cavity at Re = 100, 400, and 1000. The proposed
FSAC-PP method has also been tested for unsteady turbulent flows in a lid driven cubical
cavity at Re = 3200, and10000. The numerical results of the FSAC-PP method has also
been compared to the classical AC and PP methods; and to the DNS based computational
data of Ghia et al. [8] for two-dimensional laminar flows; and to experimental data of
Prasad and Koseff [17] for three-dimensional turbulent flows. The aforementioned tur-
bulent flow simulations have been performed by using Implicit Large Eddy Simulation
(ILES) method. For two-dimensional laminar flows, the overall results suggest that in
terms of accuracy, the FSAC-PP method shows better results in most cases compared to
the AC and PP methods; especially when low-order (first- and second-order) intercell flux
interpolation schemes have been employed. In terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP method
is the most efficient method compared to the AC and PP methods for the presented two-
dimensional benchmark at Re = 100, 400, and1000. It is important to emphasize that
the FSAC-PP method required and consumed the lowest number of multigrid iterations
in each two-dimensional test case. For three-dimensional, unsteady turbulent flows, the
overall results show that the AC, PP and FSAC-PP methods capture the mean velocity
components better than the RMS main and shear stress profiles compared to the experi-
mental data of Prasad and Koseff [17] at Re= 3200, and10000. The RMS main and shear
stress profiles follow the tendency of the measured values with significant discrepancy
between experiments and simulations, which are similar to the DNS results of Leriche et
al. [177]. According to Leriche et al. [177], the differences between the simulation and
the experiment are caused by the measurement errors approaching the moving wall.
In Chapter 7, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, multi-species variable
density flow, taking two different miscible liquids with different densities, in a three-
dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000. The dimension-
less outlet velocity distribution has numerically been compared to the analytical solution
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of Marco and Han [18, 19, p. 5.67]. The obtained overall results showed that in terms of
accuracy, the FSAC-PP method exhibits minor difference compared to the AC and PP me-
thods; and in terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP method is more efficient than the AC and
PP methods for the Y-junction microfluidic benchmark test case. The presented results in
Chapter 7 showed good agreement with the theoretical investigations of Ismagilov et al.
[180], and the numerical investigations of Shapiro and Drikakis [6].
In Chapter 8, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, non-isothermal, New-
tonian and non-Newtonian biofluid flow in the presence of uniform magnetic field in a
two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel at Re = 300, MnM = 40, and MnF = 0.
The model equations of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] have been further extended and
generalized to use any types of constitutive equation for the blood. In Chapter 8, the non-
Newtonian blood rheological model was relying on a version of power law fluid model as
proposed by Walburn and Schneck [54]. The numerical results of the FSAC-PP method
has also been compared to the AC method and to the computational data of Tzirtzila-
kis and Loukopoulos [9]. In terms of accuracy, the overall results of the non-Newtonian
power law fluid approach show very similar agreement with the obtained results of the
Newtonian fluid model. In terms of efficiency, the proposed FSAC-PP method is slightly
more efficient than the classical AC method; therefore, overall, the accuracy and effi-
ciency of FSAC-PP and AC methods exhibit minor differences for the two-dimensional
microfluidic benchmark channel under the presence of uniform magnetic field. When the
magnetic field strength is increased by the FHD effect, the magnitude of source terms may
become high in the momentum and temperature equations, which may lead to numerical
instabilities when employing either the AC or FSAC-PP methods. The inclusion of the
velocity field of the magnetic source terms in the eigenvalue system of scalar equations
may further improve the stability of the solution.
In Chapter 9, the proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multi-
grid technique [7] has been tested for acoustic wave (AW) modelling and for solving
unsteady, incompressible, laminar flow problem in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-
channel at Re = 10. A simplified AW model has been adopted and further developed
to investigate the effects of AW on the Newtonian fluid flow pattern. According to this
simplified AW model, the longitudinal AW propagation, appearing as pressure wave trav-
elling in the liquid, is proportional to the particle velocity multiplied by the acoustic pres-
sure gradient represented in the momentum equation as a source term. The proposed
acoustic source term model is a closer approach to Poesio and Ooms theory [193] rather
than to Lighthill’s theory [194], or to the perturbation theory [195]. In Chapter 9, the AW
interacted with ssDNA strands that have been released in the three-dimensional microflu-
idic T-channel, and have been modeled through a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian dynamics
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[10, 11]. The following main conclusions might be drawn: a) the presence of AW in the
flow field has influence on the pathlines of ssDNA flow without breaking the molecule
chain; b) the ssDNA chain flows towards the upper wall effectively without the presence
of AW in the flow field; c) the ssDNA chain has been released when the fluid flow be-
comes fully developed, thus, the criterion of a possible DNA-breaking remains unknown;
d) the proposed FSAC-PP method is much more efficient than the classical AC method
using 3rd-order intercell flux interpolation for the present benchmark at Re = 10. The
presented results in Chapter 9 overall suggested that the presence of AW generator near
the DNA sensing area could be advantageous, because the ssDNA chain might reach the
sensing area faster than without the presence of the acoustic source generator. Note that
the author of this thesis is not aware of any publications in conjunction with acoustic wave
modelling coupled with ssDNA flow in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel.
All in all, the conclusion of the present Ph.D. thesis is that in terms of accuracy,
the proposed FSAC-PP method showed similar results in the most benchmark test cases
compared to the classical AC and PP methods. In terms of efficiency, the FSAC-PP
method was the most efficient method in each presented test case. It means that the FSAC-
PP method required and consumed the lowest number of multigrid iterations in each test
case. Relying on the results of this thesis, the proposed FSAC-PP has been recommended
to use as an efficient solution method for physical problems at low or extremely low
Reynolds numbers, especially for microfluidic applications.
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10.2 Contribution to the Knowledge
The contribution to the knowledge in the present Ph.D. thesis has been summarized as
1. A novel high-resolution Godunov-type numerical procedure has been developed for
solving the unsteady, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for constant and va-
riable density flows. The proposed FSAC-PP approach encompasses both artificial
compressibility (AC) and fractional step (FS) pressure-projection (PP) methods of
Chorin [3, 4] in a unified solution concept. The objective of the method develop-
ment was to further improve the accuracy and efficiency of the classical AC and PP
methods. An advantageous feature of the FSAC-PP method that incorporates the
CB scheme with PP methods via FSAC formulation.
2. The proposed FSAC-PP high-resolution Godunov-type solution method based mul-
tiphysics software tool, called HIRECOM-MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0,
has been implemented in FORTRAN 90/95 programming language, which have the
capability of handling multiphysics problems at (very) low and moderate Reynolds
numbers including constant and variable density flows, interface tracking, magnetic
field, and acoustic wave modelling with ssDNA flow all together.
3. The pressure-Poisson equation has been implemented in the in-house HIRECOM-
MULTIPHYSICS Unified Code v1.0 in curvilinear coordinate system for constant
and variable density flow problems.
4. A non-linear full-multigrid, full-approximation storage (FMG-FAS) acceleration
technique [7] has been further extended to the novel FSAC-PP method for solving
constant and variable density flow problems.
5. The proposed FSAC-PP method has been validated by comparison to AC, PP, and
analytical solution methods for steady-state, incompressible, constant density, pres-
sure driven laminar flow in a straight microfluidic channel. Four-hundred and eighty
simulations have been performed using three different methods with five differ-
ent intercell flux interpolation formulas on four different girds at eight different
Reynolds numbers from 10 to 0.0001. The AC method fails to give physically
correct results at extremely low Reynolds number flows (0.0001 < Re < 0.1), whe-
reas both PP and FSAC-PP methods exhibits a good agreement with the analytical
solution for the two-dimensional straight microfluidic benchmark channel.
6. The proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multigrid tech-
nique [7] has been validated for steady-state, incompressible, constant density lam-
inar flow in a lid driven square cavity at Re = 100, 400, and1000. To provide nu-
merical data for validation purposes, different intercell flux interpolation formulas
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have been employed from first- up to ninth-order for the lid driven square cavity
test case; and the numerical results have been summarized and compared to the
computational data of Ghia et al. [8] in comparative tables in Appendix B.
7. The proposed FSAC-PP method has been tested for unsteady turbulent flows in a lid
driven cubical cavity at Re= 3200, and10000. The turbulent flow simulations have
been performed by using Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) method relying
on the novel FSAC-PP solution method.
8. The proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multigrid tech-
nique [7] has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, multi-species variable
density flow, taking two different miscible liquids with different densities, in a
three-dimensional Y-junction microfluidic channel at Re = 50 and Pe = 1000.
9. The proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multigrid tech-
nique [7] has been tested for steady-state, incompressible, non-isothermal, New-
tonian and non-Newtonian biofluid flow in the presence of uniform magnetic field
in a two-dimensional straight microfluidic channel at Re = 300, MnM = 40, and
MnF = 0. The model equations of Tzirtzilakis and Loukopoulos [9] have been
further extended to use any types of constitutive equation for blood.
10. The proposed FSAC-PP method in conjunction with the FMG-FAS multigrid tech-
nique [7] has been tested for acoustic wave (AW) modelling and for solving uns-
teady, incompressible, laminar flow problem in a three-dimensional microfluidic
T-channel at Re = 10. A simplified AW model has been adopted and further devel-
oped to investigate the effects of AW on the Newtonian fluid flow pattern. In the
presented benchmark test case, the AW interacted with ssDNA strands that have
been released in the microfluidic T-channel, and have been modeled through a cou-
pled Eulerian-Lagrangian dynamics [10, 11]. The author of this thesis is not aware
of any publications in conjunction with acoustic wave modelling coupled with ss-
DNA flow in a three-dimensional microfluidic T-channel.
11. Relying on the results of the present Ph.D. thesis, the proposed FSAC-PP has been
recommended to use as an efficient solution method for physical problems at low
or extremely low Reynolds numbers, especially for microfluidic applications.
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10.3 Future Work
The effect of compressibility was not a scope of the present Ph.D. thesis, therefore, the
proposed FSAC-PP solution method might be further extended to compressible flows. It
might be important to mention that Hetsroni et al. [205] considered this problem of liquid
and gas flow in microchannels using small Knudsen and Mach numbers. The pressure
drop were analyzed in circular, rectangular, triangular, and trapezoidal microchannels.
Their study considered the Reynolds number at transition from laminar to turbulent flow,
and discussed the sources of unexpected effects in microfluidics [205]. Therefore, the
FSAC-PP method would probably also be an efficient method for investigating these un-
expected effects in microfluidic applications. As a future work, relying on the generalized
FHD and MHD model equations for using any constitutive relationships, other types of
non-Newtonian blood fluid models may be further investigated on the presented two-
dimensional benchmark in Chapter 8. The effects of the temperature field on the solution
have to be further investigated as well. The author of this thesis is not aware of any mul-
tiphysics software package on the market relying on the high-resolution Godunov-type
FSAC-PP solution method, therefore, there is potential possibility to commercialize the
further developed software package. Furthermore, the FSAC-PP method has to be fur-
ther investigated at high Reynolds numbers for both constant and variable density flows,
especially for unsteady flows, which should be a major target in the future work.
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Appendix A
Computation of the Derivatives of the
Curvilinear Coordinates
A.1 First Derivatives in the Cell-Centres and Faces
The first derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), according to Cartesian coor-


































































































































































































































is the Jacobian determinant, which can also be expressed as



















where the cell-centred first derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), according to
curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), can be computed by central approximations relying on
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and where the first derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), according to curvilin-
ear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), at the cell faces can also be computed by central approximations
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A. Computation of the Derivatives of the Curvilinear Coordinates
A.2 Second Derivatives in the Cell-Centres and Faces
The second derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), according to Cartesian




















































































































































































































































where the computation of the first derivatives of the curvilinear coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), ac-
cording to Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), can be found in section A.1. The cell-centred
second derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), according to curvilinear coordi-
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The second derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates (X ,Y,Z), according to curvilinear
coordinates (ξ ,η ,ζ ), at the cell faces can also be computed by central approximations
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B.1 Laminar Flow in a Lid Driven Cavity at Re = 100,
400, and 1000
To provide numerical data for validation purposes, different intercell flux interpolation
formulas have been employed from first- up to ninth-order in each test case, and the
results have been summarized in comparative tables at Re = 100, 400, and 1000. The
AC, PP and FSAC-PP solution method based numerical results have been compared to
the computational data of Ghia et al. [8] in a lid driven square cavity.
Different interpolation formulas have been employed for first-, second- and third-order
intercell flux interpolations based on the work of Shapiro and Drikakis [16, pp. 599-600].
The following relationships
UL,i− 12 = Ui, and UR,i+ 12 = Ui+1, (B.1)






















are valid for third-order intercell flux interpolation. The intercell flux value can be com-
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puted by employing a fifth-order WENO interpolation formula [166, 27] as








































For ninth-order WENO interpolation, the following formula is used [166, p. 416] as
UL,i− 12 = (1/630)Ui−4− (41/2520)Ui−3+(199/2520)Ui−2−
−(641/2520)Ui−1+(1879/2520)Ui+(275/504)Ui+1−
−(61/504)Ui+2+(11/504)Ui+3− (1/504)Ui+4. (B.8)
For fifth- and ninth-order WENO reconstruction schemes, the author of this thesis refers




Order of Interpolation: 1st-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.05906 -0.06023 -0.05667 -0.06341
0.9609 -0.07391 -0.07478 -0.07015 -0.07916
0.9531 -0.08864 -0.08889 -0.08325 -0.09467
0.9453 -0.10313 -0.10243 -0.09593 -0.10985
0.9063 -0.16914 -0.15878 -0.15140 -0.17754
0.8594 -0.22445 -0.19562 -0.19617 -0.23134
0.8047 -0.24533 -0.19743 -0.21461 -0.24801
0.5000 0.05454 0.04386 0.03128 0.05511
0.2344 0.17527 0.14035 0.17371 0.17710
0.2266 0.17507 0.14078 0.17406 0.17701
0.1563 0.16077 0.13452 0.16254 0.16346
0.0938 0.12317 0.10621 0.12512 0.12584
0.0781 0.10890 0.09440 0.11095 0.11139
0.0703 0.10091 0.08767 0.10308 0.10328
0.0625 0.09233 0.08035 0.09466 0.09455
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.1: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 1st-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00025 0.04790 0.00278 0.19925
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00101 0.03072 0.00578 0.42650
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00057 0.00840 0.01047 0.07362
Table B.2: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.84123 0.81966 0.86112 0.84171
0.9688 0.78871 0.76113 0.81533 0.78939
0.9609 0.73722 0.70423 0.77010 0.73815
0.9531 0.68717 0.64937 0.72559 0.68836
0.8516 0.23151 0.16551 0.25411 0.23376
0.7344 0.00332 -0.04871 -0.04238 0.00099
0.6172 -0.13641 -0.13430 -0.17479 -0.13968
0.5000 -0.20581 -0.15683 -0.20664 -0.20642
0.4531 -0.21090 -0.15456 -0.20110 -0.21041
0.2813 -0.15662 -0.12098 -0.14171 -0.15501
0.1719 -0.10150 -0.09000 -0.09441 -0.10047
0.1016 -0.06434 -0.06362 -0.06165 -0.06373
0.0703 -0.04775 -0.04849 -0.04561 -0.04615
0.0625 -0.04192 -0.04423 -0.04138 -0.04155
0.0547 -0.03717 -0.03974 -0.03705 -0.03685
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.3: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 1st-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00072 0.06600 0.01116 15.67207
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00012 0.04570 0.00320 13.76639
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00032 0.00327 0.00057 0.70087
Table B.4: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.05906 -0.06208 -0.06579 -0.06191
0.9609 -0.07391 -0.07764 -0.08252 -0.07740
0.9531 -0.08864 -0.09303 -0.09915 -0.09273
0.9453 -0.10313 -0.10815 -0.11556 -0.10778
0.9063 -0.16914 -0.17664 -0.19034 -0.17590
0.8594 -0.22445 -0.23319 -0.25117 -0.23212
0.8047 -0.24533 -0.25324 -0.26835 -0.25208
0.5000 0.05454 0.05731 0.06953 0.05756
0.2344 0.17527 0.17954 0.17638 0.17824
0.2266 0.17507 0.17934 0.17608 0.17802
0.1563 0.16077 0.16480 0.16158 0.16351
0.0938 0.12317 0.12638 0.12451 0.12539
0.0781 0.10890 0.11178 0.11039 0.11090
0.0703 0.10091 0.10360 0.10247 0.10278
0.0625 0.09233 0.09481 0.09394 0.09406
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.5: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 2nd-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00248 0.00874 0.02436 0.05110
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00081 0.02672 0.00503 0.27482
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00173 0.00767 0.01684 0.05531
Table B.6: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.84123 0.84350 0.84368 0.84363
0.9688 0.78871 0.79164 0.79207 0.79181
0.9609 0.73722 0.74076 0.74146 0.74093
0.9531 0.68717 0.69126 0.69208 0.69140
0.8516 0.23151 0.23685 0.23353 0.23566
0.7344 0.00332 0.00424 0.00543 0.00304
0.6172 -0.13641 -0.13892 -0.13493 -0.13947
0.5000 -0.20581 -0.20927 -0.20913 -0.20906
0.4531 -0.21090 -0.21407 -0.21538 -0.21354
0.2813 -0.15662 -0.15754 -0.15887 -0.15642
0.1719 -0.10150 -0.10155 -0.10138 -0.10069
0.1016 -0.06434 -0.06426 -0.06370 -0.06371
0.0703 -0.04775 -0.04651 -0.04600 -0.04612
0.0625 -0.04192 -0.04187 -0.04139 -0.04152
0.0547 -0.03717 -0.03712 -0.03670 -0.03682
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.7: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 2nd-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00005 0.00534 0.00052 0.27663
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00012 0.00491 0.00115 0.63502
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00020 0.00423 0.00130 0.08482
Table B.8: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.05906 -0.06226 -0.06227 -0.06217
0.9609 -0.07391 -0.07786 -0.07789 -0.07775
0.9531 -0.08864 -0.09329 -0.09333 -0.09315
0.9453 -0.10313 -0.10845 -0.10852 -0.10828
0.9063 -0.16914 -0.17702 -0.17723 -0.17672
0.8594 -0.22445 -0.23347 -0.23372 -0.23307
0.8047 -0.24533 -0.25321 -0.25310 -0.25279
0.5000 0.05454 0.05746 0.05889 0.05709
0.2344 0.17527 0.17934 0.17744 0.17917
0.2266 0.17507 0.17914 0.17720 0.17898
0.1563 0.16077 0.16460 0.16261 0.16454
0.0938 0.12317 0.12622 0.12466 0.12622
0.0781 0.10890 0.11163 0.11026 0.11165
0.0703 0.10091 0.10346 0.10220 0.10348
0.0625 0.09233 0.09468 0.09354 0.09471
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.9: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 3rd-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00235 0.00902 0.02324 0.05420
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00121 0.00927 0.01142 0.07968
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00238 0.00862 0.02225 0.05270
Table B.10: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.84123 0.84339 0.84317 0.84334
0.9688 0.78871 0.79150 0.79125 0.79142
0.9609 0.73722 0.74059 0.74030 0.74049
0.9531 0.68717 0.69106 0.69071 0.69093
0.8516 0.23151 0.23644 0.23464 0.23577
0.7344 0.00332 0.00410 0.00256 0.00371
0.6172 -0.13641 -0.13874 -0.13925 -0.13842
0.5000 -0.20581 -0.20892 -0.20856 -0.20842
0.4531 -0.21090 -0.21373 -0.21305 -0.21330
0.2813 -0.15662 -0.15748 -0.15612 -0.15737
0.1719 -0.10150 -0.10164 -0.10051 -0.10161
0.1016 -0.06434 -0.06436 -0.06361 -0.06436
0.0703 -0.04775 -0.04659 -0.04606 -0.04660
0.0625 -0.04192 -0.04194 -0.04147 -0.04195
0.0547 -0.03717 -0.03719 -0.03677 -0.03720
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.11: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 3rd-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00002 0.00493 0.00028 0.23427
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00040 0.00354 0.00231 0.22983
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00002 0.00426 0.00027 0.11597
Table B.12: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.05906 -0.06226 -0.06233 -0.06218
0.9609 -0.07391 -0.07786 -0.07795 -0.07776
0.9531 -0.08864 -0.09328 -0.09340 -0.09316
0.9453 -0.10313 -0.10844 -0.10859 -0.10829
0.9063 -0.16914 -0.17702 -0.17726 -0.17674
0.8594 -0.22445 -0.23350 -0.23367 -0.23309
0.8047 -0.24533 -0.25326 -0.25291 -0.25281
0.5000 0.05454 0.05748 0.05867 0.05709
0.2344 0.17527 0.17937 0.17719 0.17918
0.2266 0.17507 0.17916 0.17695 0.17899
0.1563 0.16077 0.16462 0.16246 0.16455
0.0938 0.12317 0.12623 0.12458 0.12623
0.0781 0.10890 0.11164 0.11019 0.11166
0.0703 0.10091 0.10347 0.10213 0.10349
0.0625 0.09233 0.09469 0.09347 0.09472
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.13: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 5th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00236 0.00905 0.02338 0.05415
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00114 0.00922 0.01054 0.07575
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00239 0.00864 0.02229 0.05283
Table B.14: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.84123 0.84340 0.84286 0.84338
0.9688 0.78871 0.79152 0.79080 0.79147
0.9609 0.73722 0.74061 0.73973 0.74054
0.9531 0.68717 0.69109 0.69004 0.69098
0.8516 0.23151 0.23647 0.23409 0.23580
0.7344 0.00332 0.00415 0.00233 0.00373
0.6172 -0.13641 -0.13872 -0.13885 -0.13840
0.5000 -0.20581 -0.20896 -0.20799 -0.20842
0.4531 -0.21090 -0.21378 -0.21250 -0.21330
0.2813 -0.15662 -0.15751 -0.15606 -0.15738
0.1719 -0.10150 -0.10164 -0.10064 -0.10163
0.1016 -0.06434 -0.06436 -0.06374 -0.06437
0.0703 -0.04775 -0.04659 -0.04616 -0.04661
0.0625 -0.04192 -0.04194 -0.04156 -0.04196
0.0547 -0.03717 -0.03719 -0.03685 -0.03721
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.15: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velo-
city component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 5th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00002 0.00496 0.00024 0.24897
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00032 0.00287 0.00193 0.29880
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00003 0.00429 0.00046 0.12395
Table B.16: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.05906 -0.06224 -0.06210 -0.06218
0.9609 -0.07391 -0.07784 -0.07767 -0.07775
0.9531 -0.08864 -0.09326 -0.09308 -0.09316
0.9453 -0.10313 -0.10842 -0.10822 -0.10829
0.9063 -0.16914 -0.17701 -0.17671 -0.17674
0.8594 -0.22445 -0.23349 -0.23300 -0.23308
0.8047 -0.24533 -0.25326 -0.25227 -0.25280
0.5000 0.05454 0.05747 0.05861 0.05709
0.2344 0.17527 0.17937 0.17700 0.17917
0.2266 0.17507 0.17917 0.17675 0.17898
0.1563 0.16077 0.16462 0.16216 0.16454
0.0938 0.12317 0.12624 0.12430 0.12623
0.0781 0.10890 0.11165 0.10993 0.11165
0.0703 0.10091 0.10348 0.10189 0.10349
0.0625 0.09233 0.09470 0.09325 0.09471
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.17: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 9th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00237 0.00904 0.02341 0.05391
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00092 0.00855 0.00864 0.07455
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00238 0.00863 0.02225 0.05277
Table B.18: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.84123 0.84342 0.84294 0.84335
0.9688 0.78871 0.79154 0.79089 0.79144
0.9609 0.73722 0.74063 0.73983 0.74050
0.9531 0.68717 0.69111 0.69015 0.69094
0.8516 0.23151 0.23649 0.23411 0.23578
0.7344 0.00332 0.00414 0.00210 0.00372
0.6172 -0.13641 -0.13874 -0.13941 -0.13841
0.5000 -0.20581 -0.20898 -0.20837 -0.20841
0.4531 -0.21090 -0.21379 -0.21272 -0.21329
0.2813 -0.15662 -0.15751 -0.15564 -0.15737
0.1719 -0.10150 -0.10164 -0.10017 -0.10162
0.1016 -0.06434 -0.06435 -0.06340 -0.06436
0.0703 -0.04775 -0.04658 -0.04590 -0.04660
0.0625 -0.04192 -0.04194 -0.04133 -0.04195
0.0547 -0.03717 -0.03718 -0.03665 -0.03720
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.19: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velo-
city component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 9th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 100.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00001 0.00498 0.00019 0.24727
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00052 0.00300 0.00203 0.36641
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00002 0.00427 0.00036 0.12054
Table B.20: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.12146 -0.08917 -0.06127 -0.12631
0.9609 -0.15663 -0.11109 -0.07627 -0.16165
0.9531 -0.19254 -0.13190 -0.09100 -0.19708
0.9453 -0.22847 -0.15124 -0.10537 -0.23181
0.9063 -0.23827 -0.21838 -0.16944 -0.37189
0.8594 -0.44993 -0.23287 -0.22177 -0.42647
0.8047 -0.38598 -0.19227 -0.24144 -0.36956
0.5000 0.05186 0.06414 0.04411 0.06250
0.2344 0.30174 0.11467 0.17733 0.27742
0.2266 0.30203 0.11494 0.17764 0.27734
0.1563 0.28124 0.11355 0.16802 0.25895
0.0938 0.22965 0.09853 0.13562 0.21340
0.0781 0.20920 0.09042 0.12302 0.19454
0.0703 0.19713 0.08540 0.11594 0.18333
0.0625 0.18360 0.07964 0.10833 0.17072
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.21: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 1st-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.01228 0.21706 0.08350 0.61997
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00775 0.22816 0.14940 0.53882
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00334 0.13362 0.01463 0.56081
Table B.22: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.75837 0.68566 0.85359 0.75094
0.9688 0.68439 0.59385 0.80509 0.67568
0.9609 0.61756 0.51160 0.75730 0.60797
0.9531 0.55892 0.43932 0.71052 0.54866
0.8516 0.29093 0.08144 0.24914 0.26977
0.7344 0.16256 0.00766 -0.01191 0.15167
0.6172 0.02135 -0.04522 -0.15202 0.01721
0.5000 -0.11477 -0.08734 -0.20777 -0.11992
0.4531 -0.17119 -0.09926 -0.20877 -0.17620
0.2813 -0.32726 -0.11484 -0.15336 -0.30012
0.1719 -0.24299 -0.10378 -0.10265 -0.22178
0.1016 -0.14612 -0.08335 -0.06872 -0.13897
0.0703 -0.10338 -0.06741 -0.05259 -0.10019
0.0625 -0.09266 -0.06241 -0.04838 -0.09018
0.0547 -0.08186 -0.05693 -0.04409 -0.07998
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.23: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 1st-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.02493 0.21242 0.09588 3.11797
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.03758 0.17447 0.12556 8.12039
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00188 0.02714 0.00980 0.19398
Table B.24: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.12146 -0.12327 -0.12085 -0.12285
0.9609 -0.15663 -0.15875 -0.15468 -0.15808
0.9531 -0.19254 -0.19487 -0.18927 -0.19395
0.9453 -0.22847 -0.23092 -0.22403 -0.22977
0.9063 -0.23827 -0.38495 -0.37822 -0.38436
0.8594 -0.44993 -0.45159 -0.45846 -0.45522
0.8047 -0.38598 -0.38653 -0.40130 -0.39102
0.5000 0.05186 0.05175 0.06903 0.05068
0.2344 0.30174 0.30282 0.29292 0.30586
0.2266 0.30203 0.30317 0.29152 0.30628
0.1563 0.28124 0.28273 0.26027 0.28582
0.0938 0.22965 0.23084 0.20825 0.23343
0.0781 0.20920 0.21021 0.18907 0.21262
0.0703 0.19713 0.19804 0.17791 0.20035
0.0625 0.18360 0.18440 0.16548 0.18658
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.25: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 2nd-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00011 0.14668 0.00141 0.61561
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00061 0.13995 0.00505 0.58735
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00118 0.14609 0.00571 0.61311
Table B.26: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.75837 0.76001 0.76944 0.76403
0.9688 0.68439 0.68656 0.69835 0.69134
0.9609 0.61756 0.62024 0.63267 0.62527
0.9531 0.55892 0.56205 0.57348 0.56698
0.8516 0.29093 0.29242 0.28704 0.29473
0.7344 0.16256 0.16226 0.16361 0.16341
0.6172 0.02135 0.02025 0.01759 0.02056
0.5000 -0.11477 -0.11637 -0.12948 -0.11663
0.4531 -0.17119 -0.17300 -0.19164 -0.17367
0.2813 -0.32726 -0.32847 -0.33177 -0.33302
0.1719 -0.24299 -0.24142 -0.21605 -0.24278
0.1016 -0.14612 -0.14376 -0.11961 -0.14285
0.0703 -0.10338 -0.10130 -0.08195 -0.10010
0.0625 -0.09266 -0.09072 -0.07293 -0.08953
0.0547 -0.08186 -0.08008 -0.06400 -0.07893
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.27: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 2nd-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00030 0.00313 0.00187 0.05174
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00105 0.02694 0.00645 0.21816
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00021 0.00806 0.00087 0.03716
Table B.28: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.12146 -0.12435 -0.11466 -0.12283
0.9609 -0.15663 -0.16010 -0.14772 -0.15819
0.9531 -0.19254 -0.19650 -0.18162 -0.19422
0.9453 -0.22847 -0.23279 -0.21573 -0.23018
0.9063 -0.23827 -0.38692 -0.36584 -0.38371
0.8594 -0.44993 -0.45108 -0.43923 -0.44917
0.8047 -0.38598 -0.38450 -0.38223 -0.38310
0.5000 0.05186 0.05209 0.06863 0.05158
0.2344 0.30174 0.30170 0.28041 0.29975
0.2266 0.30203 0.30203 0.27864 0.30015
0.1563 0.28124 0.28165 0.24579 0.28031
0.0938 0.22965 0.22997 0.19507 0.22902
0.0781 0.20920 0.20940 0.17679 0.20854
0.0703 0.19713 0.19726 0.16621 0.19647
0.0625 0.18360 0.18366 0.15447 0.18293
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.29: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 3rd-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00000 0.14865 0.00002 0.62387
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00375 0.12757 0.00971 0.53539
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00028 0.14544 0.00168 0.61038
Table B.30: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.75837 0.75963 0.75825 0.75969
0.9688 0.68439 0.68602 0.68403 0.68600
0.9609 0.61756 0.61948 0.61623 0.61925
0.9531 0.55892 0.56104 0.55599 0.56050
0.8516 0.29093 0.29081 0.27788 0.28730
0.7344 0.16256 0.16173 0.15598 0.15904
0.6172 0.02135 0.02056 0.01138 0.02010
0.5000 -0.11477 -0.11543 -0.13289 -0.11401
0.4531 -0.17119 -0.17181 -0.19252 -0.16992
0.2813 -0.32726 -0.32700 -0.31512 -0.32532
0.1719 -0.24299 -0.24160 -0.20189 -0.24021
0.1016 -0.14612 -0.14473 -0.11229 -0.14347
0.0703 -0.10338 -0.10228 -0.07736 -0.10125
0.0625 -0.09266 -0.09165 -0.06896 -0.09071
0.0547 -0.08186 -0.08095 -0.06062 -0.08010
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.31: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 3rd-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00012 0.00212 0.00042 0.03705
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00012 0.04111 0.00015 0.46706
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00076 0.00363 0.00174 0.05844
Table B.32: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.12146 -0.12421 -0.11031 -0.12273
0.9609 -0.15663 -0.15996 -0.14290 -0.15807
0.9531 -0.19254 -0.19637 -0.17639 -0.19408
0.9453 -0.22847 -0.23271 -0.21013 -0.23003
0.9063 -0.23827 -0.38717 -0.35900 -0.38356
0.8594 -0.44993 -0.45144 -0.43174 -0.44906
0.8047 -0.38598 -0.38445 -0.37563 -0.38301
0.5000 0.05186 0.05206 0.07147 0.05158
0.2344 0.30174 0.30200 0.27141 0.29965
0.2266 0.30203 0.30235 0.26935 0.30005
0.1563 0.28124 0.28200 0.23554 0.28019
0.0938 0.22965 0.23028 0.18625 0.22892
0.0781 0.20920 0.20970 0.16871 0.20846
0.0703 0.19713 0.19756 0.15859 0.19638
0.0625 0.18360 0.18394 0.14738 0.18285
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.33: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 5th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00020 0.14890 0.00087 0.62492
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.01035 0.12073 0.02680 0.50669
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00028 0.14529 0.00193 0.60976
Table B.34: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.75837 0.75954 0.75175 0.75989
0.9688 0.68439 0.68594 0.67573 0.68617
0.9609 0.61756 0.61942 0.60683 0.61939
0.9531 0.55892 0.56099 0.54618 0.56060
0.8516 0.29093 0.29093 0.27157 0.28722
0.7344 0.16256 0.16178 0.15115 0.15897
0.6172 0.02135 0.02062 0.00879 0.02006
0.5000 -0.11477 -0.11529 -0.13521 -0.11403
0.4531 -0.17119 -0.17161 -0.19446 -0.16993
0.2813 -0.32726 -0.32732 -0.30649 -0.32523
0.1719 -0.24299 -0.24196 -0.19159 -0.24010
0.1016 -0.14612 -0.14483 -0.10555 -0.14338
0.0703 -0.10338 -0.10230 -0.07256 -0.10118
0.0625 -0.09266 -0.09167 -0.06466 -0.09065
0.0547 -0.08186 -0.08096 -0.05683 -0.08005
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.35: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velo-
city component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 5th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00000 0.00207 0.00001 0.03432
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00662 0.05140 0.00873 0.58807
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00074 0.00371 0.00200 0.06039
Table B.36: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.12146 -0.12424 -0.11342 -0.12293
0.9609 -0.15663 -0.16002 -0.14672 -0.15832
0.9531 -0.19254 -0.19646 -0.18090 -0.19437
0.9453 -0.22847 -0.23283 -0.21528 -0.23035
0.9063 -0.23827 -0.38746 -0.36587 -0.38395
0.8594 -0.44993 -0.45175 -0.43689 -0.44931
0.8047 -0.38598 -0.38463 -0.37766 -0.38306
0.5000 0.05186 0.05201 0.06847 0.05136
0.2344 0.30174 0.30221 0.27778 0.29994
0.2266 0.30203 0.30256 0.27602 0.30038
0.1563 0.28124 0.28223 0.24342 0.28080
0.0938 0.22965 0.23049 0.19307 0.22954
0.0781 0.20920 0.20989 0.17496 0.20904
0.0703 0.19713 0.19774 0.16449 0.19694
0.0625 0.18360 0.18412 0.15288 0.18337
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.37: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 9th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00015 0.14919 0.00154 0.62612
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00804 0.12760 0.02157 0.53552
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00011 0.14568 0.00046 0.61141
Table B.38: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.75837 0.75976 0.75268 0.75988
0.9688 0.68439 0.68618 0.67696 0.68619
0.9609 0.61756 0.61967 0.60848 0.61945
0.9531 0.55892 0.56125 0.54825 0.56070
0.8516 0.29093 0.29114 0.27531 0.28740
0.7344 0.16256 0.16190 0.15410 0.15905
0.6172 0.02135 0.02067 0.01137 0.02023
0.5000 -0.11477 -0.11528 -0.13123 -0.11371
0.4531 -0.17119 -0.17162 -0.19012 -0.16955
0.2813 -0.32726 -0.32754 -0.31219 -0.32536
0.1719 -0.24299 -0.24217 -0.20069 -0.24079
0.1016 -0.14612 -0.14495 -0.11186 -0.14398
0.0703 -0.10338 -0.10239 -0.07716 -0.10165
0.0625 -0.09266 -0.09174 -0.06880 -0.09107
0.0547 -0.08186 -0.08103 -0.06050 -0.08043
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.39: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velo-
city component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 9th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 400.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00021 0.00233 0.00074 0.03205
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00569 0.04230 0.00750 0.46733
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00106 0.00353 0.00199 0.05240
Table B.40: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.21388 -0.12151 -0.06519 -0.22543
0.9609 -0.27669 -0.14810 -0.08130 -0.28405
0.9531 -0.33714 -0.17137 -0.09716 -0.33750
0.9453 -0.39188 -0.19087 -0.11268 -0.38359
0.9063 -0.51550 -0.23233 -0.18230 -0.48051
0.8594 -0.42665 -0.19986 -0.23928 -0.40206
0.8047 -0.31966 -0.13063 -0.25999 -0.29023
0.5000 0.02526 0.05454 0.04605 0.03246
0.2344 0.32235 0.08658 0.18304 0.29893
0.2266 0.33075 0.08697 0.18360 0.30406
0.1563 0.37095 0.08944 0.17780 0.31947
0.0938 0.32627 0.08483 0.15187 0.28149
0.0781 0.30353 0.08038 0.14139 0.26338
0.0703 0.29012 0.07725 0.13546 0.25224
0.0625 0.27485 0.07336 0.12904 0.23919
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.41: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 1st-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.02928 0.28317 0.43189 1.15918
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.02079 0.33320 0.18666 0.82317
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00036 0.05148 0.00108 0.28518
Table B.42: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 1st-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.65928 0.53519 0.85287 0.63959
0.9688 0.57492 0.42214 0.80405 0.55195
0.9609 0.51117 0.33200 0.75599 0.48481
0.9531 0.46604 0.26187 0.70901 0.43564
0.8516 0.33304 0.04307 0.25612 0.29190
0.7344 0.18719 0.01641 0.00737 0.17187
0.6172 0.05702 -0.00936 -0.13843 0.05156
0.5000 -0.06080 -0.04010 -0.20858 -0.05697
0.4531 -0.10648 -0.05288 -0.21423 -0.09845
0.2813 -0.27805 -0.09067 -0.16381 -0.26441
0.1719 -0.38289 -0.09754 -0.11191 -0.33267
0.1016 -0.29730 -0.08704 -0.07828 -0.26467
0.0703 -0.22220 -0.07393 -0.06285 -0.20904
0.0625 -0.20196 -0.06930 -0.05888 -0.19274
0.0547 -0.18109 -0.06397 -0.05486 -0.17518
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.43: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 1st-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.02070 0.28997 0.18821 1.16409
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.07692 0.27098 0.23097 3.42777
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00383 0.05022 0.02987 0.13116
Table B.44: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.21388 -0.21224 -0.20686 -0.19142
0.9609 -0.27669 -0.27314 -0.26245 -0.24869
0.9531 -0.33714 -0.33178 -0.31713 -0.30516
0.9453 -0.39188 -0.38526 -0.36912 -0.35837
0.9063 -0.51550 -0.51315 -0.53641 -0.51035
0.8594 -0.42665 -0.42345 -0.49229 -0.43330
0.8047 -0.31966 -0.31458 -0.34907 -0.31787
0.5000 0.02526 0.02791 0.03672 0.03976
0.2344 0.32235 0.32278 0.35897 0.33969
0.2266 0.33075 0.33036 0.36595 0.34508
0.1563 0.37095 0.35864 0.37784 0.34019
0.0938 0.32627 0.30664 0.31235 0.26590
0.0781 0.30353 0.28383 0.28839 0.24265
0.0703 0.29012 0.27060 0.27462 0.23007
0.0625 0.27485 0.25568 0.25911 0.21642
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.45: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 2nd-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00039 0.01970 0.00119 0.10497
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00689 0.06564 0.01857 0.45352
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00179 0.06088 0.00560 0.57405
Table B.46: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 2nd-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.65928 0.65365 0.72185 0.65518
0.9688 0.57492 0.56866 0.64314 0.56839
0.9609 0.51117 0.50457 0.57562 0.50197
0.9531 0.46604 0.45901 0.52041 0.45454
0.8516 0.33304 0.32766 0.35826 0.33544
0.7344 0.18719 0.18693 0.20382 0.19634
0.6172 0.05702 0.05489 0.05778 0.05238
0.5000 -0.06080 -0.06791 -0.07994 -0.08679
0.4531 -0.10648 -0.11465 -0.13273 -0.13818
0.2813 -0.27805 -0.28383 -0.33603 -0.31562
0.1719 -0.38289 -0.37512 -0.39763 -0.36002
0.1016 -0.29730 -0.27156 -0.24484 -0.20617
0.0703 -0.22220 -0.19662 -0.16450 -0.13328
0.0625 -0.20196 -0.17739 -0.14547 -0.11692
0.0547 -0.18109 -0.15798 -0.12689 -0.10130
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.47: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 2nd-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00026 0.02574 0.00140 0.12761
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00076 0.06822 0.01329 0.31473
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00240 0.09113 0.00622 0.44063
Table B.48: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.21388 -0.22257 -0.20835 -0.21492
0.9609 -0.27669 -0.28634 -0.26641 -0.27700
0.9531 -0.33714 -0.34706 -0.32298 -0.33661
0.9453 -0.39188 -0.40148 -0.37557 -0.39071
0.9063 -0.51550 -0.51950 -0.51781 -0.51499
0.8594 -0.42665 -0.42502 -0.43948 -0.42016
0.8047 -0.31966 -0.31862 -0.31850 -0.31026
0.5000 0.02526 0.02568 0.03625 0.02598
0.2344 0.32235 0.32333 0.33668 0.31707
0.2266 0.33075 0.33178 0.34313 0.32537
0.1563 0.37095 0.37246 0.35300 0.36436
0.0938 0.32627 0.32818 0.28877 0.31926
0.0781 0.30353 0.30535 0.26577 0.29665
0.0703 0.29012 0.29180 0.25280 0.28330
0.0625 0.27485 0.27632 0.23834 0.26810
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.49: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 3rd-order interpola-
tion compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00042 0.00992 0.00303 0.04062
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00116 0.03776 0.00362 0.43522
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00031 0.00940 0.00098 0.02942
Table B.50: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 3rd-Order
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.65928 0.66158 0.68084 0.65912
0.9688 0.57492 0.57800 0.59514 0.57410
0.9609 0.51117 0.51486 0.52529 0.50928
0.9531 0.46604 0.47002 0.47173 0.46284
0.8516 0.33304 0.33417 0.33302 0.32446
0.7344 0.18719 0.18703 0.19270 0.18196
0.6172 0.05702 0.05610 0.05516 0.05447
0.5000 -0.06080 -0.06230 -0.07563 -0.06169
0.4531 -0.10648 -0.10815 -0.12483 -0.10639
0.2813 -0.27805 -0.27990 -0.30180 -0.27379
0.1719 -0.38289 -0.38383 -0.37445 -0.37836
0.1016 -0.29730 -0.29390 -0.24528 -0.28608
0.0703 -0.22220 -0.21784 -0.17017 -0.20989
0.0625 -0.20196 -0.19763 -0.15191 -0.18993
0.0547 -0.18109 -0.17696 -0.13387 -0.16964
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.51: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 3rd-order interpolation
compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00016 0.00436 0.00085 0.02469
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00002 0.05203 0.00005 0.26077
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00009 0.01231 0.00024 0.06324
Table B.52: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.21388 -0.22214 -0.18757 -0.21091
0.9609 -0.27669 -0.28603 -0.24461 -0.27221
0.9531 -0.33714 -0.34696 -0.30065 -0.33131
0.9453 -0.39188 -0.40164 -0.35295 -0.38516
0.9063 -0.51550 -0.51981 -0.49165 -0.51106
0.8594 -0.42665 -0.42444 -0.41620 -0.41788
0.8047 -0.31966 -0.31838 -0.30388 -0.30860
0.5000 0.02526 0.02550 0.03666 0.02799
0.2344 0.32235 0.32270 0.32110 0.31811
0.2266 0.33075 0.33119 0.32652 0.32592
0.1563 0.37095 0.37274 0.32686 0.35810
0.0938 0.32627 0.32883 0.26128 0.30845
0.0781 0.30353 0.30596 0.23953 0.28580
0.0703 0.29012 0.29239 0.22754 0.27261
0.0625 0.27485 0.27690 0.21438 0.25770
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.53: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 5th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00024 0.00982 0.00108 0.03863
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00125 0.06499 0.00389 0.45148
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00273 0.01782 0.00861 0.10794
Table B.54: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 5th-WENO
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.65928 0.66127 0.65126 0.65595
0.9688 0.57492 0.57775 0.56229 0.56996
0.9609 0.51117 0.51470 0.49328 0.50438
0.9531 0.46604 0.46998 0.44340 0.45740
0.8516 0.33304 0.33389 0.31293 0.32218
0.7344 0.18719 0.18684 0.18005 0.18275
0.6172 0.05702 0.05610 0.04852 0.05443
0.5000 -0.06080 -0.06215 -0.07737 -0.06410
0.4531 -0.10648 -0.10794 -0.12430 -0.10945
0.2813 -0.27805 -0.27934 -0.29606 -0.27622
0.1719 -0.38289 -0.38426 -0.34636 -0.37404
0.1016 -0.29730 -0.29463 -0.21101 -0.27483
0.0703 -0.22220 -0.21792 -0.14115 -0.19922
0.0625 -0.20196 -0.19759 -0.12492 -0.17976
0.0547 -0.18109 -0.17683 -0.10919 -0.16011
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.55: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velo-
city component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 5th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00035 0.00437 0.00185 0.02355
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00714 0.08629 0.01216 0.39702
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00183 0.02298 0.00505 0.11584
Table B.56: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO
X Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
0.9688 -0.21388 -0.22262 -0.20402 -0.21365
0.9609 -0.27669 -0.28671 -0.26415 -0.27551
0.9531 -0.33714 -0.34784 -0.32246 -0.33502
0.9453 -0.39188 -0.40269 -0.37597 -0.38909
0.9063 -0.51550 -0.52085 -0.50466 -0.51390
0.8594 -0.42665 -0.42481 -0.41293 -0.41913
0.8047 -0.31966 -0.31880 -0.30390 -0.30959
0.5000 0.02526 0.02546 0.03718 0.02659
0.2344 0.32235 0.32308 0.32286 0.31737
0.2266 0.33075 0.33160 0.32875 0.32551
0.1563 0.37095 0.37351 0.33528 0.36239
0.0938 0.32627 0.32970 0.27151 0.31581
0.0781 0.30353 0.30680 0.24919 0.29318
0.0703 0.29012 0.29321 0.23677 0.27987
0.0625 0.27485 0.27770 0.22307 0.26476
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.57: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velocity
component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity using 9th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00020 0.01081 0.00226 0.04084
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00051 0.05476 0.00159 0.47184
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00023 0.01046 0.00108 0.05262
Table B.58: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component V along horizontal centre-line of the square cavity




Order of Intercell Flux Interpolation: 9th-WENO
Y Ghia et al. [8] AC Method PP Method FSAC-PP Method
1.0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.9766 0.65928 0.66194 0.64733 0.65809
0.9688 0.57492 0.57846 0.55880 0.57268
0.9609 0.51117 0.51543 0.49109 0.50758
0.9531 0.46604 0.47071 0.44244 0.46096
0.8516 0.33304 0.33454 0.31645 0.32368
0.7344 0.18719 0.18721 0.18502 0.18232
0.6172 0.05702 0.05627 0.05366 0.05452
0.5000 -0.06080 -0.06216 -0.07213 -0.06249
0.4531 -0.10648 -0.10802 -0.11929 -0.10741
0.2813 -0.27805 -0.27956 -0.28705 -0.27440
0.1719 -0.38289 -0.38503 -0.35968 -0.37702
0.1016 -0.29730 -0.29555 -0.23696 -0.28271
0.0703 -0.22220 -0.21862 -0.16421 -0.20664
0.0625 -0.20196 -0.19824 -0.14662 -0.18682
0.0547 -0.18109 -0.17742 -0.12928 -0.16671
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table B.59: Results of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the dimensionless velo-
city component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using 9th-order WENO
interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
AC Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00002 0.00467 0.00010 0.02236
PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00217 0.06034 0.01157 0.28609
FSAC-PP Method
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Absolute Error [-] Absolute Error [-] Relative Error [-] Relative Error [-]
0.00093 0.01556 0.00181 0.07939
Table B.60: Absolute and relative errors of the AC, PP, and FSAC-PP methods for the
dimensionless velocity component U along vertical centre-line of the square cavity using
9th-order WENO interpolation compared to the results of [8] at Re = 1000.
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